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History

Editorial
The  last  year  will  go  down  in  history,  but,  as  we  look
forward in hope, this issue sees us looking backwards into
the  past,  into  strange  futures,  and  sideways  into  other
timelines. But, whenever it happens, it’s history…

Best, DS Davidson
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Next Issue's Theme:
Mystery

What is hidden and will it be revealed? Find out next issue…
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Dark Romance
By Brett Dyer

In all my life lived
My heart opens once more for
That you give to me
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Celine Rose Mariotti has a new ghost story out, one
that will really make you believe in ghosts  and the
hereafter.  George  Bowman,  a  country  singer  and
banjo player, had passed away after being very sick.
His wife Melinda was left alone. But only a couple of
months after George’s  passing, Melinda heard the
banjo  playing  and  there  in  the  loft  was  George
playing his banjo… 
This  was  the  beginning  of  many  appearances  by
George  and  each  time  he  appeared,  he  asked
Melinda for a favor. She was sent on a quest to look
through his papers for insurance policies,  contracts
with  his  record  company,  lyrics  to  his  songs,  and
many other things he asked her  to seek.  Melinda
together with her best friend Rose are on a journey
to discover secrets about George’s life. The story has
a very surprising ending!

Price of book_________ $12.95
CT Residents only-sales tax-6.35%=.82cents.

Total with tax=$13.77
Postage-$2.50. USA. Canada=$4.00; overseas=$6.00

Make check payable to: Celine Rose Mariotti
136 Kyles Way, Shelton, CT. 06484, USA



Ozymandias Re-Visited
By Jeremy Gadd 

What is the difference between rolling
the effigy of a long dead slave trader into a river,
tearing down a statue of Jefferson Davis
in Richmond, once capital of the Confederacy;
defacing Churchill’s iconic likeness commemorating
when Britain stood alone against Fascism
and Islamic States’ demolition of Palmyra,
once home to Haliphat, or the Taliban destroying
the monumental Buddhas of Bamiyan?
Iconoclasm remains the same no matter
the image breakers motive. Will,
like the mutilation of Athens’ hermae,
the current rage presage ruin and broken
statuary become memorials for yet another age?

1987/2017
By DJ Tyrer

1987 was the year
When they said there’d be no storm
And there was one
Furious and destructive.
2017 was the year
When they said there’d be a storm
And there wasn’t one
Anticlimactic and dull.
Somewhere past Ireland’s battered isle
The wind abated, rain evaporated
And the storm fell still.
Could it be there is a rift
With gates thirty years adrift
That swallowed that storm
Then vomited it out in the past?
I guess that
Like listening to the weather forecast
We’ll never really know…

Life In Lockdown
By Donna McCabe

A year of trials and tribulations we have seen
Life's normality coming to a halt so suddenly
Through an unseen yet deadly virus that stalks
That does not care who it infects at all
A global pandemic we all felt around us
So many rules and regulations to follow always
Locked up indoors, our minds going hollow
Lives seemingly on standby as we wait and watch
So many people feeling down, their spirits at a break
Wondering how long this will go on for
Will we ever know that other normality again
Will we ever get another break…

Post-Pandemic Rattled
By Christine Despardes

Sun is shining hotly (Spring at last),
birds are singing brightly,

it doesn't look but feels an evil morning
where innocence gets targeted.

I fit no victim profile
but nor do nuns, murdered.

Center of a fragile microcosm,
surrounded by my others

the view of all gets rattled,
with something weighty on the boards to do.



January 2020
By Judy DeCroce

No one remembers January;
that safe month.

A New Year amid hugs and confetti.
And pristine calendar days on the ready.

Anticipation and all those resolutions
we knew we wouldn’t keep
but hoped to anyway.

Then spring brought March;
and a few months 
before we see the ocean again,

but the year hardened,
creeping in, pointing to simple
dangers we had never stepped into

adding new words… isolation
draped in cloth, air unfit to breathe,
people listening in fear.

Where’s that January?

The one caught in a calendar, trapped
behind all those pages of muddied months
and now its lost.

Resonance is a collection of poems by Gary Beck that examine individual and cultural experiences, from
the simple and lyrical,  to the painful  direct,  in this complicated life that rewards some and punishes
others to the brink of despair. Awesome! I love the language – Graffiti Magazine

https://www.amazon.com/Resonance-Gary-Beck/dp/8182537061/


King Of Spain Had Toenails Singed
Reports Neil K. Henderson, 

The King of Spain wore a beard made of toenail clippings, it has been revealed in a new book by Dwendel
Helamafretty. Helamafretty, author of The Bustard Craze Of Henry VII and Ming Dynasty Sideboard Wars, is
no stranger to historical controversy. In his latest work, The Spanish Chin Condition, he claims: “The unlikely
facial accoutrement involved a concoction of toenail clippings mixed with honey, which was smeared upon the
cheeks, chin and upper lip to alarming effect. King Philip II – some of whose relatives were mad – is believed
to have been trying to recreate his face as the living embodiment of a portrait by Arcimboldo.”

Giuseppe Arcimboldo (1527-1593) famously composed fantastic likenesses from objects – or even
living creatures – appropriate to the interests or temperament of his clients. His works were highly fashionable
and much sought-after in his time.

“King Philip’s interests included cutting his toenails and, according to the Earl of Essex, being ‘away
with the bees’. But perhaps he wasn’t as crazy as all that. He probably saved a fortune by doing the face himself
instead of commissioning the famous painter. And most who saw his toenail beard said the effect was ‘just as
good’.”

The down side of this was that he had to keep his head still at all times, with the beard facing forward
so as not to cause displacement. This made him something of a target for foreign adventurers.

“It’s not surprising the Earl of Essex sailed into Cadiz and set fire to it. Philip was simply asking for it,
sitting there with his toenail-covered face exposed. And Spanish honey is highly inflammable.”

Needless to say, when the King of Spain got his beard singed, there was a definite ‘trickle down’
effect.

“The whole navy was overpowered by the smell. The sailors all jumped overboard and the captains
scuttled the ships to make it look like sabotage.”

Sadly, no formal painting of the toenail beard survives, but Dwendel Helamafretty has made a mock-
up of King Philip’s head from his death mask, which he keeps in his front room and shows to visitors. He is
attaching his own toenail clippings as fast as he collects them.

“I’m using condensed milk for glue,  in  place of Spanish honey,” he confides.  “It’s  less of a fire
hazard.”

New From Atlantean Publishing

Issue 26 of   View From Atlantis   – the Fey issue – is now online with poetry from Harris Coverley,
Cardinal Cox, Aeronwy Dafies, David Edwards, Akua Lezli Hope, Mark Hudson, and DJ Tyrer. 

Awen 112 is now available to  download. The issue opens with some important advice from John
Matthew Kuhn concerning  the  Sarcovian  Invasion  of  2030  and contains  fiction  from Matthew
Wilson and poetry from Gary Beck, Ed Blundell, Margaret Boles, Bruce-Grove, Aeronwy Dafies,
DS  Davidson,  Mark  Hudson,  Colin  Ian  Jeffery,  Celine  Rose  Mariotti,  Donna  McCabe,  Paul
Murphy, SchiZ, Howard F. Stein, DJ Tyrer, and Matthew Wilson. 

https://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/pdf-issues/
https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/2021/05/07/issue-26-the-fey/
https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/2021/05/07/issue-26-the-fey/


Lazy Beds
By Hiram Larew

There was nothing romantic about them –
No aura of mist or smoke of dreams
No bedtime story or starlit gaze above

Potatoes beckoned no angels over hillsides
Plucked no harps and never pranced in pride to battle

From their lazy beds they were the poorest legends
planted steep in history
and a withered future

Spaded down
they rotted every comfort 

Fear by worried mothers
they withered under clouds

And when finally covered with hearts or frosts
were meagrely dug –

What few there were 
were taken to peaty grates 
in mud-blood sacks

 
And buttermilk or seaweed if at all

was mixed in to stave the soul 

Potatoes were hard and mean and lost
and for that
seemed more and more like cousins 
who abandoned all and ever
for any elsewhere they could find. 

At the time of the Irish Potato Famine (1845-49),
potatoes  were  planted  in  hillside  rows  of  “lazy
beds.”  This  poem was  written  during  a writing
residency on Achill Island, County Mayo.

Taj
By Judy Clarence

Warriors, poets, builders, party boys,
zealots: Moghuls all — one,
in love; one who saw a girl (fifteen),
Mumtaz, in love with emeralds, and bought them
for her on the spot. She, the jeweller
and maybe the tattered boy, too, were shocked
at such a sumptuous buy — where
did he get the money? Ah, in disguise,
he’s a crown prince! Shah Jahan
in humble clothes, sixteen; to him
money’s nothing. And four years later,
back in Agra, he marries her. All the years
and fourteen children later, child fifteen
stays in the womb and won’t come out.
No push is hard enough.
“Build me a mausoleum,” she says
on her last breath. “For both of us.”

Now four centuries have gone.
Is she pleased with marble domes,
crowds in saris, suits, pants, plaids,
tee shirts, flip-flops? A thousand
cameras?  Our guide says Taj means crown.
Mahal means prince.
Dear Princess, please adore the emeralds
you never saw! The rubies embedded
in the white walls! Adore the constant flows
of tourists, day after day. Your children.



Peace Offering 
By Nancy Yang

Ching-ling approached a bridge along the muddy path and opened her purse. The Roaring Fork raged with snowmelt that
tumbled through the passage beneath her. She was glad the river drowned out the sounds of spring. The morning’s birdsong and
fluttering aspens might have distracted her from what she was about to do. 

So many  useless  words,  she thought.  I  am a foreigner  to  my  own son.  He  was John now,  not  Wen-Yuing,  a  name of
distinction and ancestral honour. John was the opposite. John blended in. 

“Mom, what does it even matter to you, huh?” 
She didn’t know how to respond. Why hadn’t she instilled in him a respect for his place in a long line of decedents?  He

shared her smooth skin and upturned, determined eyes, but underneath he wasn’t Chinese. He was hollow bamboo. 
“I regret we didn’t raise you Chinese way,” she answered. “You cannot sell your linage, I tell you.” 
She wanted to explain how the heirlooms represented a proud and powerful family that brought glory to its progeny, but her

English failed her. A native tongue borne of Confucianism sounded archaic and clumsy when so many words lacked an English
equivalent. 

Immigrating to Mei-guo, “the beautiful country,” saved Ching-ling and her husband from ruin and ridicule.  At the time they
embraced its glittering ambition, towering skyscrapers and bustling cities.  But Mei-guo was too young to honor tradition, too
self-absorbed to nurture a 3,000-year-old civilization. 

“Forgive me, honourable ancestors, I have failed,” sobbed Ching-ling as she peered over the bridge railing. 
Her tears tumbled into the torrent below.  John’s wife and daughters are fighting like dogs, tearing at the fabric of their

heritage, she said to herself. What they sell they can never buy back. The ancestors are shaking their heads in shame.  
Ching-ling pulled the zip-lock bag from her purse, reached inside, and grabbed the first of the silken envelopes. She held

them at arm’s length and summoned the spirits.
“Dear forefathers, I return these treasures to the everlasting river of life. Take them as atonement for my foolish son. May

they delight you and honour those who have passed through this life.” 
One-by-one she unlatched each envelope’s intricate clasp and flung their contents overboard. Tiny diamonds met her tears,

dancing and winking in the sunlight. A jade brooch lay cold and heavy in her hand before she finally set it free. The solitaire, the
sapphires and the pearls were easier to release. Ends



Poetry and History
By J. J. Steinfeld

Recently I went to a spacious hall
to hear Dylan Thomas read
and sat expectantly
among the unoccupied seats
until an old usher,
whiskey-breathed and duly naked,
gently informed me
that Mr. Thomas had died in 1953.

Still, lacerated by the facts,
I lingered in the empty hall
until a few crippled strangers
stumbled into my mind
and whisked me to my own empty hall
my own special and unattended reading
where reverie and longing reside.

Fist clenched, I banged at the locked door
screaming at the languageless wood
until another usher grabbed my bruised hand
and whispered, please, not here.

From An Affection for Precipices (Serengeti Press, 2006) by J. J. Steinfeld

When This Happened
By Judy DeCroce

Who knew, the day before;
those days stay safe, unmarked.

But all who lived through Pearl Harbor,
Kennedy, or when the Towers fell,
knew exactly where we were

shaking our heads, throwing blame,
reeling and bewildered, disbelieving.

History happens anyway;
every detail magnified

 where we stood
 what we saw
 who was near.

But the day before channeled along
and no one suspected, over there or
right here, we all were just doing life
the day before.



Memorials
By Vishaal Pathak

History doesn't care 
about our takeaway 
of its lessons; it was 
never meant to be our friend. 
But remind ourselves we must– 
how many memorials 
do 
make a lesson?

Footprints
By Donna McCabe

Our footprints in the sand
Show how far we have come
They'll wash away in time
But we, we are still together
Strong and united
As we were then.

Wizard
By K. A. Williams

I stared at a nearby castle as the sound of a twig snapping under someone's foot broke my solitude. I turned and
immediately found a sword's point against my chest. The man holding the sword was tall, bearded, and regal in
bearing.

"Who are you and what are you doing in our forest?" he demanded.

"My name is Felton and I am a wizard in search of a king," I answered.

"And we are King Rutger in search of our Queen Margaret, because of one of your kind!"

"I don't understand, your Majesty."

"Our young and inexperienced wizard claimed he could make our barren queen fertile. She disappeared, along
with our wizard, in smoke before our eyes."

"Perhaps I can help, your Majesty." 

The king's eyes narrowed as he studied me. "You remind us of our former wizard but you are older. If you
succeed in bringing back our queen, you shall be our new wizard. Should you fail, we will have you beheaded for
raising our hopes."

"I will not fail, your Majesty. My potions are in a cave not far from here."

"Lead on." He sheathed his sword.

"As you wish, your Majesty."

He followed me to the cave in a hillside. I went quickly inside the dark cavity, and soon emerged with two vials
and a small wooden bowl which I placed upon the ground in front of the king.

Then I knelt and simultaneously poured the contents of both vials into the bowl while chanting magic words. A
blue haze arose from the bowl and engulfed everything around us for a full minute.

When the haze dissipated, I stood in front of King Rutger with Queen Margaret beside me. He noticed the slight
swell of her belly that signified a new life, smiled and embraced her.

"Do you remember what happened to you after you vanished with the wizard?" he asked.

"No, I don't," she lied, winking at me over his shoulder.

I winked back and smiled.

He said, "Come, our new wizard. We shall have a feast in your honor."

"Thank you, your Majesty."

The king took the queen by the hand and they started toward the castle with me following. 

Margaret and I must now hide our feelings for each other, for I had foreseen that one day the fate of the kingdom
would depend upon our son, the heir.

The End

Previously published in Sorcerous (1994) and The Fifth Di… (1997).



Nadina Bulicioff Becomes an Abolitionist in Rio
By LindaAnn LoSchiavo

She freed six slaves in Rio — — yes, she did.

In eighteen-eighty-six, when shut-tight lids
Let slavery continue in one place — —
Brazil — — performers helped free the black race.

She didn’t know about this in advance
Of meeting abolitionists by chance.

And human bondage was against God’s will.
Rage sang — — coloraturas doing trills — —
As she vowed she would interrupt the show
The emperor attended. She would throw
A cue before Act III, the scene where she
Awaits Egyptian soldier Radames.
Conductor Toscanini raised one hand.

The musicians stopped short at his command.

Dressed as an Ethiopian slave, she
Held six emancipation guarantees.

Dom Pedro’s her reluctant witness but
Unable to suppress applause. Fans rushed
The stage. Reporters praised her bravery.
Within two years, Brazil banned slavery.

Medallions were created showing this:
Miss Bulicioff’s broken chains as gifts
To six freed men. These medals still exist
As proof she joined the abolitionists.

    Liz Taylor played Nadina onscreen in
    “Young Toscanini.” Critics wrote: “Since when
    Are divas selfless? That scene seemed too canned.
    This must be fiction!” Film reviewers can’t
    Admire what they do not understand.



The End of the Line
By D.C. Buschmann

Elizabeth was 
the last Tudor.

Vowed no man 
would rule her.

They all said
she was wrong,

but she was strong.
His’try absolved her.

Glyndŵr 
By Aeronwy Dafies

Latterday Arthur
Rebel turned Prince turned Legend
Mystery of the ages
Missing from the view of fate
Hidden from history
Vanished to wait for a return
Never coming
Yet hoped for down long years
Until Henry Tudor
Embraced the mythic role

The Golden Rose
By Tamberlyn Sykes

There was a brave shining warrior who reigned in the heavens of the universe and who generated the galaxies with 
light. He was plain looking but His beauty was his soul.

He had everything one could want – except friends. His name was Master. The light warrior learned early that 
light scares others away. He didn’t remember much about his parents, but only love, when He came to be He was 
granted the key to the universe, the words inscribed on the key said “Love will conquer all”.

There was another warrior, who was as dark as the black around the stars. His name was Destroyer. He was the 
leader of most of the stars because of his mesmerism. He did not know love and because of this, an evil thought came
to him to just take the Key and take the light Warrior’s place.

A confrontation was inevitable. The two had a battle that quaked the galaxies. It lasted for thousands of years. 
Out of the light Warriors courage for Love came the WORLD. In this world He planted a seed with a promise. This 
world the light Warrior won, angered the dark warrior beyond belief. Out of his rage the dark Warrior put his seed 
there, called hate. Therefore a darkness covered the land and it's chill had mystical powers. The darkness had powers 
to captivate. Some got lost in the darkness. A great many Fancied their own way, never to be seen again and others 
just closed their eyes and ignored them.

A very small few with courage, marched on for something better. There was still hope. The seed the light 
Warrior planted finally evolved. In this dark barren land there grew a magnificent rose bush that was crowned with a 
unique red rose. The rose spanned the heavens and the petals were laced with gold and silver. This rose generated the 
world with a mysterious power called Love. To get to that rose many tried, but the thorns scared them away and they 
became impatient. Others climbed on up and were pricked and soon became bitter with anger. These so-called 
advanced beings even fought and killed over it. They went wrong long before, when they chose worldly possessions 
without GOD. THIS saddened Him and his tears rained down with passion. Just when all seemed lost, his powerful 
voice came over the land. It shook many, echoing believe in Me. Follow Me and you will find security for the rest of 
your lives and there after. Those who humbly accepted were given the Key that was inscribed.…"LOVE WILL 
CONQUER ALL"

Ends



The Shakespearean sonnet 
about my dog

By Paweł Markiewicz

You hound are a starry night over fog,
Fallen in love with the Epiphany.
The moon may be mine! Told the moony dog.
With you tender garden – is so dreamy.

Bewitchment of stars, your ability.
Your hunting is dearer observation.
A moonlit night is your eternity.
May the soft ghost be in adoration!

Roses awoken in glory – starlet.
You can taste, listen and feel them galore.
Enchant the nectar in druidic glade.
It was drunk from Ovidian amphorae. 

Be, you dog, a heart-shaped meek poet!
Broken wings of loneliness are dead.

An Essay on Dust
By I.B. Rad

Please keep in mind 
while you're tidying up,
common household dust might contain 
atoms from Einstein,
progeny from Whitman's microbiota,
bits of dandruff from Gershwin's hair;
so don't be in such a rush
to wipe off those precious relics.
And though you've meant no disrespect,
as a modest token of your esteem
fling those cleaning implements aside,
google a biography of Einstein,
buy a book of Whitman's poetry,
enjoy a Gershwin rhapsody,
all the while 
delaying your cleaning chores
for still another day. 



Great Brick of China Comes to Light
Reports Neil K. Henderson, 

Historians around the world are hailing it as the most exciting find since Tutankhamen’s tomb, and yet the latest
archaeological discovery is small enough to fit inside a handbag. Already dubbed ‘The Great Brick of China’, this
centuries-old artefact brings to life stories long consigned to legend... until now.

The brick – the size and shape of an ordinary house brick – is believed to have belonged to ancient Chinese
warrior Bildaz Klak. Klak was said to have plundered the brick from the ruins of a Mongol outhouse, left behind in a
rash nomadic shift. During the subsequent tea ceremony to consecrate the find, he summoned magic forces to bestow
the esoteric martial art of Lobdung Chukkee (literally, “throwing a brick”) upon him. From that time until his passing,
he and his Chukkee hordes were virtually invincible.

How Bildaz Klak met his final end is still unknown, but the rumours surrounding his tomb were manifold. They
claimed a gigantic large-scale replica of the original Mongol outhouse was built entirely underground. It was entered
by flights of descending stairs with inscrutable writings on the white-tiled walls – neither words, nor hieroglyphics
nor pictures. The body of Klak was entombed along with his brick within an inner wooden cubicle, also adorned with
abstruse markings.  The whole  underground construction  was defended by an  ingenious  interlocking cog system
known as  Crokwuk. Should unauthorised entry be attempted, the place was automatically sealed inside immovable
iron gates.

Whether the tomb is a myth, or whether it disintegrated in time, nothing of its structure has been found. The
brick,  on  the  other  hand,  was  surprisingly  easy  to  locate.  The  chance-in-a-lifetime  discovery  was  made  by
archaeological novice Hercule Twitterminty while out on a foraging tour for Ming dynasty rubble.

“I saw it lying there, and I just picked it up,” he modestly avers. “I thought it was just some more Ming rubble
till I got it back to my hotel. But one look at the receptionist’s face told me it was special.”

The brick – heavily guarded with the latest laser technology (a lot more advanced than Crokwuk) and set inside
an unbreakable polymer shield – will be on display at the National Bric-a-Brac Museum until October.



Rose Hill Cemetery
By Mark Hudson

Who do you think is the next one they’ll bury?
At Chicago’s Rose Hill cemetery!
It has three hundred and fifty acres of ground,
and history comes alive for graves found.
The tombstones show Chicagoans by name,
some buried there achieved a lot of fame!
Once you pass through the cemetery gate,
you might find it to difficult to navigate.
There are people, who will take you on a tour,
and see graves of people who don’t live no more.
You can see the gravestone of John G. Shedd,
he founded the aquarium, now he is dead.
Or you can see the grave of Oscar Meyer,
it’s not bologna, he really did expire.
Or would you like to see the grave of Leo Burnett?
I don’t know if I’m ready quite yet.
How about the grave of Richard Sears?
He designed a tower, yet he’s been dead for years.
The folks at DNA have identified the prominent
people whose tombstones stick out as dominant.
But not all the people there are household names,
like the firefighters who lived to put out flames.
Or the Civil War memorial, old as can be,
Chicago’s first schoolteacher’s grave is there to see.
When you and I pass, and we’re in the ground,
who will visit us when we’re not around?
Will it matter, if we’re on a cloud above?
If we are with God, transformed by love?
I’m hoping that eternity is real, like they say,
because my body is going to rot underground either way.



A Feare
By Ed Coletti

Jack Donne frequently worried
when he’d spunne his final thread
he’d perish off the shore like
some long-worn spindle fish
destined to float supine 
in a shallow off the strand.

Before he began to write
his final hymn

he confronted that selfsame sunne
Christ too had faced as he hung
filled with forgiveness 

and understanding
pain and resignation.

Jack Donne obsessed over
the degree of heat

generated by that very same
blistering August orb how it
chastened his skin

bursted his soul
blinded his mind

inflamed his heart.

John Donne Dean of St. Paul’s
renouncing his creations
sought to cool his fired pots of
carnality transformed to molten 
pure alchemical liquid intellect. 



Even the Smallest Stone
By I.B. Rad

I've read
"even the smallest stone
in a riverbed
has the history of the universe
inscribed on it"*
and, in view 
of modern cosmology
and the Earth's geology,
it’s true,
so who'd ever dream
I'd leave
a stone unturned?
Yet, curiously, 
I seldom stoop
to scoop up rocks
and if I do
all I can ever see
is a missile 
to skim over water,
to fling at a pesky dog,
or, at best, 
a hefty lump
to pose as a paperweight
- such 
is our basic metaphysics.

*From Hikaru Okuizumi's marvelous, The Stones Cry Out.



Yellow Death
By DS Davidson

The yellow glow of the gas lamps excited something deep within Orson Wantage, causing him to quicken his step. A
wave of nausea and dizziness swept over him, making him wish for his opium; he needed something to calm his
nerves. The chill air burnt his throat and he wished he were back in his garret: it was not much, but it was not quite
that of the starving poet of myth. With a well-stocked stove, it was quite warm and snug, and far preferable to being
out in a harsh Parisian winter.

“You look sick, Orson,” Louis said as he went inside the doss-house.

“Just need a good night’s sleep.”

He climbed the stairs to his room, grateful not to be crowded in with others, and went inside, locking the door
behind him. Looking in the mirror, he could see why Louis had said he looked sick: He rarely looked too well, late
nights and copious amounts of opium left him pallid and with dark-ringed eyes, but, now, his skin had an unhealthy
yellow sheen, as if he had some liver disease. No wonder he felt ill!

Opening the small cabinet in the corner of the room, he fished out a tincture of morphine and swigged some
down. The effect seemed almost instantaneous: His throat ceased hurting, his head seemed to clear, and all his aches
and pains faded away, as if his body were some place far away from him. Lying back on the bed, he felt much better.
He reached out and picked up his notebook and began to scribble notes for poems: he had a new volume to complete,
to satisfy his publisher’s demands.

But, the muse seemed to have abandoned him recently, leaving him uninspired, a dry well of ideas. So, he did
what he had done more and more often recently and turned to his copy of  The King In Yellow for inspiration. He
wasn’t sure why, but the new and controversial play seemed to unleash his artist skills and erase his lingering doubts
that he was no more than a poetaster scrabbling for crumbs of recognition. Ever since he had first been given a copy
by a friend, he had found that it helped inspire him: His poems had begun to more and more reflect the surreal and
alien worlds hinted at in its obscure soliloquies.

“So many moons,” he mumbled to himself as he gazed out the window at scenes no-one else could see. He tried
to write down the vision before his eyes, but could not gather the words he needed.

A hammering on the door called his attention back to reality. It was his landlady demanding the rent. How
could she think of such paltry banalities? He pulled the pillow about his ears to drown out the noise and, eventually,
the knocking ceased and he could return to his curious reverie.

“O! My Jaunetic Muse!” he cried in desperation, praying that the words would come to him. “Bring me the
words to describe Your majesty!”

But, still, the well was dry. In frustration, he threw pen and paper aside and tossed the play out of the window in
disgust. Throwing himself off of the bed, he stormed across the world in a temper and slammed his fists against the
wall. Plaster scattered to the floor and a great sob escaped his lips as he finally accepted defeat.

A moment later, the knocking at the door began again, Mme Gilbert yelling at him at the top of her lungs. But,
he didn’t hear her. He was staring in a terrified trance at the mirror on the wall. A pallid mask was staring impassively
back at him.

A final sob hiccoughed around the room as his landlady forced the flimsy bolt on the door and barged in.
Slowly, he slid to the floor in a foetal curl on the threadbare rug.

Mme Gilbert screamed in horror as she stared down at him. Orson’s flesh was a horrible wan-yellow colour
with a waxy sheen, and bile-coloured pus ran from his eyes like vile tears, and from his nose and ears, dripping to the
floor to pool in an obscene curl.

Ends

Published in A Terrible Thing

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Terrible-Thing-DJ-Tyrer/dp/0996276882/




The Blindfold
By J. J. Steinfeld

I found the blindfold
from a long-ago firing squad
on the sidewalk
at the intersection
of my disillusionment and idealism.
I brought the blindfold
close to my face
attempting to negotiate
with the inexplicable madness.
Who made this piece of cloth?
Who decided on its sombre colour?
Who tied it behind the head
of a fictional character
who was all too real?
The bullets?
Manufactured in a dimness of past
betrayals and almost forgotten crimes.
The fingers on the triggers of the guns
the blindfold, the bullets,
the immutable sadness. 
The name of the wearer?
The blindfold does not give
the name freely.
A shrill voice: “Ready, aim…”
Impossible, not here.
I attempt to throw the blindfold
back onto the street
but the cloth adheres
like all the misfortunes of history.

From An Affection for Precipices
(Serengeti Press, 2006) by J. J. Steinfeld

Love 1635
By Jeremy Gadd

They hung him from a
gibbet, erected on a hill,
for the murder of poor
Thomas Heath and, as it was
during the Seventeenth Century,
part of the judgement – his
punishment for his abhorrent
sin – included letting his lifeless
body swing, gnawed by
rodents from beneath and
pecked by birds upon the wing
until, rotting in the rain and
biting wind, what was left
of his body mummified.
And, whether robins chirped or
carrion crows cried, whether
gales blew or breezes sighed,
every twilight she came:
an elderly woman, usually
cloaked against the cold, she
would struggle up the knoll
and, kneeling underneath
the corpse's clawed feet,
talk to it, as if still alive,
and, like a nun or priest
preparing to shrive,
pray for succour; for the
loss of her loved one, for
the murdered man and
for the soul of her only son.



1929
By DC Diamondopolous

Douglas Haines was not an impulsive man. He’d given it a lot of thought—his decision final. He stood atop the
Savings and Exchange Bank in the financial district of Los Angeles. The wide box toes of his oxfords suspended over
the roof’s ledge. Ten stories high, with no awning to catch a leg, the sidewalk empty, there would be no question of
death. 

He looked across Spring Street. The new city hall building dwarfed the Barker Brother’s Furniture Company,
Coulter Dry Goods, and every structure downtown. Giant candy canes and fake laurel were fastened to street lamps.
Outside the post office a Santa Claus rang a bell over a donation pot, shouting, “Ho, ho, ho, Merry Christmas,”
mocking Douglas, who’d lost everything in the stock market crash. 

Without money, how could he give to charity? There’d be no Christmas tree, no presents for his wife and
daughter. Merriment had disappeared with his fortune.

He blamed the bankers, the stockbrokers, himself. Greed had grabbed him by the lapels. He remembered the
seductive breath of it urging him to acquire more capital and with it the insatiable appetite for power. The country
was drunk with wealth one moment, bankrupt the next. 

If  only he’d acted!  The warnings of  a  crash had been threatening.  First  the September market  crash in
London.  The  papers  promised  the  Rockefellers  and  Morgans  would  save  them—invest.  And  there  were  his
nightmares, for over a week, the same one. He was back in the war, in France, clawing his way through the mud to
reach the Savings and Exchange Bank. With each handful of sludge, he slid further into an abyss. He’d wake up
shaking, his nightshirt soaked. Mary would stroke his face. “It’s just a dream, darling.”

After the crash she reassured him that money didn’t matter as long as they had each other and Lilly. How
could she understand? She who was sheltered from the responsibilities of being a husband and father, supporting a
family, protecting them, and if required, going off to war. What kind of man was he who had to send his wife and
child to her parents’ home in St. Louis—and borrow money for the train tickets from his father-in-law?

Now his gut acted up, repeated stabs that sometimes reached his chest. Mary. Lilly. Hard to finish—thoughts,
when . . . he took a deep breath and found strength in taking charge of his death, a semblance of the person he’d been
when supervising hundreds of men.

On the 8th floor below, he’d cleaned out his office—pictures of Mary and Lilly, pencils, pens, letters, awards,
his pipe and tobacco, a photograph of himself smiling with the moving picture star Buddy Rogers at the ribbon-
cutting ceremonies for Mulholland Highway. His life’s work was packed in boxes, sealed against a future, neatly
stacked, with all the edges touching, for Douglas Haines was a tidy man. 

The Great War made him that way. His Springfield was cleaned, uniform buttons polished, everything in tip-
top shape.  Orderliness lived with him even as he stood on the mantel of the Savings and Exchange Bank: hair
combed, shoes waxed, suit pressed. 

In 1918, he’d wanted to desert—the bombs, grenades, pissing his pants from the fear of it. He endured but
returned home, broken. Now as he gazed out at the dying bruise of a purple and yellow sunset, he was deserting. He
had no money.  A bum. Douglas  was more afraid of  living without  honor,  a  name,  a  plaque on his office door
announcing his achievements to all who entered, than stepping off a building.

He inched his shoes further over the ledge. Surely death would come in an instant. Then what? Not even the
Carnegies or Vanderbilts knew the answer to that.

He saw derbies bobbing along the sidewalk. Where were the men going? Home? To other rooftops? That
damn Santa ringing the bell. How come the sun sets—the moon rises? He looked up. There must be stars out by now
in St. Louis. Had Lilly made a wish on the first one? He closed his eyes. Teetered. 



He grasped his chest, leaned his upper body back. His left hand felt wrong. His thumb rubbed an empty space
where his wedding ring had been—best ten years of his life. After he’d packed up his office, he left an envelope on
his desk. Inside it he put his wedding band and wallet—also, a note to Mary telling her he loved her and Lilly, and
that he was sorry. Would she understand? And Lilly. A child needs a father. His body twitched. He was back in the
war, felt the dank mire of the trench, shooting at the Huns, men dying, scared and homesick, longing to run away. 

Steady, Haines, he told himself. Find courage in being, a—a what? A coward?

“Mary,” he whispered.

He’d met her after the war. She brought everything that was good and clean and kind into his life, turning his
dark world into one of wonder and hope. Then Lilly came. “Daddy’s home!” Every night she’d run into his arms. It
was the best tonic for a hard day’s work. Who could love them more than he did?

He blinked, a hood of darkness flung over his future—never to see his child or hold the woman who brought
him back to life. What would they think if they saw him standing on the edge of a building? How would his wife feel
if she found him in the morgue? Could they ever forgive him for deserting them?

Douglas Haines was not a crying man. But tears for his family came hard, like a torrent. He took out his
handkerchief and wiped his face. He stepped down from the ledge and crouched against the side of the building,
shaking. 

He stood, brushed off his suit, made certain his tie was centered and straight, then walked across the rooftop
to the door and opened it.

Ends





1932
By DC Diamondopolous

Pa decided to join the Bonus Expeditionary Force. After dropping Ma and the youngsters off at Uncle Vernon’s, he
let me ride the rails with him from our home in Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, all the way to the Washington Freight
Yard. 

Pa and thousands of other veterans were demanding their bonus pay—the money they could have earned if
they hadn’t gone off to fight for their country in the Great War. No man wanted to wait until 1945 to get paid, not
while his family was starving. That’s why we came to Anacostia Flats, a swampy, muddy area along the Anacostia
River across from the Capitol where we could see the dome. Ankle-deep in mud, Pa and I built our shanty along with
forty-three thousand, counting wives and children—the biggest Hooverville ever, named after the president who no
one seemed to like.

When the bank people came to take our farm, Pa rushed out of the house with a shotgun and fired over their
heads, scaring me and Joey. Ma cried. The twins howled and clung to her flour-sack dress. Pa cursed the politicians,
said they were just bumping gums when it came to veterans’ bonus pay. 

We made our shack out of materials from the nearby dump site—old lumber, packing boxes, and scrap tin.
Pa and I worked shoulder to shoulder. He started calling me Tom instead of Tommy.

Other veterans were scattered around Washington in deserted billets, but Camp Marks was the heartland. We
built a real city with streets, latrines, a barber shop, a lending library where I spent most of my time, and a boxing
ring, where Pa liked to spar. 

For  breakfast  and  dinner,  everyone  ate  a  stew  made  of  potatoes,  onions,  and  hotdogs.  We  lived  on
Pennsylvania Road, a place I called home.

Next door was a colored man from Harrisburg and his son Cornelius. 

Pa said two things made a man equal—fighting for your country and taking care of your family—so it
appeared, ‘cause everyone got along. Pa said the newspapers lied, wanting to cause trouble, saying the races couldn’t
mix, and that communists were infiltrating the camp. How could that be when everyone had to show their service
certificate?

One day, Pa and I walked to the top of the bluff where we looked over the entire encampment. From poles
and shanties, hundreds of American flags rippled in the breeze, showing how much we loved our country. 

That night we took our meal back to our shack. Pa gulped his down and said, “War makes rich men richer.
Remember that, son, before you go off to be a pawn in a rich man’s game.” I didn’t eat much after that. Pa’s anger
and bitterness filled my belly instead.  

A few days after we settled in, we walked to the Capitol where the House of Representatives took a vote on
the Bonus Bill. Pa and I wore white shirts and bib overalls, wool caps—hot for June, but that’s what we had, being
farmers and all. Other men dressed in wrinkled suits and worn fedoras. The tall columns dwarfed the people on the
steps. Veterans sang, “America,” the air itself charged with hope. 

When the organizer, Mr. Waters, came out and said the House passed the bill, I never heard such whooping
and hollering. Tears ran down Pa’s cheeks. Hats twirled in the air, cheering going on for near half an hour. We had
money and could go home.

But when we headed back, Pa said, “Son, this is just one hurdle, the Senate has to pass the bill and that’ll be
harder.”

“Why?” 

“More Republicans in the Senate.”



What seemed whacky to me was how something so sensible, like paying people their due, had to be voted on
in the first place.

That night sleep came in jerks. 

Two days after the House passed the bill, we went to the Capitol for the Senate vote. Veterans held signs
reading, No Pay We Stay, Give Us Our Bonus Or Give Us A Job.

Pa’s fists stretched the holes in the pockets of his overalls, his jaw working back and forth. I could feel him
wanting to get into the ring while we waited. He took off his cap and looked to the heavens. 

Pa’s bonus money went down in the Senate. He said it was like the crash of ‘29 all over again.

I was too old to take his hand, but I let him take mine. 

“We’re staying on son, until justice is done.”

Some folks left. But many stayed, with more coming from out west to join in the protest. 

Toward the end of July, Hoover demanded that all veterans go home, but most had no home to go to. 

On July 28, thousands of us walked to the Capitol. Food was becoming scarce at Camp Marks, so everyone
looked gaunt, but we were righteous in our cause, and that gave us strength.

Police walloped the protesters with their billyclubs. We broke through their line and ran. Gun shots fired.
Women screamed. It turned into a riot, and then I saw the U.S. Army marching toward us.

There was infantry, soldiers on horseback, tanks. They were coming to rescue us. Overjoyed, I cheered along
with Pa and everyone else. The army aimed their rifles. Sunlight glinted off the tips of their bayonets. But then—

. . . they were charging at us!

Bile roared in my stomach. They hurled gas grenades. People scattered. 

I hacked, snot poured from my nose. I experienced Pa’s pain from being gassed in the war. 

Veterans threw rocks at the army.

I shuddered, knowing my father could be killed by his own. 

We ran toward the flats.

But what we were running to suddenly rose up in flames—the shanties, the library, all of Anacostia Flats.

Pa put his arm around my shoulder while we watched our city burn. I held back tears, wanting to be strong
for my father.

Ends



Manhunt 1941
By I.B. Rad

Hanging on my wall,
its' title penciled,
Manhunt 1941,
a small etching
depicts 3 Nazi soldiers,
with several hounds,
pushing through
a wintry woods,
its foreboding mood abetted
by casting its bleak perspective 
in shades of blue
and by placing actors, 
plants, and shading 
to draw attention 
to footprints in the snow.
In the foreground,
nicely contrasting 
with solid figures
of hounds, trees, and soldiers,
tall leafless vegetation 
is drawn with fine point
lending unexpected delicacy 
and even beauty
to that chilling scene.
And, even now,
as I stare at 
those remorseless troops,
I shiver, 
knowing 
it's four years more 
until, at last,
the game's over.

Note: George Ivers  (1922-2001), creator of Manhunt 1941, was born in Poland. As a member of the Polish division
of  the French army, he was captured by the German and was a prisoner of  war on three separate occasions,
escaping each time (perhaps giving him a special affinity for this subject matter.)

Later, he immigrated to the United States. His works appear in many collections such as the Brooklyn Museum, the
Jewish Museum, the New Jersey State Museum, and even the White House and the Vatican.



First House
By Robert Beveridge

I don't remember
it was so long ago.

When my parents went
to visit friends later
(we were in Baltimore
then), they'd point it out:

“you spent your first 
nine months there.”

I was busy with the sons
of my parents' friends,
and couldn't be bothered
with such trivialities

but now I stand across
the street in Fairfax, VA
and stare at this house
with its white-painted bricks
and non-existent memories

Afterwards
By Antoni Ooto

a leader knows when 
      it’s a perfect day for winning

with the sun at their backs
      and his troops at the tree line

when no argument
      can change the outcome

and later around the table, 
        lies pull up a chair,

and those who survive,
        fill their glasses

trying 
      to get the stories right.



Horizontal Recruiters

By Mark Blickley

A dozen years ago I visited Arlington National Cemetery for the first (and only) time. As a reluctant participant in the

Vietnam War, I was hoping that my visit to this "hallowed ground" would offer up some kind of comfort, some sort of

pride, for having served my country during wartime. It provided neither comfort nor pride for me.

I was puzzled by my reaction. The place is 612 acres of beautifully landscaped graves and monuments. It's

situated right on the banks of the Potomac River, and offers a majestic view of Washington, D.C. My initial reaction

was of awe and a feeling of connection with the names and dates etched on tombstones and mausoleums. But as I

explored the cemetery, there were signs strategically placed on pathways that I read admonishing me to keep silent

and to be respectful of the dead. At first I read these signs as a nice way to respect the men and women buried

underfoot; then these signs annoyed me because of their commanding tone, and finally they angered me because I felt

as if I were back in the service, and some belligerent officer was once again barking out at me how to think and how

to behave.

This anger made me feel uncomfortable at Arlington; I thought it was my displaced feelings of resentment at

having had to put on a uniform even though I found out after my tour of duty that I needn't have gone into the

military because of my father's death when I was nine, and being the only surviving male in a household of four

females would have exempted me from service as I was my mother's only source of support. But boys from the

Bronx didn't  get  any kind  of  anti-war  counselling  that  would  illuminate such information;  college students  and

college-bound students had middle-class counsellors available to them, not the urban poor. So as I trudged through

acre after acre of funereal splendour, I thought my growing repulsion to Arlington was simply a matter of personal

"sour grapes," independent of the visual and historic landscape where I had deposited myself.

I was wrong. It suddenly dawned on me that the signs admonishing me to behave in a certain way weren't so

much to insure proper respect for the dead, but a kind of recruitment poster for potential and future servicemen. In my

mind the phrase  eternal rest suddenly turned into  parade rest, the military term for being at ease while still in a

military formation.  I  felt  that every corpse interred at  Arlington was there to seduce living boys to join up and

experience the wonders of heroic service to one's country. When I discovered that Arlington National Cemetery was

open 365 days a year, from sunrise to sunset, it disturbed me. It seemed as if the dead never had a time to be dead,

that they were continually on display, continually in formation to perpetuate a recruiter's dream of power and glory.

Heroic service is the key. Hero. The mythological hero envisioned and praised in ancient literature, where

immortality wasn't considered taking up residence in an afterlife, but having the deeds of the hero repeated and

praised by living generation after generation.

It's not a coincidence that an internationally renowned military cemetery, barely a hundred years old, and the

national depository of the military dead of a nation only two hundred years old, is architecturally rooted in the ancient

past of Greece and Rome, where the heroic ideal was born and flourished. It's not America one enters when you pass

the gates of Arlington, it's the ancient world of Thesueus in Athens, which the cemetery's centerpiece, the Custis-Lee

mansion, imitates and the white marbled, roofless, memorial amphitheater copied after both the theater of Dionysus at



Athens and the Roman theatre at Orange, France, that according to the Encyclopedia Britannica, "the proportions and

distances convey the charm of an old Greek ruin." But this unique American historical monument has become, in

addition, a huge recruitment center rooted in the glorious mysteries of ancient legends of death and sacrifice. My

feeling  that  one  of  the  subtler  purposes  of  Arlington  National  Cemetery  is  in  military  recruitment  was  greatly

strengthened when I discovered that the United States government maintains 114 national cemeteries, but Arlington is

the only one under the jurisdiction of the United States Army. The remaining cemeteries are administered by the

Veterans Administration. Why is Arlington the only military cemetery in the nation administered by an active branch

of the military? Does the United States Army, which employs thousands of recruiters that work vertically, see these

Arlington dead as important and powerful horizontal recruiters?

"The burial serve to translate the individual's life-crises and life-deeds into classic, impersonal forms. They

disclose him to himself,  not as this  personality or that,  but  as the warrior.  Generations  of individuals pass,  like

anonymous cells  from a living body; but the sustaining,  timeless form remains.  By an enlargement of vision to

embrace this super-individual, each discovers himself enhanced, enriched, supported and magnified."

Joseph Campbell, in his book, The Hero With A Thousand Faces, is describing the role of burial in the life of

ancient, tribal warriors, but is there an Army recruiter in late 20th century America that wouldn't kill to be able to

induce an experience of that  magnitude on a daily  basis? Arlington National Cemetery does evoke that type of

experience every day of the year, from sunrise to sunset. The overwhelming majority of the 230,000 corpses interred

there  are  not  heroes,  but  "ordinary"  citizens  like  the  visitors  viewing  them.  But  planted  within  this  classically

structured  cemetery,  these  acres  of  ordinary  individuals  become  inspiring  "super-individuals"  perpetuating  the

validation of the festival dead.

Justice Joseph Story stated in  an address at  a  cemetery dedication in 1831, that contemporary Christian

attitudes and practices concerning burial were, unfortunately, not the equal of those of earlier heathen cultures, and to

prove  his  point  he  briefly  surveyed  the  burial  customs  of  the  Egyptians,  Greeks,  Hebrews  and  others.  "Our

cemeteries, rightly selected, and properly arranged, [could] be made subservient to some of the highest purposes of

human duty. They [could] preach lessons, to which none [could] refuse to listen, and which all that live must hear."

Participating in this recruitment poetry of the tombs is the most visited site at Arlington, John F. Kennedy's

grave. Inscribed on the wall near his grave is this quote from this Inaugural Address: "In the long history of the world,

only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum danger." The irony

of such a quote coming from Kennedy is that during World War II, as a naval officer, Lt. John Kennedy was the only

P.T. boat commander to lose a boat by enemy ramming in the entire Pacific theater. Through the intervention of his

powerful father, Joseph Kennedy, Lt. Kennedy was able to turn his impending court martial for gross neglect of duty

into an act of inspirational heroism that propelled him into Congress and eventually into the role of the nation's

Commander-in-Chief. John Kennedy concludes his public career as Arlington's number one military recruiter.

As I delved deeper into the history of Arlington National Cemetery, I was surprised to find that the issue of

racial identity is also alive on this hallowed ground. From 1864 until 1890, it served as the site of an encampment for

freed slaves, known as Freedman's Village.  Freedman Village resulted from Lincoln's emancipation of all  slaves

living in the District of Columbia on April 16, 1862. Given Washington's proximity to the Southern States, many

fugitive slaves – as well as those liberated by advancing Union troops – found their way to Washington in search of a 



new life. Overcrowding and disease forced the government to relocate many different camps (including one inside the

U.S. Capitol  Building)  to Arlington as a  temporary refuge for freed slaves,  but the camp grew to be known as

Freedman Village, providing permanent housing and other community services to liberated black men, women and

children for nearly thirty years.

At its inception, the village came under the military jurisdiction of the U.S. Army and was governed by a

military commander. Many residents complained that life under military rule was not much better than slavery.

After the war, the desire to assist freed slaves lost a great deal of its support among the general public and

fewer and fewer resources were made available to the villagers. Neighbouring residents complained of the crime

associated with  the village  and of  the  financial  burden they were forced  to  assume as  federal  assistance  to  the

villagers was reduced. By 1890, the villagers were no longer considered refugees from slavery, and Freedman Village

was dismantled and the residents were forced to leave.

Thus, more than three generations before Franklin Roosevelt's administration, a harsh welfare "state" was

founded at  Arlington National Cemetery in answer to the new and bothersome race problem the Civil  War had

created. The negative result from this noble experiment proved to be a microcosm of contemporary racial strife. I'm at

a loss to explain why this earliest of governmental precedents concerning the race question wasn't factored into 20th

century policy decisions.  I  imagine that some invaluable insights could be gained by studying how a Freedman

Village, in the course of a single generation, could evolve into a Freedman Prison. I suspect that the truth of this

failure  has  been  discreetly  buried  under  humanely  inscribed  Arlington  Cemetery  monuments  that  applaud  the

government's benevolent establishment of Freedman Village to help the down-trodden African-American victims of

the Civil War.

Discreet burials of another kind were performed at Arlington. There existed a policy of segregating black

warriors from white that lasted for nine decades. The expulsion of living black residents from cemetery grounds in

1890 was replaced with the expulsion of deceased black residents by depositing their corpses in a separate area, away

from their white counterparts. Segregated even in death, black soldiers were denied the same hero status given to

whites. This "Freedman Village of the Dead" existed until 1948. It's only been fifty years since our black servicemen

and women have been afforded the privilege of serving our nation as horizontal recruiters.

Arlington National Cemetery is a kind of theme-park whose theme is our national, and to a lesser extent,

racial identity. Disney World may be the theme-park brainchild of Walt Disney, but Arlington is the only national

cemetery out of 114 that is under direct control of the United States Army, and it's not even the largest national

cemetery. It's the theme-park brain child of the Pentagon that serves the future much more adroitly than the past it

claims to represent.

Ends



Poppies
By Michelle M. Mead

“Flanders Field,”
She said 
Under her breath, 
Red purse shaking 
In her pale hand,
Fringe hanging long,
Sighing together,

He wrote poems,
Once a day,
Sent in airmail envelopes
With dirt on the edges,
Comparing her lips
To poppy petals,
She kept them upstairs,
In the drawer of her 
Dressing table,
Beneath her pearl-handled mirror,
Weathered calfskin gloves, and 
The blue silk scarf he bought
For her in Reims,

Sometimes,
Late into the evening,
She swore the letters
Were singing, 
Weeping,
“Poppies,” 
She said aloud, 
“My favourite,”
Her stiff grin
A painted-on
Clown mouth,
As she lowered her 
Bobbed head, 
Hoping her tears would 
Fall into the black urn,
And that his eyes would
Fall on the view. 



The Quiet Cosmonaut
By Phil Charter

Be glorious, our free Motherland
A reliable stronghold of the peoples’ friendship!
Banner of the Soviets, banner of the people,
May it lead from victory to victory!

The lyrics make my heart swell and I wish to sing along. So, taking breath, I open wide and try to belt out the words,
but no sound escapes. It never does. I have no voice. Yet, in spite of this, it’s down to me to prove that greatness and
Communism are inseparable. In three minutes I’ll open the highway to the stars for Russia. 

I climb into the small vessel. The flight module has the appearance of a deep sea diving helmet and is only
big enough for one seat and its occupant. Once inside, I enter a composed state and travel to my special place: Planet
Quiet. To get there I block out the sounds and smells around me and focus within. By concentrating on the rhythmic
beating of my heart and breathing, I carry out orders with efficiency and precision. This is the kind of attitude a
cosmonaut must demonstrate. My silence is my strength; it heightens my other senses.

Helmet attached, I  fasten the straps of the pilot’s seat.  They must be well  secured,  the same way every
instrument in the Vostok 3KA was precision designed and fitted. Although I’m on my own from here, I’m not alone. 

The voice in my radio earpiece rings like a school bell. “Colonel Berezutski, Grigori, final systems check.”

RCS and main engine pressure gauges, electrical systems and battery charge — I make the readings and relay
them in less time than others can. Morse code from the transmitter fitted next to my right leg is instantly decoded by
Russian Mission Control Centre in Korolyov. The countdown drones away in my earpiece. I await further instruction.

I’m on the cusp of pioneering space travel and becoming a leader of the people. Back in Omsk, Father will be
proud. My distinguished military career will bring good fortune to the collective farm this year. Mother will smile and
toast my success with her friends. Yet, my biggest driving force has been not been the support of my family, but that
of Grigori gluppy, or ‘Stupid Gregory’, once a favourite taunt of those at school. Then, the fists of the older boys in
the Young Pioneers, and later the measured silences of the other Air Force pilots. They have made me this way: stoic
for the Motherland.

As the countdown sequence approaches one minute the voice at RMCC comes back to life. “Berezutski, fire
alarm, sector 7D. Report.”

A warning light flashes and my mind skips forward three moves.  If  it’s  overheating it  will  be a simple
solution: employ the thermo-negative cooling fluid. But, if there’s a fire…

“Code 98, Berezutski. Report before T-minus ten.” I sense the urgency in the normally steady lieutenant’s
voice. The whole launch is in jeopardy. My hands are already tearing off the canvas restraints and I roll out of the
chair to face the fire. I smell no burning, but experience tells me the blaze could be coming from within the Vostok
launch  vehicle,  housed  between  the  unpressurized  compartments  of  the  reentry  shell.  My  internal  metronome
estimates fifty-two seconds. Stay calm, Colonel Grigori.

When I rip off the control panel I feel no change in pressure. No blast of heat entering the module. No
compromise. I return the panel and turn the pressure clamps. Forty seconds. Manoeuvring the SK-1 suit is almost
impossible. I buck and pull like a reindeer caught by the farmer’s rope. To have any chance of saving the mission, I
must return to the seat and deactivate the alarm. Twenty-five seconds.

Mission control maintains stone silence as I experiment with combinations of switches on the control panel,
then perform an engine reboot. A searing bead of sweat drips down inside my spacesuit and I flinch. The clock ticks
down to fifteen. Perspiration from my heightened breathing causes my visor to steam up.

The warning light still flashes and I cast my mind back to Command Officer Nizkhin’s lecture on logic gates
— two negatives can create a false positive. I will not allow this launch to be postponed again. Twelve seconds. If I
am wrong I’ll be reprimanded for activating an abort signal, but it may be too late to save the mission anyway. I reach
forward and depress the cabin overheat button. I close my eyes.

“…False  alarm  signal,  Berezutski.  Mission  proceeds  in  10…   9…   8…”  says  the  voice  with  relief.
Sometimes, even hi-tech electronic computer circuits can be outmanoeuvred.



Back in position, I squint out of the front porthole. Visibility is poor, the sky an opaque grey. Wind speed is
stable and the rain clouds will hold. Five seconds to launch. I tense my muscles, anticipating the force that will slowly
build to 9Gs. After hundreds of flight hours and simulations, operations are muscle memory, but, keeping your body
and mind together under such stress takes a special energy. Planet Quiet.

“3… 2… 1…”

The engines fire with a furious burst of power. The small craft starts to rumble and finally inches off the
ground toward the atmosphere,  toward its orbit of 177 km by 471 km with 64.9 degrees of inclination.  Toward
history.

“Grigori Berezutski!”

Another emergency. What could it be this time? Perhaps a ground technician has seen something. Trajectory
issues?

“Stand up this instant.”

The tone  is  sharp.  Such commands cannot  be ignored.  I  unfasten  my harness  and get  to  my feet,  still
crouching inside the cabin.

“What on Earth are you doing? Don’t you know it’s going to rain?”

My spacecraft begins to disintegrate around me. The Vostok 8K72K launch vehicle drops away, hurtling
earthward. Next, the RCS propulsion tanks explode — boom, boom! Finally, the module walls buckle and peel away
leaving me exposed to the cool open air. 

I motion the outline of my helmet and point to the sky. One day I’m going to be a cosmonaut.

She just laughs. “The dumb can’t be cosmonauts, Grigori. Now get inside before you get that Young Pioneers
uniform even muddier.” Mother has interrupted another mission. The control panel in front of me fades and she
towers over me with her arms folded across her good apron. 

Why do they neglect me? Not one of the other Pioneers wanted to come and play either. They went to Sasha
Andropov’s house because his father is a party official, and has a wireless system with dual sound. I struggle to hold
back tears. 

Mother smacks the dust off my shorts where the vibrations of the launch have caused stains. She ignores my
protests and pushes me inside. Sometimes I think she blames me for the deaths of my twin sisters. ‘At least they
could cry,’ she once said.

Papa is inside. He sits in the big chair, with his boots off, fiddling with the knobs on the old radio. “Grisha,
my boy. Ready for the broadcast? It will be magnificent.” He reaches out, gripping my shoulders as if he is testing the
ripeness of a pumpkin. The skin on his hands is tired and worn.

“Don’t touch him, Vladimir,” says Mother. “He’s been rolling around in the mud like a stray dog.” Papa
responds with a resigned nod.

Today was supposed to be a celebration — Mother opened a can of meat to eat with the pickles and I hoped
Papa would fill three cups of vodka instead of two this time. But, the mood feels different now.

The radio crackles into life and I’m transported back to RMCC. 

— Young cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, prepares to achieve a great victory for the Soviet Nation. Conditions have
been approved and the launch will commence at 1600 hours. — 

First, they play the national anthem. Father stands up and we all hold hands.

“Be glorious, our free Motherland. A reliable stronghold of the peoples’ friendship!”

Determined to join in, I try to mouth the words, but the sounds that emerge are broken and deformed.

Mother turns down the volume on the wireless as the second verse arrives. She releases my hand and glares.
“Grigori. Do not use that ugly voice. How dare you disrespect the anthem. Shut up.”

I close my mouth and stare at the floor.

Mother looks at Papa until he understands the order and he slaps the back of my head. “If God had wanted
you to talk, he’d have given you a tongue,” she says. Then, she measures two more vodkas for her and Papa and turns
the volume back up. 

Another proud moment ruined. I turn to leave but she catches my arm. “And don’t think I haven’t seen the
stains on that shirt, Grigori. You’ll pay for that with the belt.”



I squirm from her grasp and squeeze past her, as though I’m heading for the safety of my pilot’s seat before
it’s too late. Papa is slow, and misses me. I make it to the door, pull it open and run out into the rain. 

The Omsk sky is dark now, and big rain droplets come crashing down. I run out of the gate and past the
Mokhnatkin farm. Soon my white shirt is wet and sticks to my skin. After a minute, I take refuge under a group of fir
trees and catch my breath.

All I have ever wished for is the strength to one day become a Soviet hero. Planet Quiet can be a lonely
place, yet no more lonely than my life at home. I decide that I will leave this place as soon as I am strong enough.

My internal metronome tells me that the launch will start in ten seconds. I march out to the muddy track and
hold my finger in the air to determine the direction of Korolyov. 

The sky punishes me by pouring water and I have to fight to keep my eyes open. “You can do it, Yuri! Make
Russia proud!” I shout into the rain. I scream, again and again, filling my lungs and straining the muscles in my chest,
but no sound comes out.

Ends



Rocker Heirloom
By Teresa H. Klepac 

She loved that rocking chair.
a battered thing found 
at a flea market
off highway 63.
A tarnished chair with 
scraped arm rests,
a battered back
came between us.
Old memories, old furniture.
Not the chair she gave me
the one I took.
I liked it better than the barrel rocker.
Neither of us understood antiques
which chair had a better pedigree.
Now I run my hands 
over the scratched surface,
see her quilting in it --
Rocking, rocking in time
singing old hymns --
Songs about forgiveness,
Drunkards, dancing, 
Prayer and Power,
power in the blood.
Saving grace
the sound is sweet.
Memories are my heirloom.

Howley Ruins
By Alwyn Gornall 

 
A few crumbling walls, 
oozing white lime mortar, 
are all that remain of Howley Hall. 
Built around the 1580’s by Sir John Savile. 

Sir Thomas Savile, first Earl of Sussex,  
inherited the Hall in 1630. 
Not one to sit on the fence, 
he supported the Civil War 
from both sides and spent time in the 
Tower of London for his fickleness.
The hall was used as a base by the 
Parliamentarians in the capture of Wakefield.

In retaliation, the Earl of Newcastle based 
his Royalist army at the hall in the 1643 
Battle of Adwalton Moor, and controlled 
Yorkshire for the remainder of the war. 
In 1671 the hall passed to Sir Thomas’ daughter, 
Frances and her husband, Lord Brudenell.
To save on the maintenance expenses they
had it blown up in the mid 1700’s by gunpowder. 

We occupied it in the late 1950’s when 
Lancelot and Ivanhoe met in battle and chased 
each other over the earthen mounds 
and gnarled, pockmarked walls.



Stand as Gods
By Chris Jones

Everyone knows the tale of Leonidas and the Spartan 300 at Thermopylae. But there was another side to the story.

It is hot, and I am small.

And haven’t I walked just as far as all the men in this camp? But I don’t see them standing in the blazing tent
reciting their lessons.

“The founder of the empire?” Bazos says to me. He is old and fat, but his hands are quick and he pinches my
ear if I am slow to answer.

“Cyrus son of Cambyses, may he be taken to the hall of the gods and made welcome.”

“And after him?”

“Cambyses son of Cyrus.”

“And?”

“Then comes Darius, first of his line, may his star blaze in the heavens.”

Bazos nods. “One more.”

This one is very easy. Isn’t he in the golden tent just over the rise? “Xerxes the Magnificent, may he live
forever.” I cast a glance through the tent flap. There is a rumble and a rising shout. Are the men returning? “May I
go?”

“Not quite. How far from Perse to Greece?”

I stare at him. “Who can know this?”

“You can. Have you neglected your mathematics?”

Of course I have neglected my mathematics. Are we not at war? Are the men not fighting every day the
accursed Greeks? Who can spare attention for doing sums? But I cannot say this. Instead I say, my eyes wide and my
face clear of falsehood, “Not I. Mathematics is water and life to me. I have merely forgotten.”

Bazos tugs his beard—that is why it is halfway to his belly now—and a rumble sounds from his chest. I think
he is laughing at me. “Do the sum. Then you may go.”

I drop to my knees in a flash and draw my writing-stick. Two hundred parasang from Persepolis to Babylon.
One hundred fifty from Babylon to Aleppo. Two hundred more to Byzantion. I hate that city. Nearly drowned there.
Sweat drips from my forehead and patters on the ground, smudging my sums. If I wipe it, though, Bazos will flick me
with his reed crop across the back.

Only one more. One hundred fifty from Byzantine to . . . “Master, what is this place?”

Bazos says something that sounds like a camel spitting. I look up. He says it again. “Thermopylae. It is Greek
for ‘Hot Gates’.”

“Why do the infernal Greeks not just say so?”

“They speak another tongue. What is your answer?”

“Seven hundred days of walking,” I say. Two years. Seven hundred parasang. And I have walked every single
one of them.

Bazos scowls, which means I have it right. He begins to wave his hand that I may go, but I am out the tent
door before he finishes.

The sun is very low, and I must shade my eyes, but even so I do not like what I see. Men are being carried up
the hill on their shields, and there are far too few of them. Where is the cheering, the insults for the miserable handful
of men that oppose us on the stinking beach?

Nowhere. We have lost. Again. That is two days now. How can such a thing be?



I slide around the tent of my master and make for the big fire fifty paces away. I pull from off my head the
long rag that shades my head. It will serve to polish their shields, and if I do this, they will allow me to stay. And they
will talk.

“Did the Immortals not engage?” says one soldier.

“Hush,” says another, looking under his arm. “It must not be spoken of.”

“But there are so few of them! They are only Greeks, too. We should sweep them into the sea. They cannot
stop the will of the King, may he live forever.”

Heads turn, but no one answers. The second man hangs his head, and shows a long slash down his forearm.
“They have fearsome weapons, a long spear, as long as four men laid down. It is very sharp.” He winds a cloth about
the arm as he speaks, stopping the bleeding. “And they are not like the Greeks we have met before. They call them
Lakedaimon, or Spartans. They fight like demons. Beside,” he says, putting his hand to his eyes and looking into the
sun, “the way is tight. We cannot all come at them at once.”

The first man spits into the dust. “Excuses. The King—may he live forever—will have none of those.”

“No, he won’t. But he won’t have that pass without a miracle, either.”

I run. To hear of the defeat of the King’s army—may he live forever—is treason. Until now no such news
was ever given. What manner of men are these Spartans? Then I seek the ridge which looks down at the Greek camp.
I have to see them with my own eyes. Are they ten cubits tall? As wide as three remen?

I am disappointed. In the distance their campfires wink like the stars, but around them I see only men, normal
men, tiny in the west as if I could brush them aside with the back of my hand. Yet they are still there, and we remain
here. It cannot be. It must not stand.

But I am ten years old. If these hundreds of thousands behind me cannot crush them, what hope do I have?

Late that night, I lie awake on my mat. My teeth hurt from grinding them. My fists clench and unclench. But
who can I strike? To my left, Bazos snores like the saws of the temple builders.

On the tent wall, shadows move back and forth, some sort of gathering. I hear low voices. “The King…a
back way…Greek shepherd says he can take us…”

My heart hammers in my chest. One of the Greeks has seen the brilliant light of the King, may he live
forever! He will help us through the pass! I must see this thing.

I roll softly to my feet. Outside the tent door I slip on my sandals and wind the wrap on my head. One quick
peek back through the tent flap. Bazos has not moved, nor would he if the heavens opened with a trumpet call.

The King’s tent—may the King live forever—is this way, merely a hundred paces. I cover the distance in a
few seconds, my feet soundless in the dirt. Yes, here is the gathering. They strap on greaves, helmets. Shields are
retrieved, swords sheathed. They are going.

I suddenly know I will go with them. I can follow them easily. I am a shadow in the darkness. I would see
these Greeks. I will watch them die, and the glory of the King—may he live forever—will rise as the sun at dawn. We
will descend on the Greeks from behind and cut them down like wheat.

There is the Greek shepherd. He is nothing to look at. Crooked nose, slumped shoulders, a coat of sheepskin.
He  smells  like  a  shepherd.  Do the  Greeks  never  bathe?  They  call  him Efi-altes.  It  must  mean  something  like
“coward” in their tongue.

But he leads them—leads us—upward into the mountains to the north of the pass. He is surefooted in the
dark. We make little noise, though there are a thousand men in the party, and two thousand. More. I have no need to
hide. Everyone believes me to be the squire of another. The mountain is steep, rocky. We could not have come this
way in our hundreds of thousands. Even this group must stop every few cubits to re-form our lines.

As the moon drops below the pass, we are discovered.

One moment all is quiet, and the next the man near me grunts, and an arrow sprouts from his arm. There are
cries of pain, shouts in the darkness. It is an ambush!

I long to grab a weapon and charge the pitiful Greeks, but one of our men throws me to the ground and stands
over me, sword drawn, as if he will defend me with his life. In the moonlight his helmet shines like the mane of a
god.

It feels like hours before the whistle sounds to let us know the way is clear. The ambush fails, and we are
once again on our way. We will leave some behind, though not as many as I feared. Is that the best they can do?



At the beginning, I was full of energy, thrilled to be with the army at last, striking a blow for the King, may
he live forever. But the hours drag. Will it never be day? Will the mountain go on forever? My feet ache, and my eyes
close on their own, whether I wish them to or not.

Suddenly I wake. We have come down the mountain. I bounce along on someone’s back—it is the man who
saved me in the night. He sees I am awake. “Good morning, little spirit,” he says. “Have you awakened at last?”

“I never slept,” I lie, and he laughs beneath me like an earthquake. He sets me on my feet, where I sway,
unsteady, still half sleeping. He laughs again. Hotly, I say, “Now we will kill the Greeks, and open the way for the
King.”

“May he live forever,” my hero says.

But it is far from simple. We have yet many hundred paces to go. I wish for the wings of the gods to carry
me, but there is nothing but marching. It is far past midday when we reach the pass, and come up behind the hateful
Spartans.

My hero takes me by the shoulders and stares into my face. “Up there,” he says, pointing, “is a rock. Perch on
that and keep watch over me. Do not move, whatever you see.” His eyes glitter under his helm as a creature from the
deep. I shudder, for all I love him.

“I will not move, my lord,” I say. I don’t know if he is a lord, but it is well to be safe. He nods, and I scramble
up the rock face and there before me is the battle.

The Immortals! They are engaged! They pour down on the Greeks like rain. Arrows blot out the sun. Spears,
swords. Screaming. Any moment they will break through.

But they do not.

The Spartans stand as if made from the bones of the earth. They fall slowly, as the sun descends. Our party
charges them from behind, and there is a cry, but still they do not give way. My eyes follow my hero into the battle,
but he is lost in the smoke and the dust.

And still, the Spartans do not fall.

Finally, with a shout, the last of them gives way. A ragged cheer erupts from our throats, and the narrow pass
is finally open, or it will be when the bodies are cleared. So many bodies. Is my hero among them?

All evening our men file past the sacred site of battle. Deep silence holds like the canopy of night. As they
pass, our Immortals clash spear to shield in honor of those who died here.

For a long time, all my life I think, I stand and look down on the scene. What manner of men are these? How
can there be such courage in Greece? In all the earth?

As the sun descends to the rim of the sea, my hero calls from the foot of the hill. He is alive! But he leans
heavily on his spear, and his side is wet and red. “Come, little spirit,” he says. “We march again.”

I scramble down the hillside and take hold of his spear, to help him hold it steady. “A fellow named Bazos
looks for his missing page,” he says.

I look up into his face. “Bazos? I do not know that name.”

He laughs, but there is pain in it. “As you wish, for tonight, little spirit. Stay and watch with me.”

Our silence falls again as we gaze back at the pass. Thermopylae. It is a name to remember. “Who are those
men?” I finally say, in a whisper.

“They are gods,” he says. “And may the gods grant we see no more of their kind.”

It is long before we find a tent, and longer still before we sleep.

Ends



Stepping out on Derby Day
By Virginia Betts

The moment before I stepped out,
Time arrested;
I saw the future played out
like a news reel;
like the life I would not live.

All sound stopped.
There was no chattering crowd,
jostling for a space against the fence.
I did not hear
crashing iron hooves,
or feel the ground’s vibration 
rise up through my feet,
and into my chest
to compete with my dancing heart,
and the sound of blood pounding 
through my swimming head.

The air sizzled with static,
as if earth were anticipating; 
bracing for impact.
There was no question
of waiting;
we were meant to meet-
the horse and I-
on this unexpected battlefield.

Not a drawn-out fight;
an almighty explosion of light
and sound, thundering down,
to plough me to the ground,
its rippling body tearing 
into mine.

One small step for woman
to change the course of time.



Totally Shaken Up

By David Rudd

Of all the things Mary might have anticipated, a call from A & E at the Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, had not
been one of them. By the time Mary arrived, Johnny had already been moved to one of the wards, though some other
casualties of the day were still lying around on trolleys, their jumpsuits torn and blooded. Would Johnny be the same,
she wondered?   

He was, indeed, a mess, lying in bed with his face covered in cuts and contusions. The bruising looked even
worse around his eyes, until Mary realised it was his mascara, all smudged and running. Worst of all, though, was his
right leg, hoisted in traction. 

He could barely talk but, as she leaned over to hug him, his embrace spoke volumes. Then she noticed the
nasty burn marks on his neck. “Two fans,” he croaked and, through a mix of mime and monosyllable, conveyed how
there’d been a tug of war with one of his silk scarves, each one claiming the souvenir. “Almost garrotted,” Johnny
concluded, sobs jerking his body.

As Mary looked down at him, she could see that his precious pompadour had also suffered. The lustrous
black halo of hair, gelled within an inch of its life only a few hours earlier, had been ripped out in places, his pale
scalp showing through. Trails of blood trickled down his forehead, despite the clean-up performed by the medical
staff. It was as though he’d been made to wear a crown of thorns.    

Johnny’s favourite jumpsuit was also ruined. The rhinestones – which Mary had laboriously sewn on for him
– had been ripped out or, in some cases, cut free with scissors. No doubt they too had been souvenirs.

“It was awful!” he confided, his voice still husky. “Like animals!”

***

It seemed an age since that morning, when they’d attended the service to celebrate Elvis Day (August 16 th). Those
words of the pastor now took on an ironic edge for Mary.

“The Bear will be gentle,” he had intoned.

“And the Wolves will be tame,” the congregation had responded.

“And the Lion shall lie down with the Lamb.”

The choir had then sung “Peace in the valley” with the congregation joining in the chorus.   

Mary had sung along, albeit half-heartedly. She couldn’t believe she’d been caught up in such madness. But
then she’d never envisaged that Johnny would become quite so obsessed with the King. Johnny was such an innocent,
so down to earth and normal – apart from that velvety tenor that could melt the most wooden heart. 

In the early days, he’d sung all manner of songs. Then, as a result of a themed karaoke night, he’d begun
doing more Elvis, after which he had what he, personally, liked to call his ‘conversion’. Someone had shown him an
old poster for the movie, Frankie and Johnny, which carried the strapline, ‘Elvis is Johnny’. That had done it. Johnny
saw it as a sign. Before Mary knew it, everything he sang was coming out in that hiccupping, “uh-huh-huh” way.  

Johnny had then joined the Church of Elvis and became a devoted follower, attending all their services. Mary
recalled how he’d once come home, quivering with excitement, to inform her that “Elvis’s name has the same letters
as ‘lives’, all shook up. Elvis …lives!” He’d proclaimed it with such conviction, as though he’d expected her to fall
on her knees and cry hallelujah! Instead of which, she’d merely raised a querulous eyebrow and said, “Levis?” He
was crestfallen. 



Mary squeezed Johnny’s hand at the memory. He winced and attempted to reciprocate. And yet, she thought
to herself, none of her cynicism seemed to have shaken his faith one bit; nor had it affected the amount of money he
bequeathed to that bogus Church. She’d point blank refused to set foot inside their monstrous temple until earlier
today when, it being Johnny’s special day, she’d finally relented. 

Seeing the organisation’s opulence, her aversion had been confirmed: its marble pillars and ornate trimmings,
the endless bling, the glittering robes of the numerous officials. “It’s certainly one for the money!” she’d confided to
Johnny.    

But seeing him lying there, so vulnerable, reminded Mary of their earlier life together, when things had been
different. In those days he would turn out for any old function, just for the chance to sing: birthdays, weddings,
funerals, Bar Mitzvahs. Every extra dollar had been a lifeline.   

The  more  popular  Johnny became,  though,  the  more  he’d wanted  to  kit  himself  out  in  the  regalia:  the
jumpsuits, the rhinestones, the silk scarves and the rest. He’d worked on his physical appearance, too: had his hair
dyed black and treated with expensive oils. He’d also had his teeth whitened, acquired a tan and started wearing
mascara. She even suspected him of trying to eat himself into the shape of “that Las Vegas porker”. 

Not her most tactful utterance, but he was the one who’d asked her why she didn’t have her hair styled like
Priscilla’s. “If you like,” she’d told him, “I can be exactly like her. I can run off with someone else!”

Mary bit her tongue now. Poor Johnny! He was such an innocent. And the Church took advantage. All that
garbage the cheesy preacher had spouted at the morning service, about Elvis representing the second coming of
Christ. How Jesus had spent a mere 33 years on Earth, whereas “El” had lasted 42, which made “El P” (as the jokey
pastor liked to refer to him) the “Long Player.” 

“Even in that den of iniquity, Las Vegas,” the preacher had said, “El P was following in Jesus’s footsteps,
mixing with the poor, the destitute and the diseased.” The congregation had cheered enthusiastically. Mary, listening
to the rattle and clank of bling, couldn’t believe the hypocrisy.

“Didn’t he knowingly go into that den of thieves?” the preacher had gone on. “Into places frequented by
money-lenders and gamblers?” Heads in the audience had nodded vigorously.  “But,  as the good Lord says,  ‘He
willingly prepared a table in the presence of his enemies in order to bring them … to righteousness’ (“Amen to that,”
the faithful had proclaimed). El P brought the Lord into their midst. He bore testimony, singing ‘I believe in the man
in the sky’ to the heathen.” Congregation members had been up on their feet, clapping and yelling in appreciation. 

“Elvis,” the preacher had concluded, “was pure and honest. The real agents of the devil were those Colonels,
Parker  and  Sanders,  who  caused  El  P to  work  and  eat  hisself  to  death.”  Mary  had  watched,  mesmerised,  the
congregation’s wild response: hands in air, shimmying, heads thrown back, Adam’s apples a quiver. 

“That pastor certainly knows how to get his audience totally shaken up,” she had shouted across to Johnny.
But, like so many of her comments, it seemed to fall on deaf ears.

It was the last remark she’d made, she now recalled, before they’d separated for the day – as they’d agreed
they would. At the time, she felt  she’d done more than her duty, accompanying Johnny on the procession from
Uptown Square (where Elvis had initially lived) down to the Church and then enduring that excruciating service.

But now, sitting by his bed, Mary felt wretched, recalling Johnny’s lonely figure melting into the crowd of
devotees as they’d filed out of the Church. Unfortunately, she’d been distracted at the time, captivated by the young
and energetic  Pelvisites gyrating their  way out  into the square,  up on their  toes  and waggling their  hips,  knees
swinging akimbo and together. She’d envied their agility. In stark contrast, she’d watched the more mature fans at the
rear, clothed in their handcrafted Lycra jumpsuits, many of which gaped embarrassingly at the seams. She’d even
spotted some with Zimmer frames, which they tried to conceal beneath their glitzy cloaks. Was this their destiny,
she’d wondered? 

Now, as she reflected on this, she wished she’d stayed with Johnny a bit longer, although he had been the one
to insist she go home. “Things get a bit wild,” he’d warned her.   



Certainly, every year the media were full of salacious stories: of fans who’d succumbed to ‘Burger Heaven’,
as they termed it,  OD-ing after gorging on the endless fast-food outlets; of female acolytes who, having offered
themselves to the dishier tribute acts, would return to the Church the following spring with their precious bundles,
keen that these “Elves”, as they were known, be baptised into the faith.

Johnny himself  usually  avoided these  more  raucous  celebrations,  but  this  year  he’d  been tipped as  the
‘Chosen One’: the one to whom the Golden Mic would be passed at the open-air concert. Mary knew it was a huge
honour and could give Johnny’s career a massive boost. 

But this – she looked down at her beautiful man, lying broken on the bed – was not the sort of publicity either
of them had in mind! Johnny was right: they were animals!   

Over the rest of the night, the whole story came out. How, as the Chosen One, he’d been passed the mic. How
he’d tried to keep the proceedings orderly and reverential, singing “Why me, Lord?”, followed by “Must Jesus bear
the cross alone?” But, as Johnny said, these songs only seemed to make the crowd crazier. He’d then gone into his
signature “Frankie and Johnny,” but only managed one verse before they’d pulled him off stage and tried to tear him
apart. That’s when he was almost garrotted.

Mary held him close as he began sobbing again, which started her off, too. But, she realised, she was crying
for something more abstract: for the way the innocents, throughout history, were so casually elevated then discarded.
She recognised that what made Johnny so convincing an Elvis tribute act was precisely his naivety. Like his hero, he
was just a shy, vulnerable boy who loved to sing. 

***

The following day, Johnny, armed with crutches, was discharged. The newspapers were already full of the weekend’s
events (the headline, “In the ghetto?”, was everywhere), with a few papers carrying pictures of Johnny being dragged
off stage.  Once again, the Church of Elvis found itself under scrutiny, with many calling for it to be banned. 

Mary  decided  that  she  and  Johnny  needed  to  escape  this  toxic  atmosphere,  especially  as  Johnny  was
experiencing pressure from both sides: from the media and the Church, the latter demanding he stand up for his
religious convictions (“Which means,” as Mary put it, “please don’t sue us”). Johnny simply wanted to hide, to find
“Shelter from the storm,” he said, quoting the title of a Dylan song she’d heard him singing recently. 

As Mary had long realised, most things in Johnny’s world were refracted through songs. But, she was pleased
to note, he was once again singing something that wasn’t an Elvis number.

***

Once his leg had healed, Mary and Johnny took a holiday in Hawaii. She was astounded that Johnny never once
mentioned the famous Elvis movie. He did sing “Can’t help falling in love” at a karaoke, but that was at her personal
request. It was the song with which he’d initially wooed her.   

What had really impressed her, though, was that he was once again singing in his own voice. Despite some
pressure from the audience, he resisted the Elvis warble.

She thought he looked years younger, not only because the cuts and bruises were now fading, but because
he’d relinquished that fifties quiff. His hair was now cropped close to his head. He’d also abandoned the fake tan,
allowing his natural flesh tones to shine through. 

Welcome back Johnny, she confided to herself as the karaoke audience demanded an encore. This time, he
did sing them a song that Elvis had recorded, but it was – again – one of Dylan’s: ‘I shall be released’, and he sang it
in a very un-Elvis way. Was there, she wondered, a message, or even a pledge, in that title? 



When they returned home, Johnny’s shift in mindset was confirmed. He ceremonially rid himself of his Elvis
paraphernalia, burning some of it and putting the rest in the trash. Mary was tempted to auction it on eBay. It would
be much sought after, she knew, and worth a fortune. But, on reflection, she decided it was probably not a good idea. 

Johnny was equally resolute when it came to the Church of Elvis. He blocked their number and refused to
deal with anyone who came knocking at their door. 

In terms of his music, she was delighted to see that he’d taken up the guitar again. She hadn’t seen him play it
since he’d discovered backing tracks. She also noticed that Dylan was starting to feature in his repertoire more, ‘It’s
all over now, baby Blue’ and ‘Only a pawn in their game’ being favourites. There was definitely a message coming
through, thought Mary. 

She felt  happier  and more positive about  the future.  But  then,  as she put  away some dishes,  strains of
‘Knockin’ on heaven’s door’ came from upstairs,  and a disturbing thought crossed her mind: was there,  by any
chance, a Church of Dylan, too?

She dried her hands and feverishly checked the Internet. By the time Johnny reappeared and lent over her,
she was still scrolling, but now in a more nonchalant way.  

“What you searching for?” he asked.

“Andy Blob,” she said. 

“Andy Blob – who’s that?” Johnny asked.

“He’s – or rather, its – an anagram of Blob – … I mean Bob Dylan.”

“So, what’s significant about that?”

“Absolutely nothing at all,” she said, beginning to laugh.

“Just like a woman!” Johnny replied, then found himself laughing along too, although he had no idea why.

Ends



 My Sun

The story of O Sole Mio
and the songs that followed

By Bryn Fortey

In 1897, while performing with his father’s band, the Neopolitan singer-songwriter Eduardo di Capua bought twenty-
three melodies from an obscure composer named Alfredo Mazzucchi. Not an unheard of practise. In more recent
times Fats Waller would sometimes sell songs to other composers when he was short of money.

     Having worked on these melodies, Di Capua invited the poet Giovanni Capurro to write words for one of the
tunes, and he supplied a lyric he called  O Sole Mio, which translates from Neopolitan Italian as  My Sun. It very
quickly became a popular song and was subsequently recorded, both by the great and the not-so-great,  in many
different versions. The first English language recording was made in 1914, and in 1921 the tune was used in a hymn.
A popular version, called  There’s No Tomorrow was recorded by American crooner Tony Martin in 1949, and this
version was heard by Elvis Presley in the late fifties when he was stationed in West Germany with the American
armed forces.

     As to why it caught his interest, one theory is that it fitted his plans to move from being only a Rock n’ Roller to
more of an all-round entertainer. Another is that it was his tribute to Mario Lanza, a singer he admired, who had died
the previous  year.  Lanza had popularized  O Sole Mio in  America.  Whatever  the reason,  Presley told his  music
publisher he would like to have a new version written just for him. Professional Tin Pan Alley tunesmiths Wally Gold
and Aaron Schroeder were given the job and came up with a lyric for the newly titled It’s Now Or Never in less than
half  an hour.  The record went  on to become Presley’s biggest  selling single,  selling over  twenty million copies
worldwide, and was number one in virtually every country in was issued in. It even hit the UK number one spot a
second time in a much later rerelease.

     Not so old, but with classical references, Elvis went back to a 1928 song by Lou Handman and Roy Turk for a
later single.  Are You Lonesome Tonight had a spoken bridge that owed something to both Ruggero Leoncavallo’s
Pagliacci and William Shakespeare’s  As You Like It. Another of his hits,  I Can’t Help Falling In Love With You
(which was also recorded by Andy Williams and UB40) was based on Martini’s Plaisir D’Armour.

     Others who plundered the classics for converting to chart hits includes: Procul Harum with A Whiter Shade Of
Pale  – JD Bach’s  Air on a G String, Greg Lake with  I Believe In Father Christmas – “Troika” from Prokofiev’s
Lieutenant Kije, and Go West by The Village People – Pachelbel’s Canon in D, and there have been plenty more you
could add to this short list…



King of the Earth
By Kent Rosenberger

For the fifth time that afternoon, Research Officer Rulsania Doovik found herself apologizing for the absence of her
commanding officer.  The High Chief and two bodyguard associates had already been given the entire presentation
she and her crewmembers had assembled in record time.  Just slightly behind her, Ringg Rhyne, a young cadet under
her supervision on this geological project, was putting away the last of what was an artifact display, carefully labeling
every fossil and stone, placing them one by one in preservation bins for further study. Now they sat before a silent,
empty hologram machine, making nervous small talk, wondering where in the universe Commander Swisk Torlak
was with his damned report.

“Once again, accept my deepest apologies for the tardiness of Commander Torlak. I know he had an immense
amount of material to process, and…”

“There  is  no  need  for  further  justification,  Lieutenant  Doovik.  I’m sure  any project  the  Commander  is
assembling will be more than satisfactory. It is not the first time I’ve had to await an official presentation from him,
nor am I expecting it will be the last.” He smiled, crinkling his aging olive skin.

“Still,” she pressed, “it is good of you to wait so patiently. We realize how busy you are, how other matters of
concern need your attention.”

“Think nothing of it. I am quite familiar with the Commander’s work. From what I have seen so far today, it
appears his influence has rubbed off on his staff as well. May I commend the two of you on a thorough, informative
and completely enjoyable report on this lost civilization. I found it absolutely thrilling.” He flashed her a reassuring
smile, a clever guise to hide his true feelings. Commander Torlak was indeed a top-notch scientist, thorough and well
studied in several fields. How he could put up with an anthro/geo like Rulsania Doovik was beyond the High Chief’s
comprehension. At best her information was speculative, not at all acceptable for an anthro/geo of her rank. Of course
she was very proper in her manner, but overtones of jealousy for her superior officer were scattered throughout her
report, producing an uneasy ambience to her professionalism.

“You are too kind,” she responded. Both she and Ringg felt a bit easer about the unexpected delay.

“Not at all,” the High Chief said, feigning sincerity. Just keep her talking, thinking I’m interested, and maybe
she’ll stop being so standoffish. “Perhaps while we await Commander Torlak, you could elaborate a bit on some of
your own theories about these…um…what did you say the inhabitants here used to call themselves?”

“Humans,” she told him. Over her shoulder, Ringg giggled slightly. Ever since he had heard the term of this
extinct race, he could not help but be amused. He fought to keep a straight face in front of the High Chief, but found
control slipping, even under the watchful eye of his superior officer. The word just felt so darn funny to say, the way
it slipped off his forked tongue. Perhaps the visiting official would be easy-going enough to forgive his stumble in
seriousness this one time. So far he had been quite friendly, but that, he reminded himself, may only be a front to test
just how well trained a team Swisk kept. He managed to ignore Rulsania’s cutting glare and, with effort, found a
neutral state of emotion. The High Chief did not acknowledge any disturbance as far as either of them could tell.
Rulsania continued her discussion in as decorous as manner as she could while keeping Ringg in check. “You must
understand, High Chief, we only got wind of your inspection this morning,” she stammered, as if reading his mind
about her less than adequate demonstration. “Had we been given more time to prepare, we may have been spared the
shoddiness  of  our  reports  and presentations  to  you,  then Commander  Torlak  and I  could  have been a  bit  more
meticulous with what little information we have. Another solar day or two and we will know so much more.” 

A bold statement to say the least, the High Chief observed. But he said nothing since the Research Officer
was not done talking.

“Humans seem to have been preoccupied throughout their history with problems that apparently were never
rectified. Such examples as racism, sexism, deceit, greed, and selfishness all led to the ultimate downfall of their
existence.”



“It  is  hard  to  believe  human  offspring  never  learned  to  correct  the  blindness  that  overshadowed  their
forefathers and foremothers.”

“Many of them did,” Ringg put in, “or at least tried to. According to our records research, however crude our
equipment is to interpret human language and behavior, various times one or many humans put forth great efforts to
try to make amends with others of their own kind and banish such terrible belies. Unfortunately their words were
disregarded or theories short-lived, at which time the followers reverted back to their familiar routines.”

“How absolutely barbaric.” The High Chief expressed surprise at even the concept of indignity. “Was there
no human who stood steadfast in his or her ways? Was their no philosophy adaptable and adequate to everyone in
civilized portions of this dead planet?”

“Yes,” said a voice from the laboratory door. Swisk Torlak strode into the room in proper military form, his
four lower tentacles straight and stiff. He saluted his superior officer and stood at attention until told he could relax.

“At ease,” the High Chief ordered.

“My apologies for my improper absence, High Chief, but near the end of my preliminary studies of this
planet I stumbled onto something rather interesting.  I thought perhaps you might find some benefit  in having it
included in our report, so I hastily prepared it as part of my presentation to be delivered to you today. To my surprise,
the  more  information I  found,  the more important  the subject  became,  until  it  overwhelmed my portion  of  the
demonstration altogether.  Because of the possible inaccuracy of what sketchy details I had to go on, I had to take
more time than my deadline allowed to do further in-depth research, including a cross-reference and analysis in the
lab next door. However, I believe my efforts may have such an influence on our understanding of their varied cultures
that you will accept my findings as well worth the wait.”

The  High  Chief  smiled  and  patted  Swisk  with  one  of  his  suction-tipped  appendages.  “Be  at  ease,
Commander. I am quite familiar with your work, as you well know. Both the civilizations of Conjella and Bar Nicolla
were pet projects of yours as I recall. Our scientific community owes you quite a bit of thanks. I’m sure whatever you
have come up with will be no less than,” he searched for the proper term, “mind-provoking.”

Swisk did his species equivalent of a blush, then removed a prerecorded holoball from his pocket with one of
his two pairs of mighty pincers. “Thank you, sir. I hope my discovery lives up to your expectations.” He inserted the
ball through a slot in the hologram broadcasting unit backed away.

A single image of a human male in a white outfit stood in a blue three-dimensional haze before them.

“So, this is what a human looked like?” asked the High Chief.

“Yes,” shot in Rulsania. “As I said before; bipedal, upright, smooth-skinned…”

“Thank you, Officer Doovik,” the High Chief cut in, realizing just how much she was getting on his nerves.
“If I need any further biological information, I will be sure to consult you.” He waved her off with a small, quivering
tentacle tip and turned back to Swisk.

She fell into a stubborn silence. Ringg beamed righteously, intentionally drawing his teacher’s attention to the
fact that she had been put in her place. Soundlessly she sneered at her assistant, mentally making faces back at him,
hoping his sophomoric antics and smug attitude would not go unnoticed. “Please continue, Commander,” the High
Chief told Swisk, unaware of the silent war between the other two scientists.

Swisk breathed deeply and continued his report with more confidence.  “Thank you, sir. During my research
of late, I came across rather important, yet mudded information on several human figureheads throughout the dozen
of cultures, which developed through many, many generations across the face of this planet. Please keep in mind,
after the devastating war this world endured, which I have discovered the inhabitants called ‘Earth,’, many records
and remains were reduced to nuclear ash. The information I submit to you is limited, crude, and perhaps inaccurate in
spots.  As you well  know, the  fragmented geography of  this  planet  practically  forced  the  inhabitants  to  develop
separate,  isolated  societies,  each  of  which  developed  their  own  sets  of  laws,  communications,  and  systems  of
government. These segregated cultures thrived on advancing their own beliefs by destroying or overpowering those
neighboring territories. War was not uncommon, and, in fact, was often relied upon as a way of life.”



The  others  studied  the  three-dimensional  figure  while  Swisk  removed  a  remote  control  from  atop  the
holographic imager. As he spoke he manipulated the device to turn, move and maneuver the image.   All but Rulsania
marveled at how weird and obscure the human movements were, twisted and jerky. “The Earth had many great
people throughout its history. What remains of their records are full of dates, names and events that tell of fantastic
feats accomplished by these leaders. They went by many titles: ‘President,’ ‘King,’ ‘Queen,’ ‘Czar,’ and ‘Lord,’ are
just a sampling of these titles, labels to distinguish the individuals in charge of inhabitants who lived within decided
borders. Each of these sections, called either, ‘countries,’ ‘states,’ ‘realms,’ or ‘provinces,’ had to adhere to the wishes
of these leaders regardless if they agreed with them or not.” He thrust a tendril forward. The movement of the figure
ceased, resuming the original stance it appeared in. “Nonetheless, this human,” he gestured toward the hologram,
“was, as far as I can tell, the most important human on the planet. This human, for some reason, captured the attention
of approximately two-thirds of the planet, enough for hordes of humans long distances away, some even removed
from his lifetime by several generations, to call him by the title of ‘King.’”

“Really?” gasped the High Chief disbelievingly. “Are you sure of your information? That’s amazing.” He
approached the immobile image before him, inspecting it as if it were one of his own troops. “He appears so young,
from what little I understand about humans.”

Swisk again played upon the controls, the High Chief smiling with glee as the human male figure resumed its
rigid motions. “I reply to your question in saying I am quite comfortable assuming these particular facts, though
questionably distorted to some degree, can still safely be considered accurate. As for your comment on his age, we
have no record yet on the lifespan/appearance relationship of these humans. From what we can tell in comparing him
to others, we are fairly certain he died sometime in mid-life.”

The  High  Chief  sank  back  from the  dancing  image  and  presented  Swisk  with  his  full  attention  while
resuming his seat. “This ‘Earth,’ as you call it, is a good-sized planet for having been inhabited at one time. For one
person to have influenced so many during what brief life he lived is truly remarkable.”

Ringg and Rulsinia exchanged playful nudges, content with the knowledge their research would leave some
memorable note in the mind of their superior, although Ringg noted Rulsania was still peeved about being cut short
by the High Chief. Her nudges were not as gentle as they used to be.

However,  Swisk Torlak was not satisfied with a  project  unless  it  had been researched as completely as
possible  before  presentation.  This  was  the  reason he  could  never  deal  with  deadlines  and had a  reputation  for
disrupting meetings such as this one by arriving late. It was also the reason he was considered the best Chief Research
Officer in the fleet. Amazing the High Chief was not good enough. He continued, hoping the additional data he
possessed would put his career over the top. “Actually, High Chief, the events following his expiration are equally as
important to his life as his actual existence. There is suggestion that his initial death was not the end of him.”

“Oh?  And  how  might  that  be?”  The  superior  officer  sounded  more  dubious  than  curious.  Certainly
Commander Torlak’s reputation preceded him, but this notion, thought the High Chief, borders on the absurd. “Not to
doubt your work, Commander. Officer Doovik informed me most of these humans believed in some form of life after
death. But actual proof…?” He left the thought for Swisk to finish.

“It is, as you say, remarkable, that this one male human captured the attention of so many people in the first
place. Though we are unsure unification of the planet was his original intent, this man chose a subtle, non-military
path, speaking of peace and love to a world all but consumed with death and destruction.”

“Remarkable,” was all the High Chief could say, apparently lost for any other word.

“Yes. So remarkable in fact that other humans, many from as far away as the opposite end of the planet,
abandon previous beliefs to follow the teachings of this human. During his lifetime, grand commotions by concerned
elders,  religious  leaders,  and  much  of  the  general  populace  ensued,  rejecting  his  claims  and  actions,  call  him
unethical, false, a rogue and a rebel. But the scattered masses trailing in his wake had enough influence to establish
this individual as too powerful to be silenced. They called him their king even though he claimed no kingdom. Never
did he formally accept the title, but there is no record of him declining such a position either. No other culture,
civilized  or  uncivilized,  living  or  dead,  that  we  have  ever  encountered  experienced  such  a  phenomena  of  this
proportion.”



Much to the joy of the three researchers, the High Chief sat in a dumbfounded silence. A long moment passed
before he spoke, obviously time he needed to absorb all he was being told. “Officer Torlak, you certainly know how
to dig up the most incredible data. But did you not say something of him reaching beyond the grave?”

Ringg leaned into a still-sulking Rulsania. “Now that sounds impossible. More of a speculation, would you
not say?”

“Quite my point,” said the High Chief. Ringg shrank back, knowing his whisper had been less than astute.
For the second time, the High Chief chose to disregard officer Rhyne’s unprofessional behavior.  “Where is  this
leading?” he inquired of Swisk.

Commander Torlak continued. “Quite the contrary, Officer Rhyne. Ultimately this human died, prematurely
as I had mentioned before, a victim consumed by the forces he created. However, vague yet abundant documentation,
which is now being studied and translated in the linguistics lab, tells of numerous sightings of this human after his
death. It is not certain any of these sightings were confirmed to be true, but there is much data yet to be processed.
Personally, the overwhelming amount of material, rumor or not, leads me to believe there is sufficient truth to the
matter. This incident, no matter what realistic or mythological fibers intertwine to form it, was apparently sufficient
enough to convince several generations of this human’s greatness.”

The High Chief was deeper in thought this time. Discerningly he observed the hologram a second time, an
image  radiated  by  its  own  light.  “Do  we  have,”  he  finally  asked,  “any  reason  to  believe  these  humans  were
collectively naïve or stupid?”

“They must have been stupid, the way they blew themselves up and all,” commented Rulsania offhandedly.

“You’re out of line,” the High Chief barked, tired of the interruption and static from the other two officers in
the room he was not addressing. She responded immediately with both fear and respect, all six of her suction-tipped
tendrils fanned out at attention across the stool on which she was sitting. She fell completely silent.

Swisk, ignoring her, continued. “From what we already know, High Chief, it is unlikely these people would
blindly  follow anyone.  They  obviously  reached  a  technological  pinnacle  with  the  weapons  they  possessed  and
ultimately used to destroy themselves. That is not to say that this act was intelligent by any means, but the knowledge
to build such weapons, as well as other salvaged instruments of technology we found, indicates the world of very
powerful minds. Apparently the main objective of these followers was to live a life full of love and understanding,
identical to the one this man spoke of and believed could exist, as well as to pass his idea along to others.” The
hologram character began to move again, Swisk at the controls. “We have an audio representation of this human’s
philosophy. I have spent the last research period translating it into our language. With your permission, High Chief, I
will play it now.

A single nod cued the Commanding Research Officer. Six alien beings sat silent in the room as the easy
listening favorite, Love Me Tender, filled the chamber.

Ends



Words Overheard in the Underworld
By Valkyrie Kelly

Words overheard in the Underworld convention,
Fighting over muffled voices, echoing cavern walls.
Hades’ voice, or Beelzebub’s,
Querying who the apex monster could be.

A fight for first place ensued, between the raging fires,
And screams of eternally tormented, anguished souls.
Demonic voices, or vampiric,
Howling loudly with depictions of evil misdeeds.

From the darkest corner stepped an old soul, wizened,
Worn over time from the study of a new breed, humanity.
He who is banged his cane,
Silence washed over the mob like a haunted ripple.

The withering soul in sadness took the stage reluctantly,
In grief his choice he would explain according to the rite.
He spoke with a broken soul,
Demonic masses listened in awe at the revelations.

‘Humanity left the garden driven by emotions so severe,
Self-serving were their deeds, sadistic in nature.
Feeding the wife to the serpent or vagabond,
Hoarding when there was plenty.

Stealing the lands of the Hittites, sons sent to certain death,
For material goods. Forcing unions unsought, unwelcome!
Mutilating the young to control their urges, slavery.
Torturing with living burials and burning on the pyre.

Growing in knowledge fit for purpose to sate the evil soul,
Island depravities, as the weaker were slain, conquest.
Insanity in the Caesars’ minds, cut young from wombs,
Improved in dignity as methods evolved.

Brazen bull, roasting the innocent, making music for kings,
Posing as gods on Earth, to enable their sick debauchery.
Kings of riches, kings of spirit, offering eternity.
Heretics suffered the maiden’s spikes, pendulum scrapes.



Condemned and burnt alive, crying out for redemption,
Their whimpers falling on heartless souls, soulless hearts.
Feeding clamouring audiences desperate for blood shed,
Even the beasts do not torture for titillation.

Rife executions to kin, only to gain a temporal command,
Driven by lusts for gold and depraved experience.
Spreading violence across many borders, removing poor,
Even the beasts’ kills are colour blind.

Defensive in ages of shadow, roaming tribes’ swords,
Arrows wedged in the flesh determine a painful demise.
Organs removed for entertainment, and cruel control,
Severing limbs for sport, severing tusks for the same.

Developing crueller methods, as tyrants continued to rise,
Bleeding the virgin’s magic, impaling on spikes and sticks.
Removing fingernails, and fingers. Stretching and boiling.
Ever seeking more effective and magnificent methods.

Arrows became guns, but boys were still sent to hell,
Modern horses wore armour and flew dropping devices.
Death tolls increased as the fireworks exploded,
And the guns yelled across barbed fields and mines.

Slaves fought to remain enslaved, at the point of a bayonet,
In secret suspects suffered; drowning and hanging.
Instead of feeding the hungry or housing the homeless,
Gold was used to cause suffering, subtle viruses made.

Black oozed from every orifice, experiment or enemy,
Did it matter? Gas already riddled the nerves.
Even in the poorest, the sickness could be found,
Mass slayers, cannibals, testing on man and beast.

Treating the sickness with sickness, electrocution,
Gas or syringe. Justifying the unjustifiable with law.
Law made by the kings, wickedness in playgrounds,
Whilst brains formed a new insanity.

From the sky it fell, and split with such ferocity,
Rising to the heavens a deadly, awesome cloud.
Searing, blinding, sweeping and shaking across the ground,
Melting survivors slowly, excruciatingly.



Sweeping up the debris of the powerful elements,
Uranium fired as dust through the air, defecting births.
Lone degenerates driven insane, by suggestion or suffering,
Destroyed others in delusional frenzy, or sorrow.’

A tear escaped the pitiful man as he abandoned the stage,
A great silence and awe fell across the dumb struck crowd;
The monsters driven by role or need, the beasts by survival,
Humanity had the luxury of choice, the cavern shivered.

The speaker returned to the stage, unsure of his role,
‘Humanity is the Apex Monster,’ he uttered sadly.
No one celebrated, nor cheered, the darkest enlightened,
As the Earth continued to suffer its most malignant cancer.



The Virtue of Venom 
By Praniti Gulyani

I am in love with dust storms and dense fogs. 

And, not any other dust storms and dense fogs, mind you. I am in love with dust storms controlled by fierce,
angry winds and dense fogs with their cold, glassy layers sewn firmly together with tight, angry stitches. In my life,
dust storms and dense fogs have held immense significance, even though my life as a whole hasn’t. After all, my life
is a futile existence, and I am a garter snake, inching my way along dimly lit Egyptian streets. I bear light-brown
jewels upon my green skin. In the common Egyptian’s language, these light-brown jewels are specks of dust, but for
me, they are gems because they symbolize a unified Egypt much more strongly than any Pharaoh can. These gems
are stepped upon by a Pharaoh, by a perfume girl and are probably graced with the perfume scented footprint of a
lady of pleasure, yet it remains unchanged and seemingly untouched. It is the same dust for everyone, and I wonder,
will we have the same Egypt for everyone one day?

Instead of consulting intricate hieroglyphs on wrinkled, yellow papyrus that makes the Pharaoh’s court gasp
and goggle, I believe that a Pharaoh must come to his knees and read, or rather study, a speck of dust. With these far-
fetched and vaguely strung thoughts in my small, garter snakes heart. I positioned myself beside the palace. The
flashiness and flamboyance of the palace colours overwhelm me as I think about all that happened. 

It was a cold, winter’s morning when the seed of what had to happen had been planted amidst the sharp
petrichor of Egyptian soil. I was spread out on the wetness of the earth, shedding my oat of skin and then I smelt the
Pharaoh. Probably, associating an odour with the Pharaoh isn’t the most respectful of manners, but for garter snakes
who bear darkness on their being and in their eyes, an odour isn’t just about the brush of an essence or a flavor
against nostrils. It is about the odour having a voice; it is about the fragrance communicating in a language of its own.
As the characteristic scent of Arabian oil filled my lungs, I sidled towards a sunlit area to have a good look at the
Pharaoh. Of course, I had heard a lot about the Pharaoh – the broad chested, beady eyed, melon skinned Queen
Cleopatra, but I had never been able to see her for the person she was. At one point, I felt inflated by the weight of
expectation, because more often than not, Pharaoh’s do not pay heed to garter snakes. But, as we had heard, Queen
Cleopatra was different. For some reason, I felt drawn towards this new Queen who held the whole of Egypt in her
eyes. Poets and bards who visited our garden had written about how the golden hues of Egypt were folded into the
kohl-specified boundaries of her eyes and seemed to spill beyond. 

As the fragrance of the Pharaoh drew closer, it was soon complimented by the confident strides of royalty.
Queen Cleopatra emerged from the clearing, surrounded by a crowd of courtesans and young women, with royal,
silk-stitched and gold trimmed umbrellas. For some reason, the first glimpse of Queen Cleopatra has always stayed so
distinctly imprinted onto the surface of my little heart. She reminded me of the moon and I came to the conclusion
that if the moon ever ascended onto the earth, with a body, voice and nature of its own, it would be exactly like
Queen Cleopatra “Or maybe…” I decided, as the Queen examined our garden with twinkling eyes. “Maybe Queen
Cleopatra is actually the moon”

The Queen bent down, marvelled at the fern and the herbs that were flourishing around the garden. And then,
she looked at me. In all honesty, I had thrust myself between a strip of fern and herb just so that the Queen would
notice me and it seemed as though she had almost instantly seen through this gesture. “Tarry a while, handsome one!”
she had smiled, laying a long, jewel-crusted finger on my back. “You are very important to me”

At that moment, I felt as though I would burst. A million Egyptian suns were rising within me, all at the same
time and the sheer brilliance of this light was overwhelming. It seemed as though all my skin cells had metamorphed
into little trapdoors that were gently opening up, and every little pore of my skin was yearning to fill the Queen’s
touch into itself. I felt the scales on my skin shift and it seemed as though a voice within me was hungering for
something much more than the Queen’s touch. It felt as though this voice was hungering for the Queen herself. 

When I was little, I had always heard but never believed that snakes were an extension of the male. It was
said that snakes possess the fiery intensity of masculine desire and there is a very thin line of difference between a
snake and a man. In fact, legend has it that the entire race of snakes emerged from locks of hair that dropped from a
woman’s head as a man seized her hand and filled her into himself. Perhaps, that’s where the man that is conveniently
folded into ever snake emerges from. I had never considered the analogy between a snake and a man with anything
even remotely close to seriousness but today I felt the strong arms of masculinity reach out and grab my soul. I felt as
though I had transformed into a strong, well-built Egyptian suitor with all the pleasures of the feminine Universe
arranged along my lashes. I felt as though I had never been a mere garter snake and thus deserved nothing more than
the Queen itself. With this resolution in my heart, I slid through the roads and moved towards the palace. I recollected
another similarity  between a snake  and a man that  my grandmother  had drawn  –  about  how  a man,  like  a snake,



winds itself tightly around its choicest desire. And, when this phenomenon concerns the man and his choicest female,
the tightness increases immensely.

As I  moved towards  the  palace,  I  could  almost  picture  our  love  story  being narrated  in  soft,  Egyptian
undertones. “And, as the garter snake  no, sorry, the handsome broad chested suitor with reservoir like eyes made his
way to the palace to propose to his lady-love, Queen Cleopatra, al of Egypt watched this spectacle with sparkling
eyes” I murmured to myself, conjuring and simultaneously enjoying a world of my own. As the palace came into
view, I was stricken by an overwhelming urge to slither – apologies – march straight into the Queen’s chambers. But,
I knew I had to wait. The sweetest and most memorable love is love which is waited for and longed for. And as they
say, love and instant directness do not go together. Love must be cooked on a slowly burning earthen flame, and
somewhere, in the depths of my heart, I knew that the Queen was waiting for me just the way I was waiting for her. 

At that point, it seemed as though my life was governed by a single motive – to get to my lady, to get to my
Cleopatra and make her my own. As I looked around, I saw crowds of perfume girls, butchers, courtesans, pleasure
women and soldiers clustered around the palace. For some reason, it seemed as though the palace belonged to them
so much more than it belonged to the Queen. My tenure outside the palace was immensely painful because I was
constantly switching between desire and reality. Trying to uphold the immaculate personality and overbearing dignity
of a handsome Egyptian warrior while cautiously guiding the reality of my existence as a garter snake through the
crowd just so that I was not trampled on, was possibly the most excruciatingly agonizing simultaneous task that I had
ever carried out in my life. Moments later, I overheard the hushed conversation of a group of handmaidens. 

In all honesty, I have always been intrigued by handmaids simply because they seemed to be such an inherent
part of the Queen’s court and the Queen’s life that they seemed to be extensions of the Queen herself. Behind their
veils, they held a tender bit of Cleopatra in their eyes. As I slid closer, I heard them contemplate over a bathtub. 

Even though this thought does give off an aura of silliness and futility, I saw them discuss a very specific
bathtub with utmost seriousness in their eyes, and a fogged-up grave reflection behind the silk of their veils. “I think
we must let the Queen see it at least” whispered one handmaiden as the others nodded. “Yes, considering that it is a
gift from Arabia” put in the other. “But, you know, if she chooses to bathe in it, then we’ll have to transfer the
lavender-scented water from her essential bathtub to this one” put in the third one, a pragmatic touch to her tone,
while the others laughed, or rather giggled. Overwhelmed by this sense of curiosity, I followed the handmaidens,
ensuring  that  my  slithering  was  soft  and  silent  –  my  transition  between  reality  and  desire  at  its  greatest  and
supposedly  most  instantaneous  self.  The  handmaidens  paused  before  an  ivory  carved  bathtub  with  rubies  and
emeralds  embedded into its  edges.  It  was exquisite  and pink-purple pearls  and diamonds were studded onto its
surface in wide, intricate spirals. Yet, apart from the external adornment, there was something very inherent about the
bathtub which made it glow with such intensity, but I could not figure out what this inherent quality was. 

Moments later, I realized that it was the deliberate tilt of the diamonds and emeralds that made the bath tub
glow with such intensity – because the tilt in these gems allowed them to fill themselves with as much sunshine,
moonlight  or  starlight  as  they could.  This  was the bathtub  from Arabia  that  was to  be carried  into  Cleopatra’s
chambers. 

Suddenly, I felt as though my heart was hurling myself against the front of my flesh, as every bit of me
quivered with the tingling warmth of what I’d call pure, unadulterated excitement. I crept into the bathtub and stayed
there, softly spreading myself out on the ivory surface. I knew that I had to lie low, very low and if I was caught, I
knew that I would be seized and most likely killed. But, what is love without dangerously delicious risks, I thought as
the bathtub was lifted, hoisted onto strong bare shoulders and carried into Queen Cleopatra’s chambers. With the
shape of a prayer teetering on the tip of my forked tongue, I closed my eyes and waited. 

After what seemed like forever, the bathtub was set down. The men carrying the bathtub possibly excused
themselves and the handmaidens who constantly surrounded the Queen asked her if she would like the lavender-
scented water to be shifted from her original bathtub to the one that had just been placed in her chambers. “I think
not” she answered, her voice echoing through her chambers. 

This was the first time I had heard Cleopatra speak. Her voice was rich and husky, stitched along the edges
with mystique and intrigue. I noticed the elegance with which she placed her words as she spoke and the obscurity
and poetry which somehow naturally came forward in her dialect. “I want to explore this little, jewel-edged world
first” she added, gesturing towards the bathtub.  “If  my body acquaints myself  to this jewel edged world,  I  will
transfer the water myself. You may leave” I hung onto every word that left Cleopatra’s lips. I experienced every word
she spoke, and admired the way she saw a mere bathtub as a jewel-edged world. Maybe, that is what the Egyptians
meant when they called her unique and maybe her perspective, her way of looking at the most ordinary things was
what made her different.  As the handmaidens departed and the flapping of their  slippers against  their  fair  heels
ceased, Queen Cleopatra undid her tunic and stepped into the bathtub. The musky melon scent of her brief nakedness
was  overbearing,  and the shades  of her skin  were reminiscent  of Egyptian skies,  caught  in the clenches  of a dark,



fiery autumn. I think Cleopatra had sensed my presence. She tenderly moved her leg away from my forked-tongue
and stepped out of the bathtub. 

Then, she positioned herself at the edge of the bathtub, her back absolutely upright. “You can come out” she
spoke, her voice absolutely at ease and it seemed as though she had known I was there all this while. I did as she
instructed, and let myself emerge from the bathtub. I swayed and moved my long, slithering body in spirals as I gazed
into her kohl rimmed eyes. “Why is it that every woman has to deal with a curled-up bit of masculinity, of tightly knit
male desire whenever she steps out of attire – even for a brief while?” she murmured. This time, her voice was
rhythmic, like falling rain upon the glass shingles of the palace. I took the probable hint and hissed “I don’t know
about every woman. I know only about you. Your beauty and bedazzling brilliance makes you a prey to male desire”.
I shifted closer to Cleopatra, as she continued looking at me. “Snakes are extensions of the male” she stated, as I
nodded intently. “And is it your inability to curb the flames of your male desire that propels you to pursue me with
such desperate intensity?” she inquired, yet again. Queen Cleopatra was known for her subtle, sweet sarcasm but I
had never encountered it. Somehow, coming face to face with this sarcasm did not feel very nice. I kept silent like any
well-meaning  and  mindful  suitor  would  have,  and  tried  to  smile.  “What  allures  you  so  much  about  womanly
nakedness?” she put in again. “The nakedness that I put forth before you was absolutely brief, yet you found it long
enough to press your entire self against. What is it about nakedness and bare skin?” she asked again. Her questions
were rapid and continuous, and I had started to feel very uncomfortable about myself. All the dreams that I had
dreamt about winding myself around her and filling her into myself were slowly fading away and I felt overwhelmed
by this sense of loss. Moreover, the Cleopatra I had loved and yearned for seemed to slowly inch away. The little-
jewelled world of the bathtub, the Queen’s chambers, the yellow flames of that lit up the corridors seemed to swirl
around me in quick succession. Queen Cleopatra’s tone was serene and placid, and did not match the tumultuous
nature of her questions. “I assume that you planned to wind yourself around me and make love to me” she spoke
again. “And, I know that you yearned to engage in this process with all your being. But, what made you feel” she put
in, her eyes reminiscent of tranquil waters that had a volcano roaring beneath its azure veil. “That I wanted to make
love to you, infact what made you feel that I yearn for you at all?” 

I did not want to answer her questions but I knew that battling Cleopatra’s wit was the only way to her heart.
“Because, you called me ‘handsome’ that day in the garden” I answered. 

“But,  did  I  touch the  surface  of  any sentence  which  suggested  that  I  maybe in  love  with  you?”  spoke
Cleopatra, as I shook my head. And then, she smiled – and that soft, subtle smile with sarcasm and sweetness sewn
into its centre scared me. She began to ease out of the bathtub and I felt a terrible wrenching, ripping occur within me.
The Pharaoh, the woman, the only damsel I had set my heart on was moving away from me. My reality and desire
spiraled unevenly around me, igniting tumult and mess within me. I had so relished the instantaneous transformation
made at my absolute convenience – from a garter snake to a broad-muscled, handsome Egyptian man and I wasn’t
going to relinquish this for anyone in the world. 

I reached forward and pushed my fangs into her melon-scented flesh. Usually, as snakes, we engage in this
gesture only when our very lives are in danger, because our venom has the power to poison. But, as garter snakes, our
venom is absolutely harmless, or to be more specific, our venom is not venom at all. 

As I dug my fangs into the Queen’s skin, I felt something flow out of me and flow into her. I dug my fangs
into her as a last attempt to hold onto her, but her being was freezing, and the colour in her cheeks was draining. Her
fingers stopped moving, and the entanglements of nerves on her fingertips stopped pulsating. And then, the world
around me dissolved into a blur of fast-paced colour, of handmaidens screaming in, and guards thronging in, and
royal herb-specialists rushing in and concluding that their Queen had been bitten to death by a snake. 

And, amidst this tumult and confusion, I somehow managed to hurry away.

Today, Egypt is abuzz with sorrow and sobs about our Pharaoh who has been killed by a snake bite. I am that
snake – and as I sidle up to the River Nile, I look at myself in the water. I am what I was, the last time I saw – a
harmless, subtle garter snake. The temporary heftiness of manhood seems to have abated, leaving behind the rawness
of my green, garter snake identity I dig my fangs into the earth and wait for the venom to spill out.

There is no venom in this simple, garter-snake body. In fact, there never was. 

But,  when I was revelling in the partial masculinity that I had so temporarily attained – and that too in
abstraction, what made me so poisonous? It was my bite – the digging of my fangs into Cleopatra’s skin which killed
her – but I know for a fact that in the entire history of garter snake existence, a death by biting has never occurred. 

Then, if not for the venom in my body, what flowed from me – what was it about me that killed Queen
Cleopatra? 



Was it about her?

Was it about both of us?

Was it only about me?

Ends

Gustave and the Moon Goddess
By Mark Hudson

Under the guidance of Tanit, the Carthaginian moon goddess,
went Gustave Flaubert, a writer who was hardly modest.
He left his home in Paris, on April 12, 1858,
to write a Carthaginian novel he’d research to create.
On a ship with Arabs, bound for Mecca he rode,
guided under the moon, the blinding stars forebode.
The ship’s engine constantly chugging away,
at night Tanit shined, when it was night and not day.
They would see the Tunisian coastline through the mist,
as Constantine approached, the tales take a twist.
This was where this writer went to research his new book,
under the guidance of the moon, his narrative hook.



Around 45 Years Ago
By Jeffrey Zable 

a friend and I were hanging around the lobby of the Fairmont hotel—
one of the most expensive hotels in San Francisco—
when the actress Julie Christie walked in.
I recognized her immediately because I’d seen her in a few movies
and thought she was an incredibly beautiful woman.
When I told my friend, “Hey look, it’s the actress Julie Christie!”
he responded, “Oh yeh. She’s a gorgeous woman, isn’t she!?”
As I sat there watching her speak with the guy at the front desk
part of me wanted to go up to her and say, “Aren’t you Julie Christie?”
and then hopefully have a little conversation with her.
But instead I just sat there feeling small and insignificant.
When she was no longer in sight, I said to my friend.
“I wonder what it’d be like to be her boyfriend or husband.”
To which he replied, “Neither of us will ever know…”



The Distance of Awakening

By Beth Kephart

Here’s a scene:

Her child is dead and has been dead for two years. He was barely a toddler when he died, “her solemn baby with fair
hair,” and no other child will be born to her. She has sat in the tower of her house in the dark of her mind, and just sat
there—152 Beacon Street—and now an ambulance has arrived, and now they are carrying her out into the March air
on the gurney of her mattress and driving her to the harbor. Arrived, they hoist her (what kind of mattress?)—ready,
lift, hold on, here we are—and convey her up the gangplank of a steamer.

There, there, Mrs. Gardner. Mrs. Isabella Stewart Gardner. Mrs. Jack.

The ship takes sail. 

Her husband is beside her. The sky is before her. The sea is time and miles, the distance of awakening.

Later  she’ll  revel in her own mythology.  In the story of the lion she borrowed from the zoo for a fine
promenade around Boston. In the strands of pearls she’d sling around the pinch of her waist. In the diamonds she
would attach to the antennae gadgetry she wore upon her head—the gems joggling about and flicking light and
suggesting the eyes of an extraterrestrial creature. 

Later they would say that it was her in the pages of Henry James’s novels. They’d ratchet scandals about the
bosom-boasting dress she wore in the John Singer Sargent portrait. They’d whisper of extra lovers and heartbreak and
a certain imperiousness and that need, that prevailing need, to possess. To win. They’d come to the museum she’d
build and name for herself—the scent of flowers rising from the courtyard garden; the presence of Michelangelo,
Botticelli, Manet, Degas, Rembrandt, Sargent, Whistler, Titian, Vermeer, and Dante; the fragments of antiquities, the
music of the fountains—and call it one of the finest collections in the world, a masterpiece of mind and heart, an
ingenious creation, an institution that may never have existed had she not been hoisted up a gangplank on a mattress. 

An existential construction.

A release.

But what is later? This is now. She is on a boat, nearly twenty-seven-years old, headed for Hamburg. Away
from the claustrophobia of loss. From the bedrest that was no rest at all,  in the house of a child’s passing—two
children, if you count the desolating miscarriage. From the swell of darkness, darkness, darkness.

***

In the beginning of the pandemic I walked. An hour, two hours, three—daily, the weather notwithstanding. It was
February, it was March, it was April, it was May, it was June, and so each day grew longer, and I was desperate to
grow, too, to rupture the verges of my known self. The point was to get lost in the place where I’ve lived for nearly
thirty years, to not know where I was, to be forced to find my way home, to be dragooned into finding home newly.
Past grass, past trees, past kids on bikes and dogs with tails, among the other promenaders, beneath changeable skies,
somewhere just outside the dark. 

I was among the lucky ones, able to take to the air at a time of rampaging loss. 

I took to the air.

***



By the time she reaches Hamburg, Mrs. Jack has been salt-aired into seeing. She exits the steamer on her own two
feet, in her own hoop skirt, with her wind-blown curiosity. I don’t know what became of that mattress, but I do mean
that hoop skirt as a telling detail. Because after Mrs. Jack tours Hamburg, Copenhagen, Norway, Sweden, Petersburg,
Moscow, Vienna (there was music  in  every beat  of Vienna,  in  the very pulse of her),  she arrives  in  Paris  and
eventually makes her way to the salon of Charles Frederick Worth, a bellwether fashion designer who has some 1,200
seamstresses, models, and bodice measurers in his employ at his house of inimitable style. At her invitation, Worth
designs for Mrs. Jack. A black-velvet afternoon affair, with accessories rimmed in Russian sable. Luxurious silk that
lies snug and alluring over her impressive figure and trails seductively behind her. A conspicuously shorter dress for
walking. 

The point is, no constraining hoops, no curtailment of her freedom. When Mrs. Jack returns to Boston she is
broken free of her unbearable sadness. She is who she has decided she will be, beyond the verge of her recovered
self, on the other side of darkness.

***

My father was not among the lucky ones. My father, during the pandemic, was trapped in the assisted-living version
of lockdown, where they kept the door closed and the tasteless meals coming on plastic trays so that he might eat
them alone on the cluttered table that was crammed against a wall in the room that was entrance hall, living room,
dining room, office, kitchen, art gallery, storage cabinet, and library, which is to say the room that was neither the
bedroom nor bathroom. The room where the windows did not open in a personal-care complex at which now they
locked the entrance gate, so that anyone who loved anyone was not allowed to stand on the grass below the lockdown
inmates and raise a sign and shout out hopes or cheers or stories. 

I am not allowed to leave my room, I am not allowed to leave my room, I am not allowed to leave my room,
my father said one day on the phone, when he could still use the phone, when he had not forgotten how to dial, how
to cradle, how to listen.  I am not allowed to leave my room was all he said, his voice growing louder, so loud, my
voice beneath his unheeded, despised, even, in that moment. He said it, and then he shouted it, and then he canceled
the call, he canceled me.

Because what are your choices when there is no hope of open air, of distance seas, of natural light? What are
your choices when age itself has delimited you, stripped you, bound you, and now this: a goddamned quarantine.

***

The next big trip Mrs. Jack made was in 1874, and she was ready. She and Mr. Gardner left by train in Springfield,
accompanied by the roaring farewell of a crowd. On the docket were Egypt, Palestine, Greece, and Turkey, though
they’d also stop in Liverpool for the purchase, among other things, of those stranded pearls.

But it was in Egypt, on a boat called Hypdaspes, where Mrs. Jack began her great accounting of the beauty
she was finding. With surprisingly lush watercolors and sketches, with words remarkably poetic, with a calculating
cleverness as she stowed ticket stubs and guidebooks, postcards and menus, the dried petals of foreign flora, she
cataloged  beauty.  She  glanced.  She  gleamed.  She  sat  alone  as  the  boat  flowed  on,  and made  appreciation  her
profession:

What nights we have! The [Nile] runs liquid gold…and then the sun sets and the world has hardly time to
become amethysts and then silver before it is black night. And the moonlit nights! How different from ours! Nothing
sharp, clear and defined, but a beautiful day turned pale. It was so beautiful,  inexpressibly lovely tonight on the
deck…



Upon her return home, months later, Mrs. Jack arranged and rearranged her specimens of wonder, collaging
her found objects into scrapbooks that could be called (have been called) precursors of the museum she’d one day
build and name for herself.

She kept her beauty safe. She pasted transience into endurance.

***

It was shortly after  I am not allowed to leave my room that the mechanics of the telephone became, to my father,
confounding. 

I would call, but he couldn’t remember how to pick up the phone. He couldn’t remember to press the green
button named, in all caps, START. Sometimes an aide would ring me on his behalf, but he soon found talking into the
machine to be too complicated, too exhausting, just as aide-assisted Skype connection became too hard, just as aide-
assisted email became a mess of frustration, just as he hated the personalized GrandPad so very much (even the songs
that it played for him, the movies I’d collected, the family photographs my brother and I stowed into its electronic
memory) that he turned it upside down and hid it, and besides, even though he now was allowed to walk two short
arms of two short hallways and sometimes (sometimes) breathe the outside air, he remained an inmate—his friends
far away, that fireplace in the lobby, that piano player, Arne, with whom he shared a college history, that entire world
beyond the cage of his existence. 

Me too.

***

Mrs. Jack unveiled her museum in Fenway, in Boston, with a party to best all parties on the first day of the new year
in the third year of the new century. She wore her pearls and her ruby and those diamonds in her hair. She made a
plan to mystify her guests—to usher them from small rooms to a large room and then up a sweeping staircase and
down again, where fifty members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra presented the mystified with a concert. 

Then, and only then, in the words of Mrs. Jack’s first biographer, Morris Carter, was “a great mirror in one
corner of the hall … rolled back and the guests … admitted to the court. No one was in the least prepared for the
beauty that greeted his eyes…. Here, in the very midst of winter,  was ‘a gorgeous vista of blossoming summer
gardens.”

And beyond that?

Beyond that lay Mrs. Jack’s curated world. Her transience, she hoped, enduring.

***

After the grand unveiling, Mrs. Jack lived in rooms she had designed on the fourth floor of her museum above the
things she loved. She would stand and watch the public sifting through—guarding the space from her perspective,
appreciating the appreciators. She would invite artists to paint and musicians to play and writers to find words. She
would decree that her museum would always remain her museum, her collection unaltered even after her death, her
arrangements kept precisely to her liking.

The transience of beauty made everlasting, by decree. 



But in 1990, two men feigning to be policeman talked their way into the museum at night (we’ve had reports
of a disturbance), bound the night-time security guard (or was he part of the operation?), and made off with multiple
Rembrandts, a Manet, a Degas, a Govaert Flinck, one of the only nineteen Vermeers ever painted—thirteen works in
all, taken over the course of 81 minutes, “the single largest property theft in the world.”

The  frames  hang  empty  to  this  day.  A  ten-million-dollar  reward  remains  in  the  offing.  Permanence  is
mythology.

***

My father in lockdown was a signal fading. There would be blares of him, then broken chirps, then garble, and then
silence. Tell her you love her, Clare, the angel of an aide who at last entered his life and became, after months of his
impossible, disheartening, heartbreaking, quarantine-exacerbated disorientation, his friend, would say. Holding the
phone to his ear, digging out the flung GrandPad, forcing the issue.

And sometimes saying I love you was my father’s own idea. He would lose the idea. It would not remain.

My father died on his own mattress on a stripped bed on August 4th, a desolating thieving. The cause of
death that does not appear on the certificate was, do not contest this, the exacerbating quarantine.

Or you could say that he fell that morning of his death and hit his head and seemed mostly fine throughout
the day and then not fine at all by evening. You could say they called me after all those months and that entire day
and allowed me into the fortress of his second room (the harshly lit bedroom, the blinding, numbing glare of it) to
hold his hand for the final hour of his living.

What are you doing here? he asked. His last words to me.

***

In my father’s absence, through the heat of August and September, I kept walking. Farther and farther, but everything
looked, now, the same. The same grass, the same trees, the same basic changeable sky, the same basic kids on bikes,
the same basic wagging tails on dogs, the same mostly anonymous promenade of others traveling across the land of
quarantine.

All of us in search of the distance of awakening, on the verge of our recovering.

Ends



Jaurès
By Fred Pollack

History does not record
that the assassin (whose name, actually,
was Villain) shadowed Jaurès
all day, 31 July 1914,
before, at 9:40, 
at the Café Croissant on the rue Montmartre, shooting him.
That morning, the Socialist leader
had drafted a letter to Woodrow Wilson, urging him
to mediate. Earlier that month, in Brussels, he
and the German comrade Haase had pledged
solidarity. Then he rushed back to Paris
to protest Poincaré’s visit 
to Russia (which had mobilized). He had 
hopes for an international conference 
on 9 August. At the café, his usual
rognons de veau were tough. In an unnoticed pocket
of time, Villain (young, mustachioed,
dandyish, enraged over
Alsace) sat uninvited
at his table and coyly let
Jaurès, who continued eating, see the revolver.
“There will be no international conference,”
he smiled. “The Americans
won’t intervene until half Europe
is in debt to them. At your funeral, your friend
Jouhaux the union chief will cry, ‘We workers
take the field determined to drive back 
the aggressor!’ When the German Socialists 
vote him war credits, Wilhelm will call them his
‘good Sozis.’ Ten million will die,
then many times that. The word ‘proletariat’
will fade, the people in question – replaced
by machines and foreign serfs, reduced
to penury, bigotry, faith – will be nationalists
like me. I myself, unjustly
acquitted of your murder, will be killed. On the other hand,
Alsace and Lorraine will be returned to France.”
Jaurès (he was short, fat, easily caricatured) 
wiped his lips. He did not doubt
what he had heard. A certain habit
of reason, a private disdain and resolve
would have to replace
hope. But the pocket in time
closed, a window shattered,
two bullets entered his back.



Meditations on the Unknown

By Jan Forsman

[Note: I recently discovered this text in a crack on the Bodleian Library’s wall in Oxford. It seems to be the only

surviving copy; perhaps the only copy ever made. Dating indicates it to have been written somewhere around the late

1600’s, perhaps as early as 1670. All signs refer to it being authentic. I have translated some of the Latin, which was

left in the original manuscript. There is no clue for the identity of the original writer of the piece, yet evidence

indicates him to be an unknown Cartesian. The name of the translator is probably a pseudonym. 

– James J.L. Conrad, PhD, Associate Professor, Brown University, Providence]

Foreword:

It was seven years ago when I first was acquainted by N___ and his unfathomable Meditations. I was going through

the University library, when I first felt that yellow stanched paper, soaked in paragraphs on unnameable terrors that

haunt the darkest corners of ones mind. When I first came across it and read the first words written in Latin, I felt like

I was mesmerized by an abyss. I read the whole stack of text on one sitting. After coming to the end of the last

sentence I felt a cold, empty feeling somewhere in my abdomen, as if some kind of hypnotic spell had been broken;

but instead of once again feeling free, my heart was more worried than ever before. I grabbed the text with my

belongings and ran from the library, straight to the dormitory. For the next following days I read those  Meditations

rigorously over and over. Only the Lord himself knows the count of my times reading that horrific writing. And the

more I read, more terrified I became. And on the nights I couldn’t sleep, for all the indescribable nightmares that

penetrated my sleep. The Meditations haunted me. Thus, finally I came to the conclusion, that in order to be able to

let go of them, I would have to find the poor soul who had put those words on the paper as prose.

   My knowledge of history and writing where put on a hard test but finally, after three years of searching I

stood face to face with N___, the writer of those words. The only sounds he was able to produce from his twisted

mouth,  not  counting  the  gurgles  that  seemed  to  come from  a  world  beyond  ours,  were  the  tantalizing  words:

“...sanctificarum… …advenietis… …regnum…” Over and over would he taut those words. When I finally gathered

my brevity  and asked him about  the  text,  his  eyes  lit  up with  a  transcendencing illumination,  and he  cackled:

“Translate…” Afterwards he went back to repeating those same three words. But his message was clear. 

   So, for the last years I have been working on a translation on the strange and vivid Meditations of N___. I

am finally done and will send them out to the world, which might not yet be ready for them. For even as a translation,

the  text  feels  abnormally  living.  I  should  probably  burn  this  text,  alongside  with  its  horrible  originator;  the

translation is done, and some of the spell seems to have subsided with it. And yet, I cannot bring myself to do that.

Therefore, to whoever reading this; be warned. And, if you think you feel stronger than me, destroy these words after

reading them. I present to you Meditations on the Unknown…



Introduction to the following Meditations

Some years  ago I  discovered  Meditationes  de Prima Philosophia in  qua Dei  existentia  et  animae immortalitas

demonstratur1 by Renatus Cartesius. I read the text many times with complete enthrallment for the philosopher’s

search for the foundations of truth and was perplexed by the path he had chosen, the method of doubt. However, after

each thrilling reading experience, I could not shake off the feeling of incompleteness; for even though I agreed with

the methods, I disagreed on the end results. Yet, I truly believe M. Cartesius is upon a great discovery; to find the

basis of ones beliefs and knowledge, one has to doubt everything – even the senses themselves, even the whole world

they provide. The search for the foundations and the method chosen for it were riveting, yet every time I found

myself at a different solution and structures than M. Cartesius. Especially challenging for me was his most basic

proposition: “Adeo ut, omnibus satis suberque pensitatis, denique statuendum sit hoc pronuntiatum,  Ego sum, ego

existo, quoties a me profertur, vel mente concipitur, necessario esse verum.”2 Can it really be this simple? 

   Reading the  Meditationes  was so philosophically dissatisfying that I searched better answers from other

thinkers. I read Aristotle and his followers diligently, but their thinking was petrified by tradition. I looked for a better

path in Verulam but was disappointed by his indefinity. The ancient skeptics seemed to momentarily offer a way out

of my distress, but their endless suspension proved to be barren. My philosophical anxiety grew deeper and I was

about to lose hope. Finally, when going through works by Arab philosophers in an old library, I trampled on another

bizarre finding; the latinized version of Necronomicon3 by the Mad Arab, Abdul Hazred. 

   I feel it better not to reveal where I came across that hideous manuscript. But as my hands grasped it, and I

realized what it was, I knew that I was tampering on an uncanny domain. Hastly I shuffled to my apartment with the

old, tainted text, which I of course had to take out in secrecy; for some believe it was never meant for the eyes of

men. It was just as horrid as I had suspected, yet strangely beguiling at the same time, and then a peculiar thought

occurred in my head: Could this abominal text actually help me get past the intuitions presented in Meditationes of

M. Cartesius? 

   So here I am, with a pen in my hand, ready to record all of the results my mind uncovers. I have studied

both the Necronomicon and the Meditationes rigorously the past few weeks. Being familiar with some of the mystic

philosophy of Plotinus, I have also been practicing the art of meditation for days. I even contacted my pharmacist,

who has provided me with the best Opium on the market, with just a hint of Liao – the drug that philosopher Lao Tzu

is said to have used to see the Tao and to gain understanding of the true state of the world –  in the mix. My mind is

calm, ready to delve in to the doubts that lie ahead. The drugs begin to have an effect soon. I close my eyes. May the

Lord in Heaven have mercy on my soul…

1 [Meditations on First Philosophy in which the existence of God and the immortality of soul are demonstrated. JJLC]
2 [“After everything has been considered thoroughly, finally it is to be established that this here declaration, I am, I exist, 

whenever it is put forward or conceived in the mind by me, necessarily is true.”  JJLC]
3 [The original translation has the name written in Greek: Νεκρονομικόν. JJLC]



Meditation I

I open my eyes.

   And begin to see for the first time. 

   What I have thus acquired and held as knowledge is shaky and filled with falsehoods. In order to get rid of

these wrong assumptions and misguiding opinions, I may have to demolish all my earlier beliefs and start from a

clean point. 

   I am now alone, meditating and have freed my mind of its chains. 

   I am able to think freely and dictate my best course of direction on which to follow, in order to clear out my

opinions. This is not a simple task, yet in order to rid myself of these prejudices, I need not go through them one at a

time;  I  mainly  need to  clear  the  basic  conceptions  on which  these  beliefs  grow.  Like  a  building  that  is  raised

awkwardly, I shall carve out its foundations to make it fall and see if I can build a new one. 

   What then are these bases of my opinions, which I should now clear? 

   I meditate on this. 

   The books I have read, the words I have heard, the things I have witnessed? They all form the grounds in

where I gather new information. But to go through all of them is unnecessary and it would also be arduous. All of the

things that are in books, come from other sources similar to them; from books others have read, from words others

have heard and from things others have witnessed. Similarly, the words I have heard, also come from similar origins.

I need then to investigate on the things I and others have witnessed; either by through sight, smell, taste, touch or

hearing.

   I have witnessed many things, which, until now, I have taken to be true. For example I have witnessed an

apple to be red. But I have also thought to have witnessed many things, which then have turned out not to be true. For

example the size of the sun, which seems small to me but is said to be very big. Sometimes, when deeply under the

influence of wormwood, I have also heard and seen things, which later on have been said to be untrue. 

   What then is there in my vision or in my other senses, on which I can say that things are as I perceive them?

Perhaps I could say that these have been the cases of my altered view. But if there are altered views how can I know

which one of them is real? How can I know that the view I have right now, is not altered by something yet unknown?

Also, how am I to know, how others perceive these things? What looks like a red apple to me, might look like a

yellow apple to someone else. If I may have altered states between my own views, why couldn’t there be altered

views between me and my companions as well? This seems to indicate, as every belief and opinion formed comes

from the senses, and as senses can deceive, that I should not believe anything my senses tell me.

   This is a radical notion, and I don’t want to proceed too hastily. Even though some things I have witnessed

through the senses are untrue, can I say that nothing they give is therefore of any value?

   I  begin pondering my experiences of intoxication again.  What  grounds do I  have to think that  those

perceptions are somehow more wrong, than the ones I have while being sober? Mad people also seem to see things

that others don’t.   Even if their minds don’t work as well as ours, are we sure to say that their sensory perceptions are



somehow wrong? And lastly, in many of my dreams I have been convinced of things that I have thought to be merely

absurd when I have woken. But what makes us think that the things we see in dreams, which are usually just as

persuading as the ones we have while awake, are somehow more wrong?

   Dreaming also offers me a new possibility. How can I know, I am not sleeping right now? How many times

have I though of sitting here, meditating on the floor of my apartment, while I actually have been in my bed asleep? If

there truly is no difference between these states of being, how can I ever be sure I am actually sensing what I think I

am sensing? 

   I stall at the horrific prospect included in this. What if all my life has been a continuous dream?

   After all this, I have now come to a conclusion: Everything, which I thought I had sensed, might have not

existed at all. Or even if it has, I cannot have a clear access to its real nature. Thus I have to suspend my assent on all

of the perceptions I seem to get through the senses. This is the path I shall take, in order to avoid accepting something

uncertain as the truth.

Meditation II

Now that I have come to the conclusion that nothing, which I have taken as true, is certain, and that I have to suspend

assent on everything seemingly coming from the senses, I shall proceed to see, what I have still left. Clearly, I seem

to perceive many things. I can feel the floor underneath me, smell the market outside and hear some of the people

there. By opening my eyes, I can see my apartment. 

   Can this be uncertain?

   I also now notice that I seem to have concepts, which are more based on my intellectual experience, than

they are on my senses: the concept of mathematics, the concept of space and motion, the concept of time, the concept

of God and the concept of myself.

   I therefore need to proceed carefully here, watching my every step on this narrow rope, in order to avoid

falling into the roaring whirlpool of falsity underneath me. I now must take a closer look at these concepts. 

   The concept of mathematics seems to be rather solid, as I now realize that even if I was dreaming, 1+1

would still  be 2. Yet could it be that for some other being or creature it would instead be 3. This is a puzzling

proposition. The concept of space and motion seems to also apply, even if I am dreaming or in some other altered

state. Yet if there are no bodies, can there be motion either? Can there even be space, if there are no bodies? 

   The concept of God? Here I pause for a moment, as this concept is something that has always seemed to me

as the most solid foundation of everything. All of my teachers have always made it to be the most important and

founding of the truths: There is a God, He has created everything including me and He is good. 

   But the more I delve into this thought, the more it begins to feel just as shaky as all my other previous

beliefs. How may I know there is a God and, if there is, how may I know he is good? My mind goes through  the

following thought process: Consider there being a Creator, but He has not given me an ability to gain true knowledge.



This is a possibility I cannot close out. And, if this Creator hasn’t made me able to gain knowledge, it seems rather

odd to call Him good either. In fact, He might make His best effort to mislead and even deceive me about everything!

This leads me to a startling conclusion; there might not be a Creator, and even if there is, he might not be good. Either

way, I cannot know anything.

   But, I know wonder, even if there is a Creator or some kind of a malevolent spirit, who deceives me, can I

truly be deceived on everything? How about my own existence; the fact that I am know thinking and doubting and

suspending? Even if this spirit does deceive me, it seems intuitive that at least I have to exist in order for him to be

able to deceive me!

   But what if there is no malevolent spirit? Am I still? Clearly I am still thinking, doubting and wondering.

Or am I? For what is this I, that is related to ‘myself’? It cannot be anything physical, for those are not certain. 

    Thinking does not seem sure either, and only raises questions on the nature of thinking. Am ‘I’ some

collection of thoughts that I remember and correlate as ‘myself’? But if everything is doubtful, isn’t memory possibly

faulty as well. For all there is to know, everything thus far correlated as ‘I’ might be just chaotic collection of some

memory flashes or sensory pulses, which are being related to compose ‘myself’. 

   Even this ‘I’ isn’t sure. 

   And if ‘I’ is not sure, neither is the concept of time. Past, present and future are like conceptual stations, of

which only one even is there for me. If the concept of time for ’me’ is linear, but there might not even be ’me’, then

nothing necessitates time to be linear. It is only the faulty and unprepared conception of this ‘I’ that makes time seem

like linear. Or perhaps there is no time, as there might be no space or motion either.

   The path on which to follow is now clearer than ever. In order to proceed and perhaps to find something

more,  something ungraspable by common human knowledge, one has to get rid of these distracting concepts of

motion, space, time and I. This is what lies ahead now. But this seems like such a monumental task, that I need to

prepare myself better for tangling it. Yet, the path seems right and I will see it completely through. What lies ahead,

one cannot even guess.

Meditation III

After a day of preparations, I am now ready to continue on the path I found, and see it through. Does it have an end, I

am not sure yet, and do feel afraid that I might get lost on the journey completely. But still I have confidence that if

there is something true and certain, this is the only secure way to grasp it. I made my pharmacist and order for more

Opium, with an even greater dose of Liao. I have relaxed my mind and made everything ready for the meditation. My

state is clear and restful. Even though it frightens me, I have also studied the Necronomicon more. I feel that this is

the right time, or at least it doesn’t get any better from here. 

   The drugs are starting to take effect. I ready my mind.



   As I sit here, on the apartment floor, I begin to feel my senses slowly fading. I see now, that time is an

illusion.  It  does  not  exist,  except  for  the  undeveloped  human  mind.  Even  the  Mad  Arab  speaks  about  time-

transgressing beings, ancient and ageless. I concentrate my mind on getting rid of the grip of time. I do not think

anything anymore, just concentrate. 

   All my senses are begin to fade… 

   No, not all. The room is starting to smell. I concentrate more. Forms are becoming formless. The corners of

the room… They stretch. They encompass me. I see nothing anymore but corners, bending light. I hear nothing, feel

nothing. But I smell. There is a stench coming from the corners. The corners come closer and the smell… It is foul… 

   I… 

   I? What is I? There is no I. There is only the existence. There is no time. Everything is at the same time.

Everything occurs at the same time. 

   Everywhere. Nowhere. The beginning of the world. Its future… 

   …everything is now. 

The human mind is too fragile to sense, too limited to see everything at once. Human perceives the world in a

mirage called past, present and future. But those are only modifications of the same Cosmos.

   The room is no more. It is completely dark and all familiar objects have gone. There is nothing but vast,

empty space. Shivering feeling. The stench is back. Something in the corners of the bending light. 

   …Black and figureless…

   Should stop. 

   This feels too dangerous. The path chosen… I am already starting to feel its toll on me. I have just seen a

glimpse of the things beyond, and already I am shaking. Motions in the bending light. The stench! 

   I hold back. 

   My vision is slowly returning. I am starting to go back.

   No! Can’t stop now. 

   Have to continue. 

   I will go through this path. The truth is close. 

   If there is no motion, no bodies or extension, no time, what is there then? There seems to be only chaos,

vast and deep. The bottomless void of black space that is filled with unknowable, unnameable, indescribable figures. 

   I hear something, like music. 

   But  nothing  I  have  ever  heard  before.  It  is  sounds  and  shapes  from other  spheres.  Spheres  where

unfathomable things lurk in the corners of the cold, unilluminating light. The vast oceans of space circle me. The tide

of the waves swallows me. 

   I vanish into them.  



   No, not I.  I  is a fragment of the Universe, a modification.  ‘I think’ is an illusion that human beings,

supercilious of their own existence, have. The more this truth is grasped, the more is seen. 

   Time fades… I fade...

   The veil of time… ripped apart…

The beginning and the end…

   I see. 

           I see the formless space, twisting, turning – Space beyond space – I see it all simultaneously. The

millions and millions and billions of stars. 

I see them all – I am them all – All at the same time…

The colours of space, dancing to the music of the spheres…

There are angles. Strange and alien. Outlandish geometries. They flush to me – Flush through me…

I am at the dawn of the universe. On the other side of time and space. 

Where the stars sleep. 

   Azathoth! The nucleus. Mad and blind… Around me… An endless chaos of crawling and lurking fears…

Its son, Yog-Sothoth! The gate and the key… 

Hastur! The King in Yellow… 

Hear me, for I am your servant! 

Shub-Niggurath!

   Lost… I… No… We…

   Silence is shrieking in my ears – the dark is not darkness – The light not light…

I see the end… I see the beginning… I see the core… 

I see everything!

   I see shapes, black and formless… They see me – they sense me… 

The Hounds of Tindalos! They have found me! 

   Gods, hear me! Azathoth, have mercy… Yog-Sothoth… Save… Yä ngg shiiyii ygg Iä Iä 

That stench…

Their smell is hideous… 

Burning, reasonless eye



Those were the last words on that foul parchment. When I found N___, lumped like an empty sack in the furthest

corner of room 201 at the Asylum, rocking back and forth chanting those same words in Latin, his face had gone

permanently ash-grey and madness shone from his darkened eyes. On the wall was written, apparently with his own

faeces, an unexplainable message:

Eram, ubi astra dormitis4

One can only wonder what caused his mind to deteriorate like this. The overdose on the drug Liao, which he claims

to have used, is an obvious possibility. As is his manic interest in occult and in that abominable book, Necronomicon.

Perhaps his mind just faltered during meditation. But I cannot but feel that perhaps he did find something that others

have missed thus far. Has this dismissal come because of neglect and ridicule of the occult methods. Or is there a

darker motivation… that of fear? Did even M. Cartesius experience a similar vision of that maelstrom, where N__

was lost, and for that reason based as a foundation the existence of ‘I’; fearing, what lurks beneath it.

   Whatever the reason, N___ clearly lost his mind during the process of his Meditations. Did he truly go on

to the other side, to the unnameable Unknown? This I cannot say. But I hope from my heart no-one tries to emulate

these horrible Meditations. As even reading them has made me vary of the things in the dark. Sometimes… I can even

smell a foul stench near the corners of my room.

-Ibn Al-Hazrat

4 [“I was where the stars sleep” JJLC]



Platinum City 
By Chinese Poet Hongri Yuan

Translated by Manu Mangattu
Assistant Professor, Department of English

St George College Aruvithura, India
www.mutemelodist.com

Ah! Of iridescent gems of time
The heavenly road you paved light!
In a kingdom of stars,
I found my home.
In the golden cities,
I opened the gates of the city to the sun,
To behold the godly giants.
At the royal palace of the jewel
I read of prehistoric wonderful poems
The enormous, gorgeous ancient books.
Carved with the golden words 
The wondrous strange mystery tales,
Made my eyes drunken.
I walked into the full new universes,
And saw the holy kingdoms:
Even before the earth was born
The erstwhile home of human history.

Across Time and Space in crystalline glitter
Stands this moment a platinum city –
The spaceships drifting leisurely,
Like the birds, resplendent in variegated hues.

In the crystal garden I saw
A crowd of youthful giants,
Their eyes were bright and glittering
In the aura of the body sparkle..

They sang happy songs
They danced a wonderful dance
Lanky boys and girls in pairs
As if to celebrate the splendid carnival.

I saw a circular edifice
High above the city.
Giving out white-bright lightnings.
Raised ground to fly into the quiet space.

http://www.mutemelodist.com/


A frame of platinum edifice
Creating a beautiful pattern.
The whole city is a circle
Arranged into a fine structure.

Into a bright hall I went.
A strange instrument there I saw.
A huge screen hanging on the wall,
Displaying a golden space.

Like bits of colourful crystal gemstones!
Resplendent with variegated colours of the city!
Those strange and beautiful high-rise buildings
A sight better than the myth of the world.

I saw lines of strange letters.
On one side of the screen flashed swiftly
Numerous young and strong giants
An effort to concentrate on the changing images.

Their look is quiet and peaceful.
The learned flame flashes in their eyes.
In a flash of clothes
The next is a whole.

Their stature, unusually tall.
Each one is well-nigh seven meters high.
Both men and women look dignified
Almost no age difference apparent.

Their skin is white as snow
With a faint flashy shine
Bright eyes are as naive as an infant’s
Also kindled with a strange flame.

They manipulate the magic of the instrument.
The pictures of the changing space.
Their language is artless and plane.
As the bell is generally pleasant.

As I survey the length and breadth of the bright hall
I feel a powerful energy
Body and mind suffused with bliss and delight.
As if I too am a giant.



I seem to understand their language.
They are exploring the mysteries of the universe.
The cities on a lot of planets
Peopled with their countless partners.

Their mind they use to manipulate the instrument
Also can to transfer data be used
Even thousands of miles apart
Also to talk free to the heart.

Many lines of text on the screen
Is but a message from afar.
The whole universe is their home.
They build cities in space.

They use the spaceships 
To transport you to far-distant other spaces.
Into a lightning, a moment, and you
Vanish into thin air, without a trace.

I feel a new civilization.
They have magical eyes.
They seem to be able to see the future
And can enter diverse time-spaces.

Men and women are holy and loving
Superior to our world's so-called love
They don't seem to understand ageing
Neither do they know about war.

Time seems not to exist
Science is jut a wonderful art
Their happiness comes from the creation of
A universe full of divine love.

I saw a young giant
Opening the door of a platinum 
A round, magnificent hall
Packed with rows of giant s of men and women.

I saw a crystal stage.
Gyrating at the center of the hall.
Where a dignified and beautiful girl
Was playing a huge musical instrument.



A bunch of golden rays,
Shifting with all kinds of brilliant graphics
A mysterious and beautiful music
Like the Dragon leisurely crowing.

Thence I saw an enormous giant
Jump out of the remarkable dance onto the stage.
His hands held a huge ball
Which flashed with many colourful drawing .

I saw a group of young girls
Wearing a kind of white dresses
They seemed to fly lightly
Like the giant cranes.

The huge circular hall was resplendent
With clear, transparent decoration.
Like a bizarre gem of a full set，
Scintillating brilliantly in the light.

I saw a young singer
About the golden flame
The sound was strange and striking
Like singing , like chanting too.

Their music is at once mysterious and blissful
That shift randomly like the lightning
As if many planets of the universe
Shining bright and light in space.

The crystal city, aloft in space
Looks resplendent, magnificent
Countless wonderful golden flowers
Bloom and blush in that flawless space.

I saw an image of a transparent smiling face,
As if it were a colourful garden
The sky shed the golden light 
And turned it into a city of gold.

I strode out of the circular hall
Came to a wide street with a smooth
Pavement covered with precious stones
And in line with the platinum edifice.



There are no terrestrial trees here,
But they are in full bloom with a lot of exotic flowers.
Sparkling with rich incense,
Shaping a garden at the center of the street.

Some strange flowers were there.
The branches as transparent crystal
Flashing all kinds of brilliant colours;
And bunches of round golden fruit.

I saw a huge statue.
It was like a spaceship.
Clustered around by shining stars,
High above the centre of the street.

I saw the column of a dazzling fountain
In a huge circle in the square;
The elegantly modelled statues
Portraying the holy giants.

The soaring magnificent edifices
Ran round the circle square.
There were some garden villas
There was a platinum steeple.

I saw a wide river
Girdling this huge city
The bottom flashed with transparent gold dust,
Amidst which were scattered brilliant gems.

The planning of tall trees on shore
And a long crystal corridor
A big multi-coloured bird
Three five one group floated on the surface of the water.

I saw a vast forest
The swaying tree, a tree of gold
The trees with towering spires
And as some platinum Pavilion.

I saw some giants along the walk,
Some male and female bodybuilders.
At the water's brink or in the forest
Like birds carefree and relaxed.



The wonderful space was as bright as crystal
Embraced this platinum city;
A giant, white and bright ball
Flashing boundless light into the air.

It resembled the huge suns
And like the man-made planets
The whole city was shining too,
Weaving a rare breed of magic.

A strange speeding train circled
About the city back and forth;
There seemed to be a kind of track in the sky
Like a shiny silver curve.

They seated body white buildings 
As if it was a dreamlike maze
This huge city was unusually quiet,
Could not even hear the sound of the wind.

I bade goodbye to the platinum city.
Near a golden space
Stands another city here
A huge city of gold.

The building here is also huge.
But it's another beautiful shape.
The whole city is glittering
Golden edifice as beautiful as sculpture.

Here there live some other giants.
As if from another nation
They have boundless wisdom.
Like a golden, holy civilization.



Ivy-Cool Sleep 

By Edward Ash

For two and a half thousand years, the temple on Despotiko had been denied a sacrifice. Two and a half thousand
years buried on that mile-wide Greek island, dry of votive blood. 

~

I spend the summer as a student excavator on the Greek island of Despotiko. A tiny inhabited dot in the Greek
Cyclades. It sits as the third island in a sea monster undulation with Paros as its oversized head, then abdominal
Antiparos, and finally the barren tail of Despotiko jutting smallest from the Aegean waves. (Another even tinier
island continues the Russian doll devolution, named Strongyli. We lovingly called it “The Turd”). 

We lodge in a stuffy plaster and terracotta settlement on the shores of Despotiko’s bigger brother across the
700 metre turquoise strait, shipping out on a briny barge every day at 8a.m., a half hour break at noon, then work until
3pm. And boy is it work! Found out how much on the first day, every scorched inhalation marred by dust and debris
excised from its millennia-long nap, clawing the lungs and eyes, making a mud/sweat paste on one’s skin, the earth
grumpy and vengeful in its revival.

When the ubiquitous grime spectre isn’t hitching a ride on the aggravating sea breeze to tickle up sleeves and
collars, the sun gives us a good shift of hot-shittery likewise, blazing its eye upon us with the keenness of a socially-
unfazed stalker. Thankfully, Will Cummings gets given the real hard job, thanks to the assertion of swollen arms from
his sleeveless shirt. While I get on my knees for trowel work, he’s made to arch a pickaxe into the Earth’s upper crust,
He-man style. Within minutes we’ve cultivated at least two coats of the prehistoric face paint and both pant with the
lungs of old miners.

We take our lunch in the shade of the only shed with a generator, squatting beside the main temple site. I
plonk myself down by Ilaria from our Masters’ class and guzzle from a blue plastic bottle. I offer her some but she
refuses, boasting a fashionable thermos instead. A pang of rejection. Not the first sting. Body peppered with itches
from her many refusals to let us be anything more than acquaintances. Big Will Cummings joins us. He takes off his
shades to reveal clean white circles around his eyes where the dust hasn’t stuck. “Do you like my new facial routine?”
he jokes. “S’called zombie essence by Clarins.”

Ilaria laughs.

I don’t laugh, but take a moment under the shade of my wicker panama to doze.

We feel you near.

I can’t see the source of the voice in that drowning tannin darkness. But I can feel it. I think I spy a face of
bronze but it ripples out of existence like a light over shimmering surf.

Stirring like molten lava, continues the sound.  Under the ravaged earth, flowing from the wounds of your
trees…

Each verse explodes a crescendo of the last, gaining in impact, charring my nerves to cinders. Fear builds
behind my eyes as I lay entombed in a peaty darkness, a darkness vibrating of frictional voices.

They converge as they say, in tears of sap, screaming with rage.

A fear I’ve not felt since dragged from the womb… forgotten. The cosmic weight of the world constricts an
aortic valve around my hope.

At the word RAGE a thunder strike of music – drums and flutes – rattles my bones. High-pitched voices wail
a blizzard inside my skull.



Of your hunted beasts, the song concludes, beastsssss drawn out with a hiss, a growing shadow if I’m lying
flat beneath a meteor’s collision course, light stolen by insurmountable mass.

I scream under the gravity and lurch up through it. Out into the light. 

I awake in our little lunch camp, exposed to the sun, terrified cry petering out. The others; Ilaria, Big Will, the
new American girl Sasha, including the excavation overseer and a number of other volunteers, stare at me. I blush
under my dust mask, blinking and swallowing back the terror. “You alright, mate?” Big Will asks. I find my voice and
say I am, but fear only gives way to shame as I spot them side eyeing each other, sharing smirks at my deranged little
outburst. 

From pity, or desire to discard the night-terror freak, they take me away from my initial site and put me in the
skeleton crew excavating the main temple of Despotiko. Some say it’s to Dionysus, others Aphrodite, or perhaps a
more local god. Great alabaster columns tooth the sky from the university’s attempts to recreate the ancient Greek
temple in its heyday. Beneath the scaffolds, I tap my handpick into what they suspect is an unused sacrificial pit. A
mere crater.

I dig and scrape, brush and scour, alone in that little hole in the earth, in arid coolness free of the sun. I find
my rhythm as I grind through compacted flakes of clay and mud, finding nothing more but clay and mud. Clay and
mud. Motivation endures thanks to the duplicitous guile of the earth: patterns in the bedrock tease at what might be a
pottery sherd or votive good, but only more earth. My erratic pace finds a tempo, and I hum a tune while I work.

After the first day of excavation, it seems Ilaria, Big Will, and American Sasha forgot to tell me their late
lunch plans. They sup at the taverna forking the crystalline waters of the Antiparos shore, its vicinity fogged by the
tantalising aroma of rosemary oil, seasoned fish. They keep their heads down as I pass. I pretend not to notice.

I have my own separate room in the villa, thankfully, and spend my time on my phone while they go out to
drink ouzo on the beach and make stories of the stars. “Look,” I hear big Will cry over the sandbank, “that’s the
constellation of the Great Fidget Spinner!” 

The next day I’m back to my unused hole, knifing earthy innards of clay-embalmed extinction.  

I jolt at the sudden resonance colouring my hole. The sky speaks. “I know that song,” the Greek voice of
Alexia, our site manager, haunts. I look up to see her head making a black-haired planet in the blueness. 

“What?” I spurt. 

“That song, the one you sing.”

“I… I didn’t think I was singing anything.” 

“I used it in my PhD thesis.” She squints up into the sun, countable strands of hair defying her headband.
“Where did it come from now…” She pats herself to awaken the memory. “Euripides I am thinking. The Bacchae:
‘Stirring like molten lava,’” she sings, “‘under the ravaged earth’… yes, yes. What god is it about now?” She hums
with the spirit of recollection.

“‘Through dance, He is the release of limbs. He is laughter, and music in flutes…’ No, no, that’s another
verse. Suppose that tells you which god it is.” She returns to me with a grin. “Good memory. Is it part of your
dissertation? The Bacchae? Are you doing it on the Greek playwrights? … Are you alright?” 

Coldness for the first time in days, feathering down my spine, pooling at the base of my back. That fear I felt
in my doze on the first day resurrects. An echo of that awful riotous music that awoke me screaming coils like a
worm in my stomach. Those words. The words I didn’t know I was singing. I’d heard them in that terrible dream… 

…and she had just said them. 

I recompose and pretend to dust something off my thigh. “My dissertation’s on The Old Oligarch of Athens,
actually.” 

“Oh.” She looks away and I can tell I’ve missed my chance for a good impression. Then her eyes sparkle at
the corner of my hole. She points at something and cries, “I think it is going to be about something quite different
now, young man.”  I follow her gesture to a stack of large flakes of earth pilled against the excavation wall.  “That’s a



wine amphora!”

“What?” I squint at the cluster. Not earth at all. It’s a vase of pottery sherds pressed to the corner. Even a
quick glance, if one knows what one’s looking for, builds a clear puzzle of the wreckage. A great earthenware jar the
size of my thigh flattened by time and pressure. How had I missed it? 

“We thought this pit was unused.” A current of excitement trembles her leathery face. “This isn’t your usual
sacrifice. Bones and effigies, sure. But a storage container for oil or wine? This could change everything…” She turns
and calls to the others to come and see.

I crouch close to brush dust off the luxurious orange pottery, unearthing a waving line of design circling the
shattered rim. Thawed blackness seeps from the cracks like fossilised tar. It flowers with pearlescent blooms of red
oxidisation, the whiff of iron in the dirt. 

Within minutes my hole is crowded with older experts, and I’m asked to remove myself from the now top
priority site.

I lope down the brush-patched hill, away from the temple, towards the site of an old boathouse near the
shore. But I can’t release the pressure in my ears. The tickling of my nerves. The hum of that clamorous music in my
skull. The dark residue in the cracks of the amphora plagues every thought, an opaque black lake at the end of each
neural river. Even as I lance free ashy tufts of matter caked between the ancient stones, I hear the song of my dream,
the feel of primordial chaos swamping all identity.

Alexia had added more to that terrible noise. Verses I’d forgotten from the dream. Wails that ink my soul, as
if I’m the singer:

“His blood, his blood, 

Lightens the burden of our mortal misery.

Though himself a God, it is his blood we pour out

To offer thanks to the Gods. And through him, we are blessed.”

After the fifth day, I no longer mind the heat. I’ve lost weight, ossified my palms with blisters, and plugged
every pore in grime. Alexia will occasionally grant me a “well done, Dom,” or “thank you,” for uncovering this
year’s most exciting artefact, but I hear little else from the higher-ups, and speak less and less with Ilaria and the
others. It’s as if now that she has more time with me beyond lecture halls, whatever finery augmented my social mask
eroded under exposure, and she can see the sad awkward guy underneath. 

Disembarking our daily barge, an urge to be bold swells up petrifyingly from my lower parts. Ilaria sits under
the ivy-festooned trellis of the local taverna, winks of sunlight on water splashing her stunning in face in colour, and I
tell myself I’m going to join her and the others in a drink. I duck into the dappled shadow of the pergola to sit beside
her.

I stop. Hamstrung by hesitation.

That incessant tune bleats to a different, rising, igneous chord that heats my body with confidence: 

Burst into life, burst into being. A mighty bull. A hundred-headed snake. A fire-breathing lion. Burst into
smiling life… 

I march on and slump at their table with a sighed hello. Big Will and American Sasha bristle at my approach.
Ilaria’s kinder, the artificiality in her singsong greeting well hidden. She even offers me a glass of red wine from the
central carafe.

“Thanks,” I reply. “Gasping.” 

“So…” Big Will hacks through the stubborn silence. “S’pose you’re pretty famous now you unearthed the
biggest find on the site.” 

I cough a chuckle. “Sure. I guess. How are your sites going?” 

“Not as exciting,” he replies. “Sasha found something…”



“Sure did,” she drawls in her New York twang. “Sexy lil’ goddess effigy. Should see the tits on her, I’m tellin’
you! Bit jealous, I gotta admit.” 

“You should see some of the phallic imagery in the brothels they uncovered in Herculaneum,” I find myself
saying, “next to Pompeii.” I shake my head. “No way my masculinity ever recovered from that.” I display a sizeable
measurement with my hands as the three of them shock me with laughter, the jibe spurted as if from another’s mouth,
full of confidence, touched with flare. “Which is why,” I toast my wine, “I much prefer my Roman and Greek art in
its sculptural form. Much more… subtle, diminished…”

Ilaria leans in with a giggle, her cascade of black hair brushing my sweat-soaked shoulder. “I’m afraid to tell
you, Dom,” she says, closer than a friend, breath drying the clay paste on my neck, “there’s no evidence the ancients
were significantly  less endowed.  The Greeks just thought the display of a large manhood a barbaric, uncivilised
thing.” 

I suck through my lips, airing the wine’s bouquet. “Right. Well, at least I’m civilised if nothing else.” 

They laugh again at my smooth self-deprecation, and I hide my surprisingly proud grin in my wine. God it
tastes good. Better than the lukewarm, plastic-infused water we fight over on the island. Nourishing. A fuel for
authenticity, diluting the darkness between my ears. I take another sip of the dry, jammy claret and melt into my chair.
Nerves settled. Tenacity kindling warm coals under my lungs. Tongue rolling along confident currents. 

As  I  drink,  I  fall  into  a  mysterious  new  inebriation.  No  slurring  or  staggering,  only  a  heightened
understanding of others. A corrosion of ego and introspection. I feel high, in a way drugs and drink have never made
me feel.

I beam as we return to the villa and plan to visit a bar on the other side of the island. We run into Alexia and
the overseers and my smile finds itself mirrored in theirs, and I chat with the ease of an older man who’s friends with
the whole village. Trusted. Trusting. 

The sensation only increases as American Sasha drives us through snaking roads blushing orange lamplight
into the hills, roaring around cliff-edge meanders in her hire car. I tell stories about foolishness and fumbles, Big Will
shaking his seat as he laughs, Ilaria’s gaze wider and longer held the more we interact, her small smile a balm to the
previous prickles of rejection, each shared joke a tether cording us together. 

We reach the main port town of Antiparos on the far side of the island. A labyrinthine haven of white plaster
and sky blue doors and shutters. There we dine, and I demolish a bottle of red as if it’s nothing. Can’t get enough of
its fermented delight. The earthiness on the tongue. The tart sweetness in the back of the throat. The rejuvenation of
the handsome song purring under my skull. That humming I’d heard so strong in my former hole in the ground no
longer hammers a curse, but tinkles a lullaby of ecstasy as we feast on our third course and triumph its completion
with grappa shots.

We head deeper into the thyme-scented maze of the town, its cobble streets like fractured eggshell underfoot.
Olive trees sprout yoke gold lanterns to light the weaving course toward Venetian warrens, and wherever we go
there’s heat and music and sustenance like honeysuckle in the breeze. 

We find a candle-lit grotto of a bar gushing dancing beats into the streets, and we spill in to snatch our
cocktails of choice. I throw down my Euros to lead in the honours, and regale my three new friends as if I’d hosted
this Mediterranean idyll for centuries. I yearn to hold those around me, to feel them hold me back. To press on
beyond formalities. And as Ilaria strokes my knee beneath the table, I know the yearning finds reciprocation.

I am life's liberating force.

Through dance’s communion, I am release of limbs.

I am laughter, and music in flutes. 

I am repose from all cares…

And the song no longer spews from that wicked music that tore through my dreams. It’s no longer about
some golden faced god I cannot see. It’s about me. I own it now. The song is mine… 



…and I sing it to others. 

At least twenty of us, locals and tourists, dance in the square outside the bar. Sun long set. Folk from blue-
shuttered storeys above, their balconies dripping jasmines in bloom, sway in tune as we writhe ourselves sweaty in
the thumping plaza. Ilaria and I grind in carnal gyration, bodies entwined serpents, breath shared, tiny exhales like
sweet nothings whispered in the slither of kinetic twilight between our lips. 

The ecstasy builds. 

At my mere stroke on another’s arm; men and women, old and young, my people feel the tingle of my song.
The town leaps into the chaotic bath I’ve drawn, gorging on revelry, soaked in delight. For I am the bull of the dance.
I am the cup of liberation from which you drink, and all mosaics of lifeblood mix in the amphorae of my divine-
delivered joy. 

The grand taverna of the square opens its heart to our continued party. The DJ extends his shift to suffuse the
town in sound, to stir its streets with rhythm. Locals bring an endless stream of food and wine, as clothes are shed and
lamplight waxes gold on naked flesh. I lose myself in Ilaria and she in me, and for the first time in my sad little life, I
know what it is to feel the crucible of all desire. The climax of physical love, Ilaria’s motions those same motions as
the song that possessed me that first day on the site. Her whimpers of pleasure in tune with the melodic voice of
music. 

When his blood bursts from the grape,

And flows across tables laid in his honour

To fuse with our blood,

He gently, gradually, wraps us in shadows

Of ivy-cool sleep.

I awake under a heavenly cave of glitters. Cadenced electronic bass seeds the town a pulse. Hums of music
hit the star dome above and I inhale the sandalwood sweetness on the seaborne salt. I lay on a fur-topped table,
tapping along to the beat, more a conductor than a spectator. When I sit up I witness the fruit of my work.

The open taverna beside the bar boasts a smorgasbord of sensuality. Bodies, of all shapes and energies, writhe
a glistening snake pit of sex. Brine of fornication palatable. Sinuses pervaded by the berry tang of wine. Succulent
steams of charred meats dance through lungs. Moans of pleasure spicing the night. I wander through my devotees of
primal truth, granting them my touch. Every eye that greets me flashes with worship. Couldn’t get Ilaria to even share
my drink at the beginning of this trip, now a whole town shares my vessel. From loser to god in less than a day.

And then I stop…

…because Big Will encloses Ilaria in his large bronze arms and I gag on my bloated fill.

I blink back memories of the same act with American Sasha, and how she moaned along to my hip-rousing
music likewise. Not just Ilaria. And not just her for me.

No one for anyone, solely. Our loves merged and lost to the orgiastic disarray. 

The song chants and chomps in my head, fierier than before, closer to nightmare. Guilt heavier than a secret
murder of an uncared thing hits my shoulders. I need to pay for this great gift. Pay for it in more than jealousy. I rub
my scalp and hide my sight under crushing lids. 

It must be paid for.

We feel you near,

Stirring like molten lava

Under the ravaged earth,

Flowing from the wounds…

What did Euripides mean when he wrote those words? Did Alexia know they held such secret, possessing
power? 



I ingest the rage building in my throat. A third degree burn of debt scorching my insides, as we return to our
villa on the darker side of the island. We finish our Saturnalia on the amorphous silver carpet of the beach, as it was
the first day we arrived and I remained in my room. 

“Let’s go for a row,” I inspire, enough guile yet to summon my smiling power. 

The others launch stratospheric beside me, and chortle as we steal a fishing canoe and make for Despotiko
over the slim channel of black sea. I taste kinship with the wet darkness lapping at the keel. The seaweed stench
eddying free. And relief at the sight of Despotiko’s moonlit coast blazing from the tidal foam ahead. 

We pull in to the rocky hump of sand and hop out of the boat. Our usual workspace now draped in a diluting
silver cloak. We race up the beach, rushing for the pillar and scaffold edifice of the temple site crowning the hill. I get
Big Will away from the girls, keen to have our moment together. Eager to assuage my envy, envy so clear now I’ve
heard that song. Him being everything I could never be until the gift of the temple was given. Now I get my time to
make peace.

The half-piled columns of the reconstruction form a white grille to the night,  exoskeleton of scaffolds a
modern intrusion. We stare up at them entranced, squinting our eyes to imagine the original scene. 

“Gotta say, man, I’m bloody glad you’re here this year,” Big Will admits. 

“Thanks. Me too.” 

“Didn’t really notice you in class. And wasn’t sure if we’d get on at the beginning of the trip. But now I
know…” He laughs at the sky. “You’re a fucking legend.” 

“A legend,” I purr in agreement, nodding. “Wasn’t sure about you either. Jealous if I’m honest.”

“Jealous?” 

Even now my red-cheeked smile remains. Even after what happened in the town, I love him as I love all my
Bacchic brood. “Yup. Always fancied Ilaria, and she always liked you more.”

“Me?” His shakes his head, hay-blond hair batted by the nightly breeze. “No, mate. Sure, I noticed you liked
her but since tonight, you’re all she cares about. I can tell. Bloody in love with you, man.” 

My smile turns inwards. “That’s good. I have love too. Only love…” 

He toes through the dust and looks down into the famed hole where I found the offering amphora. “What did
they say it was all about?” he asks. “Your find?” 

“They thought it was an offering of wine.”

“Really? That doesn’t sound like the normal style. Aren’t they usually animal sacrifices? Like in the other pit
where they found all those bones?”  

“Usually.”

“Suppose this site had two gods? Two practices of worship?” 

“At different times,” I confirm. “This one was to Dionysus.” 

“Dionysus? The god of wine and orgies and revelry and stuff?” 

“That very one.” I smile into the darkness of the offering pit. Our eyes adjust, and the starshine’s meagre
radiance illuminates the cold cluster of swept and cleaned amphora in its corner. It’s to be removed tomorrow along
with other goods of import. 

Big Will spots it and murmurs, “So they offered wine…” He bends over and narrows his stare as he notices
an angular gap in the puzzle of ceramic pieces. A black hole in the vase. “A bit’s missing.”

“I know.” The blackness pooling between its cracks smothers all thought. I see only darkness behind my
eyes, and the flowers of iron redness like kaleidoscopic swirls. “It’s not wine they offered.” 

I grab him around the head and knife the missing amphora shard into his neck. He flinches with panic, clay
point severing his scream.  He tries to slip free,  but I lodge his sweating  temple in the  crook of my  arm.  I drive the



fragment  deeper,  through the cartilaginous barriers  of blood-drowning airways,  palm sliced by the edges  of the
weapon. We drop to our knees, the rustle of brushwood the only sound to our struggle. His life spills hot and wet onto
my chest and shoulder. He fades. 

I relinquish Big Will, limp on the dust. Ilaria and Sasha play down by the shore, teasing the tide. I roll him
towards the edge of the offering pit and shove him in. His large body thuds into the hole. I fetch a shovel to seal in
my sacrifice. “O Dionysus, we feel you near. Wrap him in shadows of ivy-cold sleep.” As the words leave my lips,
they leave my mind too, and I unshackled from that lurid unrest. Have to pay for what He gave me. A taste of true
revelry. 

Gods’ gifts don’t come free. 

Ends

The Obituary
By Jeffrey Zable

Surfing the internet with my best friend since high school,
I say, “How about Bonnie, that girl you were in love with in our class?”
To which he responds, “You mean Bonnie Franke?”
“Yeah, she’s the one!” I answer.
“You’d have to look under Bonnie Brumfield,
because that’s her married name,” he says.
“I wrote to her about ten years ago and she wrote back.
She lives near Sacramento. Has two grown kids
and works for H & R Block, if I remember correctly…”
So I type in Bonnie Brumfield from Sacramento
and it comes up, “Bonnie Brumfield obituary.”
I look at my friend’s face and see that he’s stunned.
When I click on it, there’s a recent picture of Bonnie
along with the obituary, which says she passed away
at the age of 58 from liver cancer.
“How sad is that!” I say to my friend, who silently stares at her picture,
probably remembering how she was during our high school days
when such things could never happen to a girl we loved…

First published in Poetry Pacific (2015).



To the Farm
By Michelle M. Mead

Stovepipes and soot and corseted ladies,
Left far behind with the books and the babies,
A life torn apart and then shredded like paper,
A husband and child both gone to their maker,

Sent here alone by fate and disaster,
Not thinking at all, of the end or what’s after,
The bend in the road on her way to renewal,
Though at times her blind steps were nothing but futile,

Trudging along to the farm and small victories, 
Many miles away from the city’s old factories,
Where skies are stained by the color of old seas,
And the view of the moon is worshipped on bent knees.

At home now, she settles, like dust on a dresser,
Praying that God will come down here to bless her,
On this path to tomorrow, she builds by her own hand,
And the discoveries made in the fields of her homeland.



In Lieu Of Springtime

By Evan Hay

By brephocratic decree, during the third week of August 1973, Maxwell Erskine Sinclair arrived punctually at 9.15
ante merīdiem. His neurodivergent mother, an insipid housewife of simple, received faith, wasn’t unduly pained by
this newcomer to humanity; considering her uncomplicated home-birth experience a benign minor miracle (blessed
by  an  invisible  right-hand,  of  a  masculine,  fair-skinned,  English  speaking  God).  Postpartum,  lying  aside  a
psychosomatically  exhausted,  stertorous,  manual  operative  husband,  in  a  rented  cerulean  bedroom (unstintingly
decorated with trumpery); girlishly enamoured, she fantasised happy, Disneyesque futures. Max emerged physically
healthy;  maturing  steadily,  into  an  attractive,  comparatively  cultured,  ambitious  young  ambivert.  His  general
condition,  as remarked by casual, unenlightened observers, of great credit to humdrum parents (considering their
gnawingly monotonous, socio-cultural shortcomings). Mr. Greene, Max’s sprightly, wire-haired arboricultural tutor,
laughed  discretely,  as  his  favourite pupil  fulminated-  berating  a  suburban  council  tenancy  home  as  dowdy,  &
minimum-wage progenitors as prolix laggards. 

“Imagine  your  constrictive  teenage  years,  as  the  formative  pruning of  a  staked sapling.”  He counselled.
“You’ll grow out of these provisional frustrations; teleologically blossoming, into a fine figure of a hard-working
salaryman. I’ve no doubt.”

But  Max’s  vexatious,  over-active,  labouring-class  encephalon,  remained  doggedly  riddled  with  wholly
reasonable, basic wage-slave concerns. Becoming conscious, autodidactic, awoke, capable of sustained, independent,
informed, clinical cogitation,  he gravely doubted the extent  possible that any sufficient,  or significant,  degree of
desirable,  creative enjoyment perceived, could plausibly be achieved- by his disenfranchised ilk.  Lands, freehold
properties, offshore tax-havened assets, Cantillon effects, infinite re-hypothecation, family status, scope-quality of
education,  entrepreneurial-networking-social-mobility-opportunities,  liquid  capital,  one’s  peculiar  subjective
relationship to, or phlegmatic influence over institutions, debatable community principals & procedures, ostensibly
governing an objective legal justice systems’ law enforcement; uncompromising relative civil judgments, inspired by
prevailing,  derived, un-scrutinised,  scarcely policed,  attack-dog council  estate  moralities,  ubiquitously applied by
barely literate, uncivilised, habitually irritable, rote, routine abiding, flag-waving, monosyllabic neighbours (the true
meaning of life, Max deduced, was a blind, pitiless, indifferent lottery, with fellow travellers, merely winners, or
purposeless losers).

“I don’t agree, I don’t care; quite frankly, I’m not in the least bit interested.” became his catchphrase; earning
him a good few playground kicking’s. 

Given  his  circumstances,  he  was  subject  to  predictable  oscillations;  partaking  in  soothing,  sempiternity
inducing  recreational  drugs,  along  with  whatever  transitory  sexual  benevolence  providentially materilaised  (in
between days, dreaming about becoming abundantly rich, entitled, fancy-free, domiciled in toniest Fitzrovia, Mayfair,
Belgravia, Knightsbridge, or Chelsea). As Max departed comprehensive school at 16, discordant penniless parents
were  long  since  rent  asunder;  an  alcoholic  father  eloping  with  a  loose,  Australian  demi-monde,  barmaid-cum-
plongeuse, abandoning Max’s woefully autistic mother, marooned- a whinging, mewling dependent upon long-term,
means-tested, government sickness benefits. Max succumbed; identifying as both a victim of circumstances, & an
indigent prisoner of conscience.  London tantalisingly offered rakes of pukka gear he coveted,  but the staggering
difficulty gathering tiny fractions of what he required, enervated him something rotten. As is patently obvious, it’s
not  so much what you know, preferably whom you know; Max felt  himself  fatally  trapped in a  jam-jar  full  of
schmucks. At home, traipsing about soliciting menial cash-in-hand piece work, even at play, stressed-out, charmless
schmendricks,  apportioned  grief,  under  preposterous  guises  of  authority  (contrived,  random points  of  principle,
accompanied by comically dumb, slave mentality, moral homilies).

In crisis, Max bailed. Beating a pastoral retreat to deepest Devon: informally employed, unwillingly working
upon organic farms (ideologically inspired rural tenancies, offering pick-&-mix academic,  or spiritual retreats, to
middle-class punters, as part  of a counter-cultural  business model).  Max observed new-age selfishness- typically
complex,   well-healed,   articulate,   squabbling humanity;  risibly opposed factions,  fighting running kitchen battles,



separate culinary-cooking practices dividing vegetarians from omnivores, & experienced erotoplasticity from pear
shapes of financially settled, promiscuous middle-aged divorcées (all wetter than an otters pocket), bestowing liberal,
undulating love, yet collapsing underneath hormonal avalanches the moment their heedless advances were resisted.
Depressed, Max felt it egregious communities advertised as emancipating were memorable for their cowled, phantom
heterogeneity. Susurrations of resident hippies subsisted apologetically, cogently  harbouring  self-debilitating guilty
grudges,  libido-repressing  anxieties  (whereas  Max’s  notion  of  happy  freedom  was  limitless  sausage,  pursuing
unrestrained,  imperturbable,  self-satisfied,  maundering,  narcissistic  consumerism);  regrettably,  he  construed  all
established orders absurd,  fraught  with religion,  or compatible  fairy tales,  wherein deceitful  people connive,  via
reactionary systems of etiquette- spitefully mitigating deeply personal anthropophobiac fears, controlling hierarchical
privilege  &  ruthlessly  dominating  catalysts  auguring  change.  Counterintuitively,  for  sordid  purposes  at  the
rudimentary,  Stygian  heart  of  our  parable,  despite  compelling,  crystal  evidence  to  the  contrary,  possessed  by a
modicum of expectation, Max shamanically vaticinated, that internalising ‘correct attitudes’ would launch him into
funky  oppidan  purlieus,  voluptuous  swinging  hot-spots,  at  a  transitional  point  in  this  urban  myth,  where  our
impoverished protagonist’s fortunes improve: twisting, journeying home to London, a démarche, embracing every
poor  post-war  period  character’s  optimal  fictional  destiny-  to  consummate  the  twentieth-century's,  meritocratic
capitalist pipedream.

Maxwell wrestled with disquieting fin de siècle fancies: parlously struggling with physiological verbs like
‘exist’ rather than fickle nouns- contemplating, musing upon meaningfully complex adjectives like eluethromaniacal
(alongside wicked technical jargon); keeping abreast of science, technology, politics, & developments in the field of
civil rights, thanks to Scabby John’s transistor radio. On Ramp 3, under New Brunswick Shopping Centre, boxes
once containing  Zanussi  Washer-Dryers & Indesit  Fridge-Freezers  were rigorously gaffer-taped into a tidy little
duplex  (t’was roomy,  quasi-private,  although tending to  shuffle  infelicitously  during violent  sexual  intercourse).
John’d long since abandoned himself to untrammeled hedonism. In practice, this took form in WH Smith narrow-rule
writing pads, containing detailed encrypted notes (188-pages of menus in small printed green ink). A dozen wild
ethical  oysters  borsch,  free-range poulet  de bresse casserole,  untamed oxen with stewed ancient  orchard plums,
jugged mountain hare, seasonal treacle pudding with artisan Stilton, & big 1.5L woven wicker covered bottles of
rustic Claret being favoured fantasies. John confessed to never actually eating how he’d truly wished. Once, losing
his shit like a chien lunatique, he impulsively nicked seven responsibly sourced Tuna Royale sandwiches from Café
Olé behind Russell Square; discreetly washing them down with a 200ml can of Pinot Grigio- unobtrusively settling
back to watch his stomach swell. At the time, John’s eccentric mind was warped, from ultra-assiduous study of old
copies of  Decanter stolen from Skoob. Back in a realer world, inspired by Orwell (over a half-century ago), his
weekly indulgence remained two slices of Mother’s Pride, drizzled with apple cider, & sensitively crushed, hand-
gathered allium ursinum (lingering savoury tastes leaving an impression of having recently eaten).

Squarish meals were charitably delivered each week from a publicly-subsidised Salvation Army citadel, on
New North Road. Enter busty Colonel McCartney, laden with tomato soup & stale cream cheese bagels, on merry,
ambrosial  rounds, covering Euston, Guildford Street,  Lincoln’s Inn, & the Strand. She took twenty minutes out,
readjusting an ill-fitting brassiere & smoking cheap, yet singularly lenitive ladidas, with Max- tipping him off about a
job vacancy. Government officials visited Hoxton lately to discuss the Colonel’s regular bi-annual application for a
refurbishment grant. These abnormally helpful civil servants, in return, beseeched a secret favour- a representative of
London’s rank-&-file underclass was sought, to pilot a lucrative, commercial PFI. McCartney initially broached this
idea with Scabby John out of courtesy (SJ being Brunswick’s senior resident), but money wasn’t Scabby’s master-
indeed, with laudable Socratic self-awareness, he summed matters up succinctly: ‘‘Look darling, if you provide me
easy access to reem gelt, I’ll drink more; & if I drink more, I’ll end up punching some poor cunts head in.’’

Max, however, insisted he was game; whatevs. Dreamily speculating prospective tax-free salaries complete
with  private  grace-&-favour  residences;  occasion  aplenty  to  comfortably  adjust  to  a  cosy,  expatriate  lifestyle,
pullulating somewhere scorchingly lairy like Dubai. He tucked an ex-directory telephone number into a hip pocket.
Foetor filled his nostrils, grey masonry paintwork peeled away from surrounding balmy walls; Max sensed grisly
auras of pinhead mucor overhead, figuring the sooner he progressed, the better. Shooting a moue or two, nobody
appeared to have overheard, save Scabby; grinning broadly as he aimlessly pissed, high into a K-Hole.



While hailstones relentlessly crashed against sheltering toughened glass, Max patiently awaited this evening’s
scheduled arrival of Brigadier Robert d’Alby, a mission ready pseudonym, to be relayed to Metropolitan Police, or
asked of bi-curious drivers kerb-crawling this dreary strip of Goodsway. At last, a classic Bentley Continental drew
close; no jaunty Aloysius Parker at its steering wheel, instead a big-bearded Brigadier (as Chauffeur), chaperoning a
flighty wandervögel. Max half-opened the public telephone-box, pondering how far a weighed-in member of the
Establishment  should  fall  into  disrepair.  An  ovoidal  frame slumped  onto  damp pavement,  its  ragged  silhouette
awkwardly set against heavily bruised February skies; moonlight shone through fallen arches, rain spluttered from
choked guttering, whilst zoonotic bats clung tightly to his tainted, cracked façade. To Max’s horror, BRd’A lurched
forward abruptly, clasping his shoulders; together they performed a strange, tense waltz, across several uneven, hard
yards, of saturated tarmac.

“Get  in  the  back  of  the  motor,  you  cheeky  bastard.”  BRd’A grunted  through  an  unkempt  beard.  They
deflected off a lamppost, stumbling, before entering obliquely into another medium of a frankly different density.

“Well hello! Do forgive the brusque reception, only this tête-à-tête’s a tad hush-hush, what?” 

A laissez-faire sounding catamite reclined upon cushioned seats, before gracefully placing a hard-elephantine
ivory cigarette holder between shimmering lips- fulsome, succulent chops (painted sparkly black, at odds with petite
proportions beautifying his wistful physiognomy). Fingers from his dainty hands were finished with glossy black
varnished  nails;  an  aubergine  smoking  jacket  joyously  covered  in  peach  sequins,  &  glass  beads,  reflected  the
Bentley’s interior light, in turn highlighting a lush depth of colour, stylishly swimming through its Norwegian wood-
panelled,  chrome-trimmed, sumptuousness of rich, deep-piled fabric. He exhaled long, measured shafts of smoke
towards Max, pulling dramatically morose countenances. 

“You’re so much better looking than I am.”

The menacingly dour Brigadier  maintained a grim, celibate  face of thunder.  Shtum, studiously following
Bloomsbury’s one-way system, eventually heading west along the Euston Road. Henceforth, for the remainder of
their  journey,  uncertainty  became  Max’s  constant,  unwelcome,  bewildering  partner  (his  discomfort  passively
illustrated, each time this toy-boy blew smoke, or flicked his forked-tongue flirtingly in Max’s direction, by fleeting,
imbecilic, reflex smiles).

“So, Max Sinclair, are you in possession of knowledge?”

“I’m not sure.”

“Alright son, what exactly, do you know?”

“I know I want this job. What, exactly, does it entail?”

“Oh! Various, mundane tasks. Cigarette?”

This contradictory, seedy, angelic youth, gracefully handed over a silver compact smoke-holder, which, once
opened, displayed an ocellated picture of the anti-Christ, meticulously hand-painted beneath its ornately engraved lid.

“How long do we get for lunch?”

Max  kicked  himself  for  mouthing  such  an  asshat  outburst  (he’d  intended  to  ask  after  the  strengths  of
whomever he was replacing).

“Wow. Are you hungry, & horny?”

“I guess so.”

“Good, then it’s likely you’ll perform very well, my beauty.”

“OK. So, what type of performance is it?”

“Criminy! Do you really need to know, now?”

“Well, not yet at least, not really.”

“Good. Knowledge: all of it is purely an observable exercise of human capacity. It’s but a disposition of our
species,   a quality  allowing us to  perform in any  given manner,   at times  when  such  action’s  appropriate.    Once



perfected, in the dark arts of state service, presenting oneself plausibly, to the eyes of wonted people, you’ll notice
most ‘knowledge’ is safely assumed, & consequently unchallenged. A myopic, materially burdened general public’s
quite content with clean, blanket solutions from civil engagement wardens. As BF Skinner maintains, freedom &
information  are  utterly  illusory-  stage-managed  by  arch-puppeteers.  In  the  unlikely  event  you’re  faced  with
unmanageable journalists, Seymour Hersh types, play them with a straight bat, a sly winking disdainful sense of
humour.  Leave  them  stewing,  having  dramatically,  with  tears  in  your  eyes  honesty,  announced:  I  deny  all
responsibility. I reject all criticism. I claim all credit. I walked in those places where walking was advisable. I crossed
in those places when crossing was permitted. I paid, & displayed. I listened carefully. I followed faithfully. I nodded
attentively.  I  expressed  gratitude,  when  expressing  gratitude  was  commended.  I’m  well  organised,  &  without
problems (or some such supercilious shit). Don’t fret Max, you’ll be rendered, cleansed, liberated from imposter
syndrome, briefed, & well prepared. My authorised handler, you’ll soon discover, is seeded from an alternative breed,
abiding by supreme methodologies, proudly responsible for repeated, remarkable,  intentional cruelty;  lambasting,
ostracising, or disenfranchising targeted groups, over whom, his sect cast remorseless shadows, tainting them with an
indelibly negative twilight, from whence there’s no earthly escape. Heed my advice Max: bite their feather pillows;
just do what they tell you.”

The car pulled up in Pollen Street. Max was frog-marched through doorways by the horribly gruff BRd’A,
scaling four flights of steep-stairs, atop which BRd’A knocked three times upon a red door, embossed with a golden
ministerial portcullis. 

“Enter.”

Ushering Max inside, BRd’A forcibly sat him deep down, into a grand leather-upholstered, wooden-framed,
1930’s club chair (without as much as a by-your-leave); turning abruptly on his heels to exit, slamming the heavy
door behind. Max heard continuous streams of automobiles outside, along this tributary between Maddox & Hanover
Streets; he recognised BRd’A’s finely tuned Bentley briefly join them, on its way somewhere, presumably, of the
Brigadier’s suspect volition. Powerful people in expensive cars, mutually strong, antagonistic, in control of jealously
protected, rewarding lives- decision makers, movers, shakers, players, with stakes in this neo-liberal orgy; dilettantes,
aficionados, to whom respect for tradition & related indicia held dominion, state-broadcast daily, a notional master-
caste, to be idolised, & whom themselves, fundamentally, worshipped crude, mammon-esque truths.

‘‘Maxwell Erskine Sinclair, I presume?’’

Max  tentatively  arose,  to  nervously  shake  the  slim,  sleek,  lazy  hand  of  a  tall,  dark,  fifty-something,
brilliantined apparatchik, choicely clad in a bespoke salt ‘n’ pepper vicuña suit. Reseated, Max noticed several shiny,
yet  smudged gentlemen’s  magazines  of a  kind featuring photography of undraped,  lascivious  women,  spreading
waxed legs, moistly akimbo (squirreled away, beneath buff, University of Cambridge, Alumni membership renewal
forms). 

“Are we sitting comfortably? Good, then I’ll begin.”

Max gulped, part in trepidation- part in famished awe, of the beautiful, aromatic, decorative, bone china plate
of  partially  eaten,  garnished  spicy  vol-au-vents;  precariously  balanced,  recklessly  on  the  edge  of  Mr.  Deferens
impressive leather-bound, antique mahogany desk.

“In  view  of  our  population  boom,  knock-on  effects  of  globalisation,  unexpectedly  shrill  demands  from
London’s influential Tourist Industry leaders, & not least, Great Britain’s dutiful need to compete robustly within a
closer  union of  European states,  lawful  executive  powers,  have  concluded-  by fair  ballot  might  I  add-  that  it’s
decidedly in society’s broadest, best interests, to sterilise, tidy up, & neutralise, a large percentage of mangy surplus
vagrants,  unconscionably  blemishing,  &  besmirching  our  hard-won,  sterling  reputation,  &  prestigious,  busy
thoroughfares of Her Majesty’s glorious Britannic capital.”

The long-nosed orator unclasped his hands; scratching above thin, permanently-tattooed, taupe eyebrows,
somehow, momentarily, distanced him from his totalitarian enunciation. For an instant, Max guessed he may have
misheard this compelling host, but Vas Deferens ejaculated further, unmistakably spouting more of the same fluid
credo; outlined in steady, somber, assured, patronising tones.



“The responsibility incumbent upon you, Mr. Sinclair, is to fraternize, explain, promote, &- let’s face it- sell
the benefits to be gained, by those friable hobos who agree to participate in cleansing programs, presided over by our
re-branded British Eugenics Society. Naturally, I’ll detail exactly our departmental expectations, furnishing you with
a plenitude of explanatory leaflets, in large type, with easy-to-follow pictures. It’s straight-forward enough, nothing to
worry about, or anything to injudiciously endanger the overarching health of unwashed bodies, processed through our
elementary, fool-proof, shovel-ready, two-step system.”

He paused, brooding, noticeably fingering his pointed chin; appropriately sporting subcutaneous, five-o-clock
shadow. Max, by this juncture, wildly wired with pure adrenaline (coming up sharply on the lukewarm draught of
ayahuasca he’d manically quaffed, moments before sprinting off from Russell Square to make that Goodsway public
telephone-box rendezvous),  became more or less convinced he’d been set  up for  Game for a Laugh, when  Mr.
Deferens  added “Castration,  if  preferable,  may be  executed,  privately,  but  only  if  explicitly  desired:  a  function
administered tactfully, by you Max, using, say, two half bricks- any questions?”

“Yeah …err, doyareckon it’ll hurt?’

“Well, only if you catch your fingertips.”

Max cracked up: skittishly blurting out: “Narr! You’re thingamajig intya, that geezer off Candid Camera.”

“Pardon!?”  Vas,  the  breathing  embodiment  of  deathly  officialdom,  deep-state  apparatus,  winced,  at  this
demented gamin’s idiotically deranged accusation.

‘’It wuz you, oo 'eld up that Cecil Alexstein chap, at Ramsgate Hoverport last week, I saw ya! You said ee-ad
rabies, or summing. Remember? He was locked up in quarantine, with some dodgy East German camel smuggler.
You- are an absolute leg-end- squire.’’ 

It had been a long day. The intimately lubricated interviewer removed delicately manicured hands with care,
from his earnest, lined face, to reveal scarlet, moistened eyes; enquiring politely: ‘’Are you quite finished, sir?’’

Contrary to his austere, sharp, illuminati appearance, Mr. Vas Deferens was in a particularly good spirits this
autumnal evening. He’d enjoyed a zesty afternoon with Tisiphone; opportunely two floors below (a gender-neutral,
third-person singular,  sex-worker,  recommended  via  Gay-to-Zed).  Tis  cross-dressed;  théâtrically  deployed  futile
corrective training, more in jest than in vain, pretending to iron out Vas’s multifarious peccadilloes (a Pre-Tiffin farce
ham-acted around vespers, intermittently, yet at least once per calendar month). An entire Eton Mess caper, designed
to conjure a temporary surrendered subservience,  aping, & acting out the actual  emotional  helplessness suffered
permanently  by  innumerable,  feral  street-rats,  faced  by  the  insuperable  might  of  Blighty’s  established  Ancien
Régime: a cyclical system built for profit, run by sociopaths, based on manipulative lizard brained impulses, reset
intermittently  over  the  ages,  periodically  ending  up as  race  to  the  bottom (its  current  manifestation,  unfettered
financialised capitalism, offering the worst solutions to the greater population’s needs, at the highest price- with an
overwhelming percentage of resultant surpluses, conspicuously horded by a 1% which needs them least). Provoked
by intolerable feline urges, & an attack of retrospective, state-sponsored malevolence,  Vas unilaterally elected to
make Max squirm; enough to test him, so as to re-focus his wayward attention. Vas’ crosshairs were fixed set on his
mission,  a  vision  unceremoniously  dumped upon his  office’s  desk by his  boss’s  big boss:  its  specified  targets,
identified by right-wing, disciplinary think-tanks, were earmarked for annihilation.  Unlike leonine superiors, Vas
wasn’t so committed to torturous, drawn-out, sacramental subjugations, or addicted to leaving nominated culprits
pleading for physical death, aching beyond measure from their very core, in a fruitless, frantic search for any shards
of hope, beneath a bottomless pit of despair. Neither soft, nor empathetic, instead Vas preferred colourful continental
amusements. Cavalier Vassily Pretorius Deferens Esq. was incurably louche; an inveterate Francophile, desirous to
be promptly waited upon by a decrepit  wrinkled retainer,  who along with a goat-herding family tree,  including
increasingly  coquettish  great-grand-daughters,  combined  to  conjoin  an  idyllic  intergenerational  Gallic  peasantry,
attending to Vas’s abundant topiaried acres, festooned around a hereditary, signature Provençal barn conversion (a
ministerial jet, unaccountably booked, well-stocked, taxied on stand-by, to waft Vas away to Marseille come the wee
hours, in a style befitting his Mandarin rank).



‘’I’d rather our prospective employees were keener to learn their terms of employment, as opposed to blithely
issuing forth misconstrued, blinkered,  diarrhetic assumptions, quite so incontinently. And most incorrectly, I assure
you. Still, I’m reliably advised such practices are common among the hoi polloi. Such buffoonery notwithstanding, I
believe you’ll act as an excellent communicator during our forthcoming campaign. However, you must learn to curb
that unbridled streak of yours my lad, lest it lead you into hot water.’’

Panicked into a breathless funk, Max’s forehead storm-tossed, as he stared starkly back in palpable fear.
Graphically recalling BRd’A (a geezer as bent as a nine-bob note, & as hard as the Blakey’s on a skinheads’ boots),
what a fearful ogre! Communicating via a series of guttural grunts, Max pictured him in his middle-income grammar
school’s balloon debating society, stun punching everyone overboard, a prelude to inhaling helium, & thus disguised,
making successive, increasingly obscene telephone calls, to his headmaster’s estranged, substance abusing wife. This
was the type  of  raw, two-fisted terror  at  VD’s disposal.  This  nutter  meant  business,  & demonstrably  possessed
disposable wherewithal, to achieve innumerable, uninvestigated, black-op decimations. Max’s cards were marked;
clenching his buttocks- deciding to do precisely what he was told. Eyes, somewhere, were winking.

“Past methods, lamentably, have failed Max. We’ve proffered free advice, complimentary condoms, run adult
education courses, patiently taught safe sex at state schools to the congenitally poisoned for Christ’s sake! Don’t
appear so traumatised Max; your bracket should be grateful. This is Britain, not merciless, minging China; there
you’d be subjected to mass surveillance, arbitrary detention, torture, forced labour. Born British; thank those lucky
occidental stars! But, UK taxpayers bear too much. Now we’re going to put Humpty Dumpty back into working
order. Your remit’s hands-on PR- travel out amongst homeless acquaintances; popularise our innovative scheme. It
shouldn’t be difficult: we aren’t convincing cranky women- ladies are forbidden; it’s a club exclusively pitched at
gentlemen of diminished means. Volunteers get wedge, £500– an entire monkey, Max– & we’ve premiere furnished
office space at Canary Wharf, pre-booked. Once the minimum number of signatures for our course is satisfactorily
reached, they’ll be washed, shaved, relocated to purpose-fitted offices, with private, incensed dormitories teed up.
They’ll be gainfully employed in pan-global telesales operations directed at touting British manufactured product
abroad. How bad’s that Max? What’s more- veracious sheep farmers will echo my words; within days of ritual
chastisement,  any ram born  loses  all  recollection  of  rutting.  Inform your  tatty  mates  from me Max:  they’ll  be
decontaminated, safely housed, earning rock-solid rates of commission; what’s more, without a pair of didgeridoos,
more relaxed than ever! What do you say, Max? Are you up for it?”

“I surely am Mr. Deferens. Now, may I nosh those spicy vol-au-vents?”

Irretrievably compromised, in furor poeticus, acting as a fatidic agent of oppression, Max cantered out amid
filthy,  insufferable  paraffin  lamps  around  olde  London,  duplicitously  presenting  himself  as  one  of  their  own;
heralding ‘good news’ from untrustworthy parliamentary sources, vending seeds of hope amidst foul matter, beastly
mud & oomska (whence untouchables weltered). Manifest destiny smiled upon his state-sponsored undertaking. As
spring geared-up, weather fared from clement to warm, trickles of desperate guinea pigs burgeoned into torrents, as
initial misgivings thawed. Max’s abraded recruits were psychometrically tested & SPIN-trained by VD’s fluffer’s in
two-hourly sessions; including enjoyable stints  of audience participation,  plus lashings of intense filtered coffee.
Volunteer’s  scrutinized  fabricator’s  factories,  role-played,  fought  paintball  wars  at  weekends,  &  genuinely  felt
valued.  Canary Wharf beamed bigger,  brighter,  as a new model  army of streetwise,  high-pitched voices,  closed
contracts the world over. Whatever it was, wherever it was needed, a maximalist VD assured his ludic constrato-
boyz, Great Britain would supply it, in full, on time, on budget (batteries not included). Most vagrants were crudely
neutered, others, including a few miraculously able to conclusively prove historical vasectomies, irreversibly fired
blanks, but either-or, after each shift, when assorted eunuchs assembled naked, pumped-up in their sound-proofed
dormitory, an acetylene flame of erotic tension flared hot, albeit non-flammable. Once a month, after arduous hours
of non-stop soft-selling, to neutralise unavoidable negative energies, stemming from client rejections, or cancelled
orders, they’d re-weld esprit de corps by hiring sex dwarves (competitively priced people of restricted growth), &
callously  devise  outrageous  wizard  wheezes,  to  ‘Humiliate  the  Gnome’  during  a  two  hour  window  of  open
opportunity (deeds restrained solely by a lack of team invention, or those pesky Geneva Convention boundaries).
Normally, routine vamping & bonding was limited to midnight snippets of risqué conversation, parlour games- ‘Are
you there Moriarty?’ & daring body massages; greased group-goosing, getting salty, or acting together as a cult,
devoting their  alchemically altered  souls to various mythic,  anthropomorphic Elementals.    In any event,  they slept



soundly in a comfy, purpose-built E14 complex; happy-go-lucky in the knowledge they shipped genuine, quality
products, at competitive, international spot market prices.

Vas Deferens burst the jam-jar for Max. Vas was a brotherfucker worth knowing. His Tavistock Square pied-
à-terre  swiftly  became  Bloomsbury’s  swinging  hot  spot;  the place  to  discuss  perspectives  in  post-structuralist
criticism,  impulsively  have  one’s  nipples  pierced,  indulge  in  heroin  overdoses,  or  play  a  cocoa futures  market.
Swaggeroos & mountebanks from five continents perched there. Arbitrageurs, faith healers, nihilistic young rock
stars, depraved heiresses with £1000 orchids in their hair, & several smiling faces of Satan tattooed along their pink
inner thighs; all were nothing more than local colour, background noise, to VD’s glaring, blaring bray. The Evening
Standard acclaimed him as a new messiah, & Max, his brilliant proletarian prodigy. Between them, they’d spruced up
London’s streets, triumphantly killing off its begging industry to boot. 

Passers-by would snipe at residual malingerers: ‘’Get off your fat arse! Put your bollocks into some work, you
lazy beggar.’’

By  the  end  of  a  muggy  Indian  summer,  Max  hosted  a  cable-television  game  show,  where  capricious
contestants, lacking grace, elegance,  & being contemptuously disposed toward humane actions each pretended to
admire, importunately vied for tasteless prizes. Over the moon to have met the correct person, in the right place, at
the optimal time; Max looked forwards with enthusiasm. Revenge wasn’t an idea Max inclined toward, it being a
niggardly, stultifying concept, for which he neither cared, nor had interest. His star ascended- at his peak, accredited
by countless leading institutions, from the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, to the Bilderberg Group. Panorama
projected Max, as a man’s man, who’d turned back from the brink, to stand firmly beyond either good or evil. As
Y2K loomed, Max toyed with consolidatory ideas of castrating himself (finally settling upon circumcision, under
general anesthetic).

I  remember  the last  time I  saw Max Sinclair:  live on ITV evening news, barrelling  through Heathrow’s
Terminal Three; reporters armed with the sacred light of truth cowered before bodyguards, licensed to kill, armed
with electric cattle goads. It was a week after the Crash I recall- he wasn’t the sort of Johnny to hang around waiting
for women or children. He’d become sedulous, & self-perpetuating.  ‘’Everything created has a sell-by date’’, he
remarked, almost to himself, before turning triumphantly, to face down his inadequate inquisitors. ‘‘I’ll be back’’, he
announced.

Somehow, I doubt it. See, I finally sobered up & came to my senses. I still encounter Colonel McCartney on
her rounds. In fact, it was she who clued me in concerning VD’s China Project. There’s a lot of idle tiddlywinks,
allegedly. McCartney said she’d spoken to top brass Salvation Army characters in Honkers; true to form Max is
there, in an advisory capacity (seconded from their London nexus, paid double-bubble as factor & administrative
director). It felt weird our parting; the speed & proportion of our rift was Faustian. I picture that moonless night
hooters McCartney brought me up to speed, as if it were yesterday.

“Well, I can’t stand here chattering all night I’m afraid.” McCartney felt awkward considering how painfully
jealous I felt. “Yes, I’m sure I’d feel the same, if I were as poor as you.’’

After all, Max & I were as thick as thieves, once upon a time. I’ve swallowed poverty, despair, & crapulence
holus-bolus,  but  I’ve never  endured  the  grinding  humiliation  I  felt  at  that  poignant  moment.  The humongously
breasted Colonel noticed my tears. My personal suffering amplified by the sweet intercrural love, Max & I shared so
freely, back in those glorious, perfervid days.

Max deliberately avoided me throughout Operation Cullion, as if his profound, emotive impressions, ignited
by our impassioned affaire de Coeur, forbade him from emasculating me. Inevitably, we hooked up a few times,
mostly to gossip. Naturally we broached his amazing rocket to fame, & the pointed fact that this stellar fate passed
me by (alternatively, I naused up first mover advantage); still, Max saw me OK. He spruced me up; romancing me in
Michelin-starred  restaurants.  Too  cute  to  be  caught  in  flagrante  delicto,  he  cheekily  bundled  us  through  the
tradesman’s entrance of a disreputable Bayswater Hôtel X. Love & pride are queer bedfellows. Max whispered he’d
sooner pay me out of his own clown’s pocket, or join the soprano choir invisible, rather than witness my magnificent
manhood wilt. Mind you, he’d earned enough sourdough to render a crust of compassion by then.



“I’m sorry, but it’s sauve qui peut these days.” piped the heavily stacked Colonel, leaving me to maudlin
mémoires.

That’s a powerful fact of life. As is springtime (now encroaching relentlessly, like soggy anal afflatus from a
de-hibernating Grizzly bear); my distended testicles throb with viscous vitality. I can’t help feeling prepared to trade
at least one, for a degrading part-time job. Sadly, the E14 project’s redundant, & sophisticated tasks beyond the orbit
of my piss-poor curriculum vitae. Mercifully, after my last night with Max, he administered a five-knuckle shuffle
(transfiguring me cockeyed with gratitude) & a golden-handshake, conscience money I sagely invested into Sight-&-
Sound,  cum Correspondence  courses.  Moreover,  our  covert  sensory  dates,  at  banging restaurants,  not  only  lent
occasions to ingest how I desired, but, importantly,  sparked basic blackmail  concepts, from which I’m gradually
beginning to profit. Here’s the gist:

Charlie Chan’s Chinese Cuisine

4 Always and Forever Road, 

Walford, East London 

10 April 2004

Dear Sir,

I’m a traveling businessman, so not a regular diner at your restaurant. I visited your establishment recently, on
my way to clients in your locality, who had recommended your services. 

I paid a little under £22 for a meal that was substandard, & unpalatable. I elected not to complain at the table,
because I fully appreciate how difficult it is to build up the sort of reputation which you enjoy, & so, it would be
unjust for one aberration to lead to an embarrassing scene.

It’s not in my nature to inform my clients, all of whom dine regularly, with their own account customers, at
your  restaurant,  about  my  unfortunate  experience.  However,  I’m  very  disappointed,  &  suggest  you  consider
reparation.

Yours sincerely, 

Mr. S John,

Ramp 3 (Lower), New Brunswick Shopping Centre, London WC1

Ends



Adjectival
By Ed Coletti

Horrid merciless uncaring 
Careless illiterate incurious 

Corrupt deceitful vainglorious 
Phony insecure cowardly 

Incapable childish treacherous 
Larcenous racist hectoring
Seditious selfish malignant 

Narcissistic paranoid sociopathic 
Contemptible disloyal solipsistic 

Immoral evil dangerous 
Oblivious and also nincompoopish

Offa and Islam
 By DJ Tyrer

What if Offa’s aping of Muslim coinage
Entailed more than mimicry in silver?
And what if Mercia had stood strong
The towering realm of the island?
Might the call to prayer have sounded
From minarets upon that misty isle?
Far from the deserts of its birth
An Islamic outpost at the edge of the world
Destination perhaps of crusades
Birthplace of violent jihads
Or possibly introspective and strange
A peculiar religious cul-de-sac?



The Copyist
By John Mueter

Wenzel Schlemmer opened the score to the first page, placed it on his writing desk and stared at it for a long time.
He was used to the mess he saw in front of him: a music manuscript with impetuous scratchings, blotches of ink,
passages furiously crossed out and rewritten. It was up to him to put all in order, to make sense out of the Master’s
wild,  nearly  indecipherable  inspiration  and  transform  it  into  a  legible  copy.  The  publisher  he  worked  for,
Schlesinger in Berlin, was eager to receive Schlemmer’s finished copy, one that could be typeset and prepared for
print. 

It was not the first manuscript of Ludwig van Beethoven that he transcribed. He had worked on many com-
positions: several symphonies, string quartets, two other piano sonatas and, most recently, a set of Scottish folk
songs which the composer had arranged. They were published as Opus 108. This sonata, in E major, was destined to
become Opus 109.

He was intrigued by the Master’s musical evolution and was eager to see what this new composition would
be like. At first glance he could already tell that it was out of the ordinary, not bound by the usual conventions; that
it followed its own logic, occasionally slipping into passages of an improvisatory nature. He knew he wouldn’t be
able to read through it at the keyboard until he had transcribed it properly. He took out his pen and ink, cleaned his
eyeglasses,  and set to it.

After many hours of concentrated work, he was ready to read through the sonata. He brought it to his piano
(a very nice Broadwood pianoforte which had been generously lent to him by Count Hohenburg) and placed it on
the music rack. He had heard the music in his head as he was transcribing it and now it came to life, despite his
clumsy playing, a world of sound he had never heard before. Nor had anyone else – outside of the composer him-
self. The first movement was enchanting. It began with the lightness of a leaf carried on the wind, then transformed
into a kaleidoscope of color and emotion. The brisk second movement was fairly straight forward. The last move-
ment was, curiously, a theme and variations. The theme was serene, noble. The ensuing transformations were truly
wondrous, taking the listener to the heights of Mount Olympus, then gently depositing him back where he started.
Schlemmer was astonished at the daring and beauty of the piece. 

But there were questions. There were always questions about the details: was that A sharp still an A sharp in
the next measure? Where did that  ritenuto marking actually begin, measure 16 or measure 17? Matters like these
were small, but important. Schlemmer was good at making intelligent guesses – about the only copyist in Vienna
who could  –  but  sometimes  even he  failed  to  divine  the  composer’s  true  intentions.  It  would  mean a  trip  to
Beethoven’s house to ask him directly. He dreaded the prospect.

It was not far to Beethoven’s apartment. Schlemmer enjoyed the walk on this fine autumnal day. When he
reached Ungargasse 5, he stepped into the inner courtyard and saw the housekeeper, Frau Schmidt, sweeping the
steps.

“Good morning, Frau Schmidt! And how are you?”
“Guten Tag, Herr Schlemmer,” she replied gruffly.
“And how is the Master today?”
“The Master? Hrumph!” She turned away, having nothing more to add to the conversation. This did not

bode well. Beethoven was irascible. There were days when he was impossible to be with. He suffered from various
ailments, especially intestinal ones, afflictions that made him very irritable. And his deafness made conversation a
real trial for anyone who attempted to communicate with him. Schlemmer took a deep breath and climbed the stairs
to the second floor, where Beethoven had his rooms.

He could hear loud singing all the way down the gallery. He recognized the tune; it was the Credo from the
Missa Solemnis, something Beethoven had been working on for years already. At least he’s up and about, thought
Schlemmer, and he’s singing – that’s a good sign!

He banged on the door, then again, and even louder a third time. The singing stopped and he heard footsteps
approaching the door. It opened to reveal Beethoven in shirtsleeves, disheveled, unshaven.

“Schlemmer, it’s you! And what do you want?” Despite the ungracious greeting, the composer opened the
door wider.



He entered the room. It was in a frightful state with manuscript paper strewn on the piano and on the floor, a
bedpan under the desk, plates with half-eaten meals from god knows when shoved into corners. 

“Maestro, I have some questions. About your sonata…” He began opening the portfolio in which he carried
the manuscript and his copy.

From the blank look on Beethoven’s face it was clear that he hadn’t comprehended a word of what had been
said to him. Schlemmer looked around for paper and a writing utensil just as Beethoven thrusted a pad at him.
Schlemmer wrote his questions down.

“For this you bother me? What kind of blockhead are you? Of course the A sharp stays A sharp! Are you a
total beginner? Do you know nothing of music?” The tirade continued in this vein, with Beethoven screaming at
him. Schlemmer knew that yelling was Beethoven’s normal level of communication. He didn’t take it personally,
but to be roundly insulted was very unpleasant. 

It wasn’t the first time he had been abused in this manner. He accepted it as part of the job. He knew that it
would be pointless to ask any other questions, so he took his leave. Exiting through the courtyard, Frau Schmidt shot
him a sly smile, as if to say: and what did you expect?

In order to recover his equanimity, Schlemmer headed for his favorite hangout, the Café Kranz. There were
many customers already there, enjoying their morning coffee and chatting with friends. Schlemmer was able to se-
cure a table for himself. He took a seat on the banquette, facing the room, and placed the portfolio by his side. He
didn’t want to let it out of his sight. As soon as he had taken his place, another gentlemen took the neighboring seat.
They exchanged pleasantries.

He had just ordered when a woman approached him. She was tall, imposing, and dressed entirely in black.
A capacious silk cape fluttered behind her. 

“Forgive me the intrusion, but aren’t you Herr Schlemmer, the copyist?” she asked.
“Indeed, I am,” he replied, rising to his feet. “And with whom do I have the pleasure?” 
Café Kranz was one of the few establishments in Vienna open to single women, so Schlemmer wasn’t en-

tirely surprised to find a woman alone, but being addressed by a stranger of such regal bearing took him aback for a
moment.

“I am the Baroness Julia von Chéhy, and a supporter of the composer Beethoven. Can you tell me how he is
doing? I have not had any news of him for a while.” She sat on the banquette next to him, indicating that he should
retake his seat.

“As a matter of fact, baroness, I just saw him this morning. He is as irascible as always, but busy working
on new projects.”

“I am so glad to hear that. What is his latest project? A new concerto, perhaps?”
“He is still working on the  Missa Solemnis,  but he has just finished a new piano sonata, something very

original, unlike anything written before.”
“How wonderful! Please convey my best to Herr Beethoven when you see him again. I must be off. Thank

you for your time.” With that she stood, nodded to Schlemmer and quickly headed for the door.
He rose at  her parting and sat  down again.  Von Chéhy? Should I  know that  name? he asked himself.

Schlemmer was familiar with a great many of the aristocracy who supported the arts, but he had never come across
that particular name. After pondering the mystery for a while he got up to retrieve the copy of the day’s newspaper.
It was kept near the café entrance. He immediately returned with it to his seat. When he had read the paper and was
ready to leave, he called the waiter over in order to pay his tab. 

Turning to pick up the portfolio, he discovered that it was not there. He asked the man at the next table if he
had noticed anything, then looked under the banquette and under the nearby tables and chairs. He was gripped by
panic. That portfolio contained the manuscript, the one and only copy of Beethoven’s latest composition in the
whole world. Losing it was unthinkable. 

He quickly reviewed his actions since leaving Beethoven’s apartment. Yes, he had the portfolio with him,
he was sure of that, and he brought it into the café, and he laid it here on the banquette next to him. In a panic he
called the waiter over again and explained the situation. Had anyone seen a dark brown leather portfolio? No one
had. He nearly put the café into an uproar, enlisting everyone to look for the lost item.

He had the sinking feeling that it had been stolen. But it had to be intentional – how could you walk off with
such a large item by mistake? He left word for the café manager to let him know if it turned up. 



Schlemmer spent two restless days and nights in a fevered state. On the third day he received a curt note. It
read:

Missing something? I have what you want.
Meet me Café Kranz tomorrow, 11:30.

Come alone.

It was anonymous. While he was relieved to have some news, this was by no means the resolution he had hoped for.
Why was the note unsigned? What did ‘come alone’ mean?

He arrived at the café at the appointed time, both anxious and curious, and sat down at the very same table
he had occupied three days previously. A man opposite, who had been concealed behind a newspaper, let it slowly
drop. He looked directly at Schlemmer with a queer smile on his face. The man was rather nondescript, with the
kind of face that could belong to any of the thousands of bureaucrats who inhabited the government offices in Vi-
enna. With his mutton chops and wire-rimmed glasses, he was as bland looking as a Viennese dumpling.

He came over to Schlemmer’s table and, without a word of introduction, sat down in the chair opposite.
“Herr Schlemmer,” he began, “I have the missing portfolio and can reunite you with it. But there is a condition.”

“A condition? What do you mean? And who are you?”
“My identity is unimportant. Just see me as an envoy of the holder of the portfolio you want.” He paused

while the waiter brought his coffee over to the table. Then he continued, “I will be brief and to the point: the return
of the item will cost you 500 Gulden.”

“What! 500 Gulden?! I don’t have that kind of money, and neither does Beethoven, the owner of the manu-
script. That is an exorbitant sum. Why, that is extortion!” He spoke so forcefully that many of the café’s patrons
turned to look at him.

“Such an ugly word! Please stay calm. We are offering a simple exchange. You can take it or leave it.”
“Do you even realize what you have in that portfolio? It has no value to you, but it is worth everything to

me and the cultural life of our nation. How can you do such a thing?”
“It is a matter of business. Where you find the 500 Gulden is of no concern to me. We know you have many

wealthy friends, patrons of the arts. Let them help you. I will give you 24 hours to think it over. Meet me here again
tomorrow, same time. Good day to you, Herr Schlemmer.” With that he got up, turned on his heels and left the café.

Schlemmer was devastated. He hadn’t expected this. It would not have occurred to him in a million years
that someone would want to extort money for a music manuscript. 

Raising  that  much  money in  so  short  a  time  was  out  of  the  question.  And he  certainly  did  not  want
Beethoven to find out that the manuscript of Opus 109 had gone astray. Nor could he see himself approaching the
aristocrats he knew, begging for money with hat in hand. It was just too humiliating. 

He sat for a while with his elbows on the table, his head in his hands. He considered other options. There
weren’t many. Then, in a flash, a name came to him, the name of someone he knew who was familiar with the
seamy underworld of Vienna. Rudolf Wolfhagen had worked for the Imperial Police Service for many years and
was now retired. Surely he would know what to do. With renewed vigor, he set out to find him.

Schlemmer hadn’t seen Wolfhagen for a while, but he remembered where he lived. He hired a carriage to
take him to the less desirable north side of the city. With some difficulty, he found the address. Seeing the run-down
attached bungalows, the untidiness of the yards, the uncontrolled, poorly-dressed children running about outside, it
was brought home to him again that he lived a life of privilege, far removed from this squalor.

Wolfhagen was pleased to see him. He looked much the same as Schlemmer remembered him: a bit rum-
pled, with short hair sticking up every which way on his head, trim blond mustache, bright, intense blue eyes, ner-
vous twitching of his limbs. He never sat still for a moment. But Schlemmer knew that behind that physical disquiet
there was a penetrating mind.

After Schlemmer explained the situation, his friend remained thoughtful for a while, then asked, “And the
man at the neighboring table was the only person to be near you the whole time?”

“Why, no – now that I think of it. There was an aristocratic lady who came over to speak with me briefly.
She identified herself as the Baroness Julia von Chéhy. She asked me about Beethoven.”

“And this so-called baroness (we don’t really know who she is), did she sit down?”



“Yes, she did, right next to me on the banquette.”
“And where would the portfolio have been?”
“Between us. Surely you don’t think that…”
“Aha!” interjected Wolfhagen forcefully. “My dear Wenzel, you are being deceived by appearances. Such a

woman is just as capable of carrying out a swindle as anyone else. You’re the victim of a scam, I’m sorry to say. I’ll
venture to bet that there was an accomplice and that you were tailed for days beforehand. It was no coincidence that
the baroness was in the café the same time you were. It’s a nasty business. I don’t know who is behind it, but I will
find out. One of the many skills I acquired during my years on the force is that of tailing suspects. I will follow your
unnamed envoy covertly and, with luck, he will lead me to the baroness.”

“But what about the man sitting near me on the banquette?”
“He is an unlikely suspect. If he had nabbed the portfolio, he would have made off with it at the first oppor-

tunity, when you got up to get the newspaper. But he didn’t do that. He stayed where he was. The baroness’ conver-
sation with you, however, was suspiciously short.” 

He continued: “I am sure the baroness is the person behind the whole scheme. Why she is doing this, I have
no idea. Interesting situation. I love a challenge. Count me in.” Schlemmer was amused at the curtness and direct-
ness of Wolfhagen’s reply. He had always been a man of few words, all business.

Schlemmer was relieved to have Wolfhagen on his side. When he met with the nameless envoy the next day
at Café Kranz, Wolfhagen was there too. He was so discrete that Schlemmer was hardly aware of his presence. 

The copyist  told the envoy that providing the sum required was impossible.  Could another solution be
found? 

No, was the answer – and Beethoven would have to be informed of the situation. 
That was the last thing Schlemmer wanted. His heart began palpitating and his mouth went dry. Again the

envoy left abruptly. Wolfhagen followed him out of the café.
Schlemmer waited at home, fretful. He paced up and down until Wolfhagen appeared in the late afternoon.
“Well?” he said, grabbing Wolfhagen by the shoulders. “What did you find out?”
“I have good news,” he announced. “The envoy, whose name is Walter Rath, by the way, known to authori -

ties for just this kind of con game, led me straight to the baroness. She resides in the Hotel Imperiale near the Hof-
burg. I can arrange for a search of her room. Wouldn’t take much – just a small bribe to the manager to overlook the
fact that we aren’t actually bona fide policemen – and we’re in!” Schlemmer readily agreed. He was so pleased he
flung his arms around Wolfhagen and hugged him tightly, much to his friend’s surprise.

They met up next morning at the hotel. Wolfhagen was accompanied by two rather unsavory looking char-
acters. Schlemmer didn’t want to know who they were and didn’t ask. Wolfhagen, Schlemmer and one of the assis-
tants waited across the street, partially hidden by some shrubbery, while the other stayed near the hotel entrance.
When the baroness exited the hotel, that assistant followed her from a distance.

When she was far down the street, they entered the lobby and approached the desk. The manager was told
about the intended retrieval of some stolen documents, nothing more than that. He was reticent at first, carefully as-
sessing Wolfhagen’s request for access to the baroness’ rooms. Since the retired detective emanated the persuasive
gravitas of a professional, the manager agreed to let them in. No bribe was required.

Led by the manager, they sauntered through the potted palms and gilded sculptures of the lobby, climbing
the grand staircase to the second floor. The manager unlocked the door to the von Chéhy suite. It did not take long to
find the portfolio as it was hidden at the bottom of the armoire, almost the first place they looked. They showed the
documents to the manager who nodded approvingly. When he was told that the manuscript was an original, and in
Beethoven’s hand, he took a step back, put a hand to his heart and bowed, in a gesture of respect. 

They decided to wait for the return of the baroness. Schlemmer was so pleased with the recovery of the
portfolio that he became almost giddy, as if he had just downed half a bottle of champagne. 

“Tell me, Rudolf, just how did you know the portfolio would be here in the baroness’ rooms?”
“Elementary, my dear Wenzel,” he replied. “You must consider the criminal mind. Of course Rath was not

going to walk about with the portfolio in his possession. He calculated that stashing it here would be far safer than at
his own place. Rath has a criminal record; the baroness, as far as I know, does not. She would have not been suspect.
I’ll wager that they didn’t think you would resort to enlisting the help of a professional. It was smart of you to do
so.”



“I’ll say! It was the smartest thing I have ever done, and I can’t thank you enough! How can I ever repay
you?”

“No need. I am not an educated music lover, but even I can appreciate the value of a work of a genius. So, I
have acted in the service of Vienna and the empire, and perhaps even of world culture.” Then he added, nodding to
Schlemmer, “And to help an old friend.” The copyist was moved to tears by the tribute.

“One more thing,” continued Wolfhagen, “I would bet a large sum that our baroness is down on her luck,
that she makes her way in the world with scams such as this, with a partner such as Rath. He gets his cut and she
pays her hotel bill.”

It wasn’t long before the Baroness von Chéhy returned. Schlemmer relished the look of astonishment on her
face when she opened the door of her suite and discovered several men in wait for her. When her gaze got to
Schlemmer, who had the portfolio on his lap, her jaw dropped. 

The baroness was questioned, and she was forthcoming. It turned out to be exactly as Wolfhagen had pre-
dicted: she relied on extortion and blackmail to support a lavish lifestyle. Her husband had recently died, having
squandered away his fortune in gambling, leaving the baroness impoverished. 

She had unwittingly led Wolfhagen’s assistant directly to Rath that morning. He was picked up by the po-
lice the next day and eventually served a prison sentence of a few years. As the court felt that the baroness had suf-
fered enough with her public disgrace and humiliation, she was let off with a stern warning.

Schlemmer remained Ludwig van Beethoven’s copyist, and to be verbally abused by the Master, until he
succumbed to illness a few years later. With his passing Beethoven used other copyists, but he never found anyone
else who was able to decipher his chaotic scratchings as skillfully as Wenzel Schlemmer could.

The Opus 109 sonata for piano went on to take a special place in the oeuvre of the composer as one of the
three last sonatas he wrote for the instrument. It has been revered and cherished by music lovers ever since its publi-
cation in 1821.

Ends



Immoral or Immortal?
By D.C. Buschmann 

They say the one who makes you
can take you down, and I’m not
here to dispute that.

King Henry VIII ennobled Anne Boleyn
marquis of Pembroke, making her the most prestigious
woman in his realm—and rich, 

and later gave her one of the grandest
coronations had by any queen. He
doted on her by all accounts

until months before her execution.

Was she wrong to assume power
came with elevation? Acting as
queen, well-nigh, before wed,

Henry knew her flaws and gaffes. Her 
mouth ofttimes was a swift running river, 
when a dam would better sufficed.

Her assets, which were many, included
speaking French with Henry when
he and ambassadors met.

Once his wife, he no longer required
her assistance in affairs of state,
though Anne did not acquiesce.

She campaigned for the needy and poor,
wanted them fed and taught, funded 
by monasteries’ liquidation,

not wealth simply added to the crown’s coffers.
Pillaging of Catholic holdings had made 
Henry rich beyond imagination.



They could afford to be generous, Anne thought.
And as queen, she was more generous 
even than her pious predecessor. Anne 

distributed to the poor as her faith required, 
sewing, along with her ladies, clothes 
and under garments for them to wear. 

She displayed Tyndale’s Bible in chambers
for her ladies to read with passages marked
for Henry—proof he was head of the church

in England, not the pope. He had followed her lead, gotten
his own divorce decree enabling him to marry again.
Henry knew others thought his queen ruled him,

but why charge his heir’s mother
of sex with 100 men? How did obsession 
turn to hatred, a brewing storm to tsunami? 

It was quite simple, at least to him. Anne chuckled
about his poem and love making and manner
of dress—to her brother. Word had gotten back.

He would show them.

Besides, Henry tired of arguments
with Anne, who had too many beliefs
and opinions and had not produced a prince.

He had another waiting—one of his wife’s
ladies-in-waiting—who did not question 
his bidding, except in sex. That she withheld, 

as coached by Cromwell, at least in the beginning.
Maybe Henry would get a boy off her, 
Jane whispered in Henry’s ear. 

"Only, make me your wife!"



Today Anne is not 
remembered immoral,
as Henry wished. 

The accusations, unproved,
and execution, unjust, 
martyred her—so says Foxe. 

*Events at Anne's extravagant coronation would include a magnificent water pageant, glittering coronation procession, and finally, Anne being
crowned and anointed as Queen of England with the Crown of St Edward the Confessor—usually only used on reigning Monarchs.  —Claire
Ridgway’s “487 years ago on this day - 11th April - in 1533” (April 11, 2020)

**  Historians have tended to see Jane as a passive figure in these events, like a log swept along in a river’s current, but according to Imperial
Ambassador Eustace Chapuys, she was actively conspiring to capture the king's attention and destroy the queen so she could take her place. From
The History Geeks, "Jane Seymour and the Conspiracy to Destroy Anne Boleyn," A Guest Post by Lissa Bryan, April 19, 2017.

*** The Actes and Monuments, popularly known as Foxe's Book of Martyrs, is a work of Protestant history and martyrology by Protestant English
historian John Foxe, first published in 1563 by John Day.

Published by Queen Anne Boleyn Historical Writers, April 11, 2021, Editor: Beth von Staats



Awaiting the Past 

By J. J. Steinfeld      

I

Geoffrey clicked open the cover of his gold pocket watch, and looked at the forty-year-old timepiece that he always
kept polished and, according to him, still kept time perfectly—if it lost a minute in a week, that would be a bad week,
he liked to say. He was surprised that he had spent over an hour shopping. It seemed more like fifteen or twenty
minutes. Perhaps because he had spent so much time thinking about the woman he had met three days ago. (They
both worked in the same mall, opposite ends, and she had exchanged a gift from her grown son, a portable CD player
that she couldn’t get to work. Even though she didn’t have a receipt, he exchanged portable CD players for her,
giving the woman a more expensive model, and chatted with her for several minutes afterwards. They had both
worked in the same mall for over five years yet had not met until three days ago, and Geoffrey was astonished that
they hadn’t met earlier. He had said something about the mall being the largest in the city, and she went on about
postmodern loneliness and the grip of modernity, not knowing neighbours in her apartment building.) 

He had just finished buying a gift for the woman. Actually, four gifts: a box of chocolates, a bottle of the
wine she had mentioned was her favourite, an ornate silver bookmark—“My friend loves books,” he had told the gift-
store salesperson—and a book,  The Mirror and the Mask  by Jorge Luis Borges. A first edition—the cover slightly
damaged and one page with what looked like an angry child’s doodling—that he found at a secondhand bookstore.
The bookmark cost him over $300 and the book nearly that much. He couldn’t recall being so effusive and generous
—it wasn’t even a birthday or important anniversary, and he had only known the woman for three days, he mildly
scolded himself. 

During their first date, or what she called a date and he a get-acquainted session, sitting together in a corner
of the mall’s food court, she had told him about her passion for Borges. After she had exchanged the portable CD
player, she had asked him if he would like to have a coffee. I don’t drink coffee or tea, he had said. Would you rather
have something a little more potent, and he told her he didn’t drink alcohol. 

“You don’t drink, you don’t smoke…you look in fairly fit shape.”

“My father didn’t take care of himself and didn’t live much of a life. A terrible drinker,” he explained. “I
decided fairly young I was going to be different. And I have been…”

He took pleasure in wrapping the four gifts, and looked forward to seeing the woman’s face as she opened
them. After her first coffee, she began to talk more about Borges and her past. Had she gone on to graduate school,
she would have done her master’s on Borges. But she had gotten pregnant and it was a difficult birth and she was
having problems with life. And, oh, yes, the father of the child was married, a professor and very famous historian,
you might know who he is, she had said, but she swore never to reveal his name, and she would never betray him,
even though he had died by his own hand a few years ago. “By his own hand,” Geoffrey repeated, puzzled by the odd
sound of the words. “How unbearably sad his death,” the woman said, “but I would never disgrace his memory. His
wife is still alive, and is very old and ill. They never had children." That was thirty years ago, her son was now a
high-school science teacher, but she spoke of it with such immediacy. Geoffrey joked that it made him want to see the
movie of her life and they both laughed. He wasn’t very witty and rarely laughed around other people, but that
evening he had joked and laughed, and fell in love.

 “I’ve never married, have you?” she said, holding a coffee cup close to her face.

He hesitated, as if determining whether to tell the truth, or make up a story about a happy marriage in which,
unfortunately, the wife had passed away. But not by her own hand. He would never use an expression like that. 

As he was deciding what to say, she added, “He wasn’t even one of my teachers. My roommate’s teacher, and
well, I was so impulsive when I was twenty. He was so handsome and brilliant.”



No, the truth, he would tell her the truth. “I was engaged to be married, when I was in my early thirties, a
long engagement…and she called it off at the last minute." He didn’t tell her how she had married a former professor
of hers—but not a history professor, thankfully. Why would that matter? he thought. She stood up and went to get
him another juice and a fourth coffee for herself. 

Her name, Myrtle,  fairly uncommon, was the same first  name as his next-door neighbour when he was
growing up. 

“I was named after a great-aunt who had ten children.”

The inscription on the back of the watch: “To my dearest husband. Love Eternal, Myrtle.”

Geoffrey hesitated to show the watch to the woman. He would need a good story and he wanted to be truthful
with her. After he knew her better, he would show her the inscription. Perhaps tell her the story, the story he had held
inside him for forty years. It wasn’t as if he had killed his family’s next-door neighbour. The man was already dead.
The murderer was never caught, though there was a suspicion that his father had done it.

“I’m lonely, dreadfully lonely,” she had said, and touched his hand, her fingers going from his wrist. across
his knuckles, then a quick tap at each fingernail of his left hand. 

Myrtle was going away for a week, to see her son.

“Would you like to go out to dinner when you get back?” Geoffrey asked, rubbing gently where she had
touched, collecting the sensation for memory.

“I can’t think of anything I’d like more.”

“Which restaurant would you like?”

“You choose.”

“It will be the finest eating establishment in the city, you can count on that. Maybe they’ll have a violinist to
serenade us.”

“My, you’re a romantic, aren’t you?”

“I’ve seen that in movies, but not in real life.”

He wound up having four glasses of juice. She had five cups of coffee. And until the mall closed, they talked.
Talked as if silence would mean their disappearance. Even when she went to the washroom, the conversation went on
in his mind, romantic, unstinting, revealing…the foundation, he believed, for love.

The first two work days Myrtle was gone, during his breaks Geoffrey would walk to the other end of the mall
and linger in front of her store, looking at the window display, and finally, on the third day, he went inside and walked
around, wishing that she were already back. During his final break of the day, he was sure he had seen her, but it was
a customer who was similar in height and her reddish hair colour only a shade lighter.

At the back of the store, at a rack of formal wear, Geoffrey touched a dress that he imagined Myrtle would
look beautiful in. He even whispered something about his life changing since he had met her. Said her name aloud. “I
can’t wait until our first official dinner together, Myrtle. I’m going to make the reservations tonight.”

“Myrtle went to live with her son on the west coast. He’s getting out of prison,” the store manager told an
embarrassed Geoffrey.

“Myrtle’s son is a high-school science teacher,” Geoffrey said.

“Myrtle was acting somewhat distracted the last couple of weeks, if you ask me,” the store manager said, a
woman who reminded him very much of the woman who had refused to marry him many years before. “More so than
usual, should I say. But that’s Myrtle…”

Geoffrey thought he had shoved the store manager.  No, he had only imagined that.  He would never do
anything violent, even to such a mean-spirited liar. 

Geoffrey  decided to  stop  into  the  restaurant,  the  fanciest  restaurant  in  the  city,  he  was  told,  and  make
reservations  for the evening  Myrtle would be returning.  He never ate in fancy restaurants.  He wasn’t sure about the



address, but had an idea where the restaurant was, and cut down an alley. He had a horrible premonition that he was
going to be attacked. Saw himself left to die in the alley. He saw no one.

As he stopped to catch his breath, his breathing as altered as if he had been running, he saw a door that
arrested his attention. He opened the door, a door that says DO NOT OPEN, a neatly printed sign—he imagined a
lovely hand, the woman’s hand. He scolded himself for such a ludicrous thought. He even thought that Myrtle might
be inside. He had certainly thought she was in the clothing store, but that was an honest mistake—the customer, from
behind, looked amazingly like Myrtle. This, he knew, was merely wishful thinking, no crime in that. They would
make love, he fantasized. He hadn’t as much as kissed her on the cheek, yet he already had a fully formed fantasy and
the memory of an erotic dream about the woman. In the dream, though, he hadn’t kissed her either. Had watched her
doing a sensual dance in his living room. He opened the door slowly, cautiously. He could not remember the last time
he had shown such boldness. Then he remembered. The next-door neighbour’s back door was open. He called their
names, friends of his parents. Walked in. Looked around the house. The husband was in the bedroom, his pillow
soaked in blood. He called the man’s name several more times. Before he left the house, he picked up a beautiful
pocket watch. Later, the police came. He was in his backyard then, and he went into the garage, where he hid the
pocket watch. He didn’t retrieve the pocket watch for another month, and he kept it with him ever since. He had never
told anyone the truth about the pocket watch. After his father had died, he began telling people that the watch had
been in his family for three generations and his father, in the hospital room, barely able to speak, had handed it to him
just before he had died. That his father had died in a car accident, with three times the legal limit of alcohol in his
system, he told no one.

The room was empty, except for a hint of another. Geoffrey went back to the door and on his right hand he
wrote DO NOT OPEN. Mimetic. Myrtle had used that word and she explained it to him. He had lied and told her he
had graduated from university, majored in psychology. He had taken two psychology courses during a semester at a
community college, had wanted to be a child psychologist. Wound up working in an electronics store, at least during
the last five years. Different malls, different types of stores. She had wanted to be a professor of literature, a Borges
scholar, wound up a clerk in a woman’s clothing store, but her son was a teacher.

“Does he like Borges?” Geoffrey had asked Myrtle.

“Not really. I don’t think he reads any fiction. I don‘t think he reads all that much. But he did fairly well at
university and he seems to be a very good teacher." 

Geoffrey returned night after night to the door, to the DO NOT OPEN sign, to the room. The second night he
noticed that the walls had been painted. On the third night, he was startled to see his name on the wall misspelled but
unmistakable and a fragment of a drawing of his forehead and eyes, also unmistakable. He could not find out how to
contact Myrtle. She would be back soon. He understood how it felt to get away for a while, a change of scenery.
Hadn’t there been times in his life, when he wanted to be left alone, away from anyone who knew him.

II

On the eighth night of visits to the alleyway near the restaurant, and a full two weeks since Myrtle had left, Geoffrey
entered the room, and closed the door firmly. Why hadn’t Myrtle returned or attempted to contact him? He would do
anything for her. He looked at the back of his hand. He called the woman’s name. Everything on the walls had been
erased, the walls painted yet again. He sat down in the centre of the room, that seemed what he should do, needed to
do, awaiting the past.

Ends

Originally, in a slightly different version, published in A Glass Shard and Memory
by J. J. Steinfeld (Recliner Books, 2010) 



Lady Godiva — A Chant Royal
By LindaAnn LoSchiavo 

        I

Cut cruel instead of just, a mate who opposed
Those lives he should protect (as Leofric,
The Earl of Mercia and Chester) — — knows
His noble bride, her restless candlestick
Outlining fat upholstering his form.
He squeezes hearts as if to be re-born
By disconnecting his humanity.
— — "They must have bread, not taxes! He'll agree!"
She vows and prays her fortitude won't sway,
This teen whose innocence met misery,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.

        II

Unfairness gripping her, the Lady chose
To pass the night rehearsing rhetoric
To rouse his sympathy, or shame impose.
So short a life of honour makes her sick.
All hunched in blankets, hairy his old form,
Who frightens servants with his facial storms,
A predator aroused by agony — —
Tenacious that grip, no apologies,
Assimilator of mice,.loving prey.
Godiva rides out dawn in Coventry,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.

        III

June's globe of light garbs better than her clothes,
Wild beauty flying all flags, hair so thick
It can't unmake men's awe. It helps expose
Her fully to bald lusts of Leofric.
— — "Come, do your duty, wife!" Called to perform,
Godiva spots her chance for tax reform.
— — "Our people will starve from such penalties!
Milord, hear me!" He yanks her from her knees.
— — "On one condition — — this then you shall weigh...."
About to hear, she's full of Coventry,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.



        IV

Godiva's cheeks went pale, then colour rose.
In bargaining, no longer would she lick
His ironclad complicity, exposed
To his blood's "loyalties." — — "Milady's quick
To criticize. Ride out some morning shorn
Of jewels, embroidered gown, yourself adorned
Like naked truth, full nude — — then I'll agree."
Nobility of cause scales modesty.
Instead of blushing, she consents, names a day.
Her presence looms like one unbought, fresh tree,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.

        V

Her husband snores, phlegm mustaching his nose.
Unloosening her braids, Godiva flicks
Her brush through tumbling tresses — — this day's "clothes" — —
Dark, waterfalling, lifelong waves that pick
Their way 'round youthful curves of purest form.
July the tenth rubs off on muscles warmed,
Her braincells like a sugar orchard's bees
Discovering new food: capacity
For good on empty-handed land where they
Will build the monasteries she foresees,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.

               ENVOY

Unmounted, she romanced God's employees,
Her key to fame (not just a mane). First, clothes-free,
This lady, Southam-bound, rode by surveyed
By grateful country folks of Coventry,
One more pale boundary finely washed away.

On July 10, 1040, Lady Godiva made her famous ride through Coventry, England.
Around Southam, an annual pageant still marks this occasion



The Box

By Melissa Grindon

It sat under the bottom shelf of the wardrobe, huddled under layers of dusty newspapers dating back to the early days
of 1982. The exact date in fact, was August 10th. It was here when Arthur relentlessly piled his belongings together in
a battered suitcase, in the hopes that the emotions associated with them stayed far away. He could not bear to look at a
single piece of the contents in that box, for it only tugged at a mixture of guilt, resentment and most terrifyingly, a
longing that lay deep in the bottom of his heart. This feeling had lingered for years and years.

The early morning walk he took across Brooklyn’s hazy streets each day did not phase it out, nor did his
evenings spent in the local Irish bar, inhaling the musk of cherry tobacco and deep fried pastie baps. He would play
cards with a few of the local gentlemen, although none of them could ever shuffle a pack like he could. The early
stages of arthritis were beginning to creep into his bony fingers, but he was yet to lose his top score on their leader
board.

Some days however, his past did not touch him. If he kept to his schedule, rising at precisely 6:20am and not
a moment later and tucking himself into bed for 8:00pm sharp, his mind was clear. He could enjoy the taste of his
breakfast tea and listen to the squeals of the local schoolchildren as they scurried past his ground floor apartment. He
would sit at his kitchen table on these mornings and contemplate sweeter memories of his early years before the grey
haze appeared over his thoughts. Sometimes the haze would stay. For days on end.

It was one of those bitterly cold and frosty mornings during his routine walk around his block, that Arthur
slipped and fractured his hip. His yelps were heard at least ten streets away. Women with squirmy toddlers strapped
into pushchairs scurried over to see what the commotion was about, whilst his elderly neighbours worriedly watched
on. All that they could see was a plump, writhing figure, screeching on the sidewalk. 

***

“Owwwwwwwwwwwww!”

“Hold still dad! I’m barely touching you!” sighed Annie.

Arthur winced as his daughter gently sponged his face and shoulders down, careful not to knock his arm
against his sore side. She had nursed him for weeks now and the weariness was beginning to show on her pale face.

“Dad,” she sighed, plonking herself down on one of Arthur’s plump ottomans. The apartment was filled with
them. It was a wonder he hadn’t tripped over and broken his neck on these alone.

“Mhm?”

“I think it’s time we spoke about you getting some help.”

“Mhm.”

“I’m worried about you. I wish I could get around here more than once a day. It’s difficult you know, now
that James has started school.”

“Mhm.”

“And I was just thinking… it wouldn’t be so bad if you were to have someone… you know, like a nurse,
helping you around the place.”

“Mhm.”

“They might even cook better meals than me! Fancy that! Your very own tea maker too.”

“Mhmmm.”

“Dad! Are you listening?”



Arthur looked up from his newspaper. “Yes, pot of tea will do me for now, thanks love.”

“Dad!” Annie wailed, rubbing her temples desperately.

A few hours later, Annie went to go collect James from football and left Arthur, huddled up in his armchair.
He refused to be helped to bed, which always left her feeling anxious, agonising over the thought of him tripping over
his own feet and potentially injuring himself even more. Sometimes, she would come back the next morning with
James, who was confused at the sight of his ‘Pops’, who was hunched over on the couch, blankets twisted around
him, still fully dressed in his clothes from the day before.

Some nights, Arthur would stay in this position, watching terrible infomercials, tutting over the overpriced
watches and extravagant spray mops. Other nights, he would stay up until dawn, dozing in and out of sleep, agonising
over every detail of his past. Sometimes the demons would take over, and force him into a teary rage, thinking of
what could have been if not for the circumstances he was left in.

The box had continued to haunt him, until one of his bad nights where his discipline was ignored. He hobbled
out of his pit of a couch and edged slowly towards his bedroom. His walking stick wobbled and slid on the flimsy
rugs. They knocked into the jumbled towers of books and papers that littered his hallway. He was beginning to regret
his refusal of the hospital wheelchair.

A thick layer of dust covered the lid. Arthur plonked himself down in front of the footstool that stood by the
wardrobe and yanked it impatiently from the pile of newspapers that covered its secret hiding place. He wheezed and
coughed for a few moments, forgetting how long it had been since he dared to open it last time. 

“Maybe just one piece” he muttered, fondly stroking the lid with his crooked finger.

As he opened the lid, the walls around him dissolved, and his mother’s choice of ghastly floral patterns
melted through his bedroom wallpaper. He was sat on his childhood wooden bed frame. The lumpy and battered
mattress dug into his grazed knees. His scraggly, grey beard had disappeared, and his comb over overflowed with
silky, long locks of brown curly hair. 

He gently lifted the first item he could see and held it up to the dim orange lighting that illuminated the room.
A rubber bullet. This was the first one he had collected in the rubble of the old bookshop that was blown up by the
soldiers. Perfectly pointed, with the slightest scuffing along the bottom. He had kept it rolled up in his sock so that his
mother did not spot it as he snuck in that evening for tea. She was yet to find any evidence that he had been hiding in
the town shortly after each riot, eagerly waiting for the chaos to clear so that he could find more treasures. He held
the bullet to his chest, tightly squeezing his eyes shut, and imagined himself as a powerful soldier in battle. Except
this time, he was one of the good ones, who saved the town and took out the bad people trying to destroy everything
in their wake. He curled up into a small ball, his cheek pressed against the scratchy bedsheets. He gripped his treasure
tightly with both hands.

“Morning Dad!”

Arthur  jerked out  of  his  slumber.  He had moved from the footstool  to  the floor,  miraculously sleeping
through the pain. He was still clutching the tiny bullet tightly in his withered hand, as if it were a healing crystal.
Hurriedly placing it back in its hidden position, he returned the box to its hiding spot, wincing as he rushed into bed,
before Annie could see.

***

The weeks passed. Arthur’s collection of used breakfast teacups slowly gathered on the living room floor. The only
food that touched his lips was buttery slices of brown toast, the sliced apple left on the side untouched. His cigarette
tray  overflowed,  the  stale  stench fogging up his  living  room. Annie  continued her  care  for  him,  growing more
exhausted with each day. It wasn’t until a typical lunch time that she changed Arthur’s routine, by bringing in the
most unlikely of candidates.



“Dad?”

“Mhm.”

“This is Alan. Alan, meet my father, Arthur. Say hello, dad!”

Alan Dumplings stepped into the living room. He was a small gentleman, with a crisp clean white tunic that
hung neatly over his flawlessly ironed navy trousers. His silver fob watch was clipped exactly in place, with two biro
pens placed side by side in his chest pocket. The slip-on clogs on his petite feet were polished to perfection, and his
ankles clicked together anytime he felt a rush of delight. In this instance, it was when he met Arthur McNulty for the
first time.

“Pleased to meet you dear sir! I can see where Annie gets her good looks from!” he grinned, as Annie giggled
sheepishly. His voice was thick and melodious, almost as if he was singing in his strong New York accent.

“Ye what?” Arthur shrieked, slightly rising from his chair, consequently smacking his bad side against the
armrest. 

Alan waddled around to the front of Arthur’s chair,  hunkering down in front of a pair  of chubby knees
squeezed into tartan trousers.

“It’s  a  pleasure,  really.  How wonderful  to  serve a  veteran? My never-ending respects  to  you sir,”  Alan
gleamed, holding out his tiny hand. His toothy grin reflected in Arthur’s thick rimmed glasses.

“Get out of me house. Nay!” Arthur shrieked, attempting to bat Alan’s hand with his newspaper. “I don’t
need anyone’s help. Annie, take him home. Back to school or whatever he does during the day.”

“Dad! Alan is a nurse. A fantastic one too. You’re going to be seeing a lot more of each other,” she smiled,
before  mouthing the  words,  ‘I  am so sorry’ to  Alan,  who waved his  hand politely,  barely  taking notice  of  the
unwelcoming start to his first shift.

“And  you’re  hil-ar-ious  too!  I  love  Irish  humour.  Oh  Mr  McNulty,  we’re  going  to  get  along  just
wonderfully!” Alan cheered, sashaying his way into the kitchen. “Tea, Annie?”

Arthur stared in disbelief as his daughter giggled, following Alan into the kitchen. He leaned back in his chair
and puffed heavily. Who was this man, and how on earth was his daughter convinced that he would make him all
better? It was too much for him to muddle over. He closed his eyes, and before Alan and Annie came back from the
kitchen, he was already snoring.

Arthur’s new routine began immediately,  his old one ending the moment Alan arrived for his first  shift.
Arthur was woken up at precisely 6:20am, Alan patting his shoulder gently and turning on the bedside lamp.

“Good morning Mr McNulty. It’s time to rise and shine!” Alan coaxed, turning the blinds to reveal the golden
sunlight hitting the window box. The early morning sun filled Arthur’s bedroom, nearly blinding him as he tried to
open his bleary eyes. Arthur would grunt and splutter and sniff at least three times, before peering at him with a look
sharp enough to cut his chiselled chin. 

“Leave. Me. Alone!” he spat, before rolling over (slowly) and burying himself under the bundles of blankets
that Alan carefully tucked him under each night. 

“Now Arthur, we have spoken multiple times about this. It’s important for you to stick to a routine. Routine
means that you’re more active,  and if  you’re more active,  then you’re on your way to recovery!” Alan coaxed,
pushing the window open. He leaned out and breathed in deeply, inhaling the fresh morning air.

“Nope.”

“It’s breakfast time. I made eggs today. Sunny side up, and I know that’s your favourite!”

“I hate eggs.”

“And I picked up some herbal tea from the Chinese supermarket on the way here.”

“Probably poisonous.”



“Come on Arthur,  I  know someone  is  huuuuuuungry!”Alan  quickly  marched  over  to  Arthur’s  bed  and
whipped off his blankets. He swiftly left the bedroom, leaving a dismayed and enraged wrinkle of mint green striped
pyjamas curled up on the bed.

“You will return them to me this instant! If you do not get back here immediately, I’m going to call Annie.
Then, I’m going to call the authorities. Give me the phone, so I can call them right no –”

But Arthur stopped in his tracks when he saw Alan standing back in the doorway of his room, eagerly holding
a wooden breakfast tray, complete with a plate of French toast, eggs and a small cup of golden tea. The eggs were
close to perfect, the golden yolk peeping through and running ever so slightly, with the creamy butter glistening on
thick, crusty toast.

Arthur heaved a sigh. He hadn’t had an egg cooked like that for him in a long time.

Ends



We Stop in Front of This Picture of Death
By J. J. Steinfeld

A drawing of a single war dead
in a perfectly lit corner of the art museum.

We stop in front of this picture of death
and view it from different angles
caught in the aftermath not of battle
but of the incomprehension of war

not a metaphor or allegory you say
or some abstraction of inestimable sadness
but the austere depiction of loss
no one famous or long remembered

you say the subject must have been close to the artist
a good friend or dear neighbour
stolen in the prime of life
how else such compassion
guiding the mind and hand

stepping inside the drawing
so I can no longer see the present
I ask from which war was the fallen soldier,
of the victorious or the vanquished,
and cry for the dead.

From An Affection for Precipices (Serengeti Press, 2006) by J. J. Steinfeld



SIPU
By Gene J. Parola

The graying man opposite me, sipped his coffee and considered my question.  He was one of the luncheon group that
had greeted me on the day I was introduced to the other Senior residents.

I was a nosy writer prying into my new neighbor’s lives.

“Thanks for agreeing to talk with me,” I offered. “Thanks for your service.”

He wore a blue blazer with a U. S. Navy fouled anchor patch over the  pocket. He was part of the corps of
Captains and Colonels that the military retires before they make expensive ‘flag’ rank, i.e. Admiral or General.

His name was Nelson and he had a live-in medical assistant, a guy called Yeager.  He sat to my left, said nothing,
but was very attentive to Nelson.

“Yeah.  Well, each generation of American men have their own war.  Mine was Korea.”  He paused, seeming to
consider what he had just said.  “I had been barely too young for World War II--much to  my mother’s relief--but ripe
for the United Nations ‘police action’ in Korea.  We professionals were constantly commanded to remember that it
was not a war.  It was a police action.”

“Yes.  And one that is still not ended formally all these years later,”  I remembered.

He nodded, rather disinterested, I thought.

“But you were there at what has served for several decades as an end,”  I pressed.

He nodded.  “At Panmunjom.  Yeah.  But you said you wanted to get acquainted by me telling you about
something important in my life.”

“What?  And that wasn’t?”

“The UN had got its dick caught in a vice and it was eager to get out by then.  But there were a lot of countries
involved and a lot of politicians to be satisfied.

“Want to be more specific?”

“Yeah, we had to dicker with the Reds over the shape of the damn negotiating table for days.  They were clever
as hell.  All the while they stalled, more Chinese and Russian assets crossed the Yalu River. And President Truman
was not going to lose more western blood against that supply of guns and gore.

“Things stood still until he threatened to use the A-bomb and the Chinese and Russians blinked and we got an
armistice.  No treaty, an armistice.”

He lit a cigarette, took a deep drag and put it out.

“We accomplished nothing, lost a lot of brave men, betrayed allies and proceeded to our next debacle.”  He
paused, then went on.  “You want a story?  Here’s one.”

I put my recorder on the table.  He looked at it a moment and began.  “In February 1952, I was a Lt. jg assigned
to a strange fucking place called S.I.P.U. on Naval Air Station, Ford Island in the middle of Pearl Harbor.”  He leaned
back in his chair and waited a minute for the delivery of a large glass of orange juice.  

Yeager snatched it up, added a generous shot of vodka from a pocket flask, stirred it with Nelson’s teaspoon and
handed it to his patient.

Nelson, swished it around, took a swig and went on.  “At that time I had a half-assed job designation as an
administrative officer. I wasn’t happy being assigned to an air station with a lot of swaggering jet jockeys. But it was
Hawai’i and I could always ask for a transfer after the hula-girl effect wore off.”

Yeager had looked at his watch and motioned for a glass of water from the waitress.  By the time it arrived, he
had snugged five pills of various size and color into a soup spoon and nodded toward it when Nelson paused. 

Our narrator looked at the spoon a moment, then dumped its contents into the remains of the juice and chugged
the combination down. 



“When the motley crew was all assembled, we officers were really a sad bunch.  Half of the dozen were on our
first or second hitch.  The other six were all senior reserves, pissed at having been called back to active.  The lucky
thirteenth was our C.O., a gin soaked Commander of special intelligence.  He had been on the periphery of the O.S.S.
ops in the Burma campaign during the war and only his deep Asian experience had kept him from being retired six
years earlier.”

He paused as Yeager urged the water glass with a little pursed lip smile. Yeager was persistent.

“The Exec. was a Lt. Cdr. paper pusher like me with three teenagers and a really pissed wife at home in cold
Colorado.  The most senior Lieutenant had been made inactive in ‘46 as a Lt. Commander, after  spending four
frustrating years as a dog-fight flight instructor who was denied combat.  Now, recalled, as a Lieutenant again, thank
you—in mid-thirties with wife and kids—he had just come from a carrier squadron where he flew unarmed recon
sorties at the crack of dawn every day.  Unarmed, so he’d never risk his precious photographs by being tempted to
stick around and fight.  Never saw a man deal with frustration like he did.  A credit to the service.”  

Nelson coughed, then coughed again.  Yeager pushed more water.  The sips seemed not to help.  Yeager slapped
his back a couple of times.  The spasm passed.  Nelson drank deeply, then went on.

“In fact, his expertise in aerial photography was why he was with us.”  He paused to sip hot coffee which had
just arrived.  “When we first mustered at the building we saw the stark sign, ‘SIPU.’  The huge safe inside suggested
that it had been a paymaster office in an earlier life.  When we  met the ‘white hats’ the rate badges under their crows
were strange, indicating  that they were lithographers— offset printers. There was a draughtsman and a yeoman also.
This constituted the witch’s brew, and it was indeed a strange one.

“Gradually as Cdr. DeB. coaxed us through the building, the crux of the mission emerged. 

“On the lower level, the entire floor in every room was covered wall to wall with carefully bundled stacks of
WWII 14th Air Force aerial photography of North Korea and…Manchuria--i.e. China.

“‘We are tasked.’”  the Commander  announced as we stood ankle deep in  the flood of  photos,  “to produce
gazetteers of aerial targets across the Yalu River in preparation for our invasion of China.“

“We all looked at one another.”

“‘Our area of operation,’“  he continued as we recovered, “‘is as deep as the carrier planes can penetrate and
return to ships in the Sea of Japan.’’’

Nelson looked up, waiting for the implications to dawn on me. Then he backed up a little.

“The C.O. of my last assignment had been a paper shuffler at the Pentagon, too. But he pushed more interesting
paper than I. He had smiled when he informed me that the Pacific Fleet needed a man of my caliber and asked if I
wanted to go to Hawai’i.  After my smart ass response he informed me that I’d have to do a course on handling
classified material before transfer.

“All the while I attended intell school the fallout over General MacArthur’s firing was all anyone talked of.” He
paused, sipped coffee. “Now, that had happened ten months before I arrived in Hawai’i.”

He looked up to see if I was following the drift.

“The only place the question could be asked aloud was at Cdr. DeB’s quarters where we all mustered for his
strong martinis that evening.”

“‘WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON?’  we all shouted in unison.  Truman had fired Mac and the stupid shit of an
invasion of China had been laid to rest, right?  Well, if so, why were we--still recovering from the revelation earlier in
the day--going to produce Target Gazetteers for carrier strikes beyond the Yalu?

“The good Cdr. DeB had the answer, but not before he poured us all our second Martini.  ‘Truman is a lame
duck.  MacArthur was getting a lot of civilian support, if none from the Joint Chiefs. When he, Commanding Officer
of the Korean operation gave the order to CINC Pacific  to prepare for the invasion of China, the order was obeyed.
Now the wheels were turning and when the machine is as huge as the entire Pacific command, a lot of crap is
moving.  It may be that the brass remembered there was going to be an election in the fall of ‘52 and there might be a
Republican President next year who will want to invade China.  Let the wheels turn.



“Well, the old man was partly right, but that Republican president was Ike Eisenhower, one of the loudest critics
of a land war in Asia.” 

Nelson looked up at me, gathered his napkin and plopped it on the table.  His story was over. He started to rise.

“Wait a damn minute,” I shouted.  “So what happened to SIPU, and what the hell did the initials mean?”

Nelson looked at Yeager who shrugged.

“During WWII support of ground action was provided by the Army Air Force. Targets in naval warfare moved
constantly, aerial photography was rarely used. There were no trained naval aerial Photo Interpreters; Korea kick-
started a response. Schools were set up but their graduates were few and in the fleet where they were needed: tactical
assignments. 

“Meaning,” I interrupted, “regular timely gathering and dissemination of ground conditions.”

“Yeah.  Our recon pilot groused that he had risked his ass every morning to get photos that there were not enough
PIs to study.  By the end of ’51 the war had yo-yoed up and down the peninsula, the Army tacticians operating blind.
Then in February ’52 two Special Intelligence units were created, one in Atsugi, for tactical stuff and we at Pearl for
Strategic…”

“Long range planning—China invasion.” 

“Special Intelligence Production Unit,  Pearl Harbor, operated for the rest of ’52 and into early ’53 then its name
was changed to Fleet Intelligence Unit and the crew was reassigned.

“All the gazetteers already shipped to the fleet wound up in burn-bags aboard the carriers.”

He started to stand up again.  “And Ike’s affirmation of Truman’s decision did more to end the war than all our
talk at Panmunjom.  My ass is still sore from all the days we sat around--along the sides of—that table.”

Yeager helped Nelson to his feet and put his arm around the old man as he helped him toward the elevator.  

End

Cold Gray
By Michael Lee Johnson

Below the clouds
forming in my eyes,
your soft eyes,
delicate as warm silk words,
used to support the love I held for you.

Cold, now gray, the sea tide
inside turns to poignant foam
upside down separates-
only ghosts now live between us.

Yet, dreamlike, fortune-teller,
bearing no relation to reality-
my heart is beyond the sea now.
A relaxing breeze sweeps
across the flat surface of me.
I write this poem to you,
neglectfully sacrificing our love.
I leave big impressions
with a terrible hush inside.
Gray bones now bleach with memories,
I’m a solitary figure standing
here, alone, along the shoreline.



Vengeance

By DJ Tyrer

Taking one last glance at the photo, Reuven slipped out of the car and strolled across the street. Ivan Iharovich 
Ramanchuk had gone inside the building opposite, one of Stalin’s grey blocks for the free proletariat. Reuven 
followed him inside.

He paused in the entrance hall and listened to the slap of the man’s feet upon the stairs, a floor above him. 
Quickly, quietly, in soft-soled shoes, he followed Ramanchuk up, catching up with him on the third-floor landing.

The man didn’t notice Reuven’s approach.

As he drew close behind him, Reuven slipped the knife from his pocket, flipped its blade out ready.

It was over in a moment.

Ramanchuk had just opened his apartment’s door when Reuven thrust one hand over his mouth and pulled 
his head back. One quick movement drew the knife across his throat and ended his life in a spray of blood.

The man shuddered in his embrace, then fell still and Reuven tossed his body down onto the passage floor 
like the piece of garbage he was.

Reuven paused to glance in the hall mirror that he was clean, then stepped out through the door and locked it 
behind himself before pocketing the key; he would drop it in a bin on his way out.

It was over. After three years, finally, it was over.

#

His mother’s cries brought Reuven running when the news came onto the radio.

“They’ve taken Moshe,” she screamed at him.

He stared at her in incomprehension: his brother was in Berlin, competing in the games.

“Who?” he asked, but she just shook her head in confusion.

He held her close until the voice of the German Chancellor burst tinnily from the speaker.

“This day will go down in history as the day in which Bolshevik-inspired terrorism struck against the peace-
loving peoples of the world.” Hitler’s voice rose in tempo. “But, rest assured, we shall not cower – the hostages will 
be freed and vengeance taken.”

Then, the presenter’s voice returned and Reuven learnt what had happened: “Last night, terrorists infiltrated 
the Olympic village at Elstad in Germany and seized a number of Jewish athletes as hostages. The hostage-takers are 
believed to be Byelorussians opposed to the Jewish state.”

Reuven and his mother clung to one another and the radio, desperate to learn of his brother’s fate until, 
finally, it all ended in blood and violence as the Germans stormed the village and the hostages and their captors died.

As his blood chilled at the news, Reuven made a silent vow that his brother would be avenged.

The Judenian security services had been more than happy to accept his services…

#

“I’m back,” Reuven called as he stepped through the door into his mother’s flat in Shedlits. She tottered out 
from the kitchen, leaning on a pair of sticks, to greet him; the last three years had broken her.



Reuven hugged her and wished he could tell her of what he’d done, but no-one could ever know. The man’s 
death might make the news, it might not – what counted was that the Byelorussians understood there could be no 
hiding place for those who planned and financed acts of terror against the Jews.

“I’m glad you’re home safe; there was another bombing – they’re blaming the Poles, this time. The army are 
on alert.”

“I hear the Germans are, too.” Despite all his rants, Hitler had left vengeance to the Jews, only the increasing 
tension along the Polish frontier was a legacy of that night.

“I really thought that, maybe, we could know peace in our time.”

Reuven shrugged. “Until we and our neighbours can learn to live in peace, that won’t happen. It’s no 
different to the Sudetenland. “

His mother sighed. “Sometimes, I wonder if we all should’ve followed the Zionists to Palestine, start over in 
an empty country.”

“Maybe.” Then, Reuven gave a bitter laugh. “Probably, the Arabs would’ve decided they wanted it, too.”

Ends

Pain's Retreat
By Brett Dyer

I sleep splendid tunes
Living darkness abates me
Pain gives its reward

I drift in pain hues
Living darkness abates me
Rest retreats for me

The Ancient Hunters
By K. A. Williams

The ancient hunters
stalked their prey with only spears.
How brave they all were.

Recent History Precludes…
By Robert Beveridge

I longed to taste the sweat on
your shoulder, follow drops
on their natural course. But
that is in the past, and maybe
the future. For now, though,
I sit beside you, powerless to
touch, must use my other senses.

Bibliophile
By Donna McCabe

I have to confess
I'm a bibliophile
I am a right lover of books
They have taken over all the house
In all the cranny's and all the nooks
They’re stacked up all over the place
There's not much room to move
But I can't help but buy yet another book to read
It's as if to myself I have something to prove.



Strong Women
By D.C. Buschmann

I feel an affinity for and connection 
with strong women—Ann Boleyn,
Jane Austen, and Emily Dickinson.
Those times were so fraught 
with religion and tradition, 
to speak their minds 
would hardly do. 
Yet, I feel I know them 
and what they went through.


